




MEN'S WEAR REVIEW
designs. Those bold, broad stripes that have commanded
attention and promised fine striking window displays and

courageously inclined shirt-purchasers are going to influ-

ence the early Fall styles just a dainty trifle. Breadth of

stripe seems likely to merge tenderly into breadth of effect.

The bold effect of distance between broad stripes in the

shirtings will be found to have passed imperceptibly into

the more delicate attractiveness of the same space relieved

by an additional line faint or more decided as the fancy

of the designer may suggest.

The barbaric decision of the broad stripe will in some
of the most charming novelty lines in shirtings, be dis-

covered to have given place to the more refined charm of a

series of narrower bands closely grouped, and quite won-
derfully varied in color scheme. There will be black lines

in some shirtings, and their effect will be to enhance the

effects of the colors. Harmony rather than contrast will

be the ruling principle in coloring, and the most perfect

proportion between line and intervening space will be pre-

served, making altogether a range of shirtings to fascin-

ate even the most sturdily masculine taste, and certainly

to absolutely charm the feminine eye that may chance to

rest on the masculine shoulders so tastefully draped.

Shirtings from Japan

Certain imported Japanese shirtings in silk may be ex-

pected showing as great and even possibly greater variety

in arrangement of line, band, and color scheme. One of

the Spring lines being exhibited at present shows a rather

broader band than the early Fall shirtings show, and
this broader band is broken up into a half-diced effect in

rich luminous ruddy and purple hues. The whole effect

produced in less than an eighth of an inch of width, with
the bands separated by about an inch and a half of white

or rather cream space, is exceedingly rich, and MEN'S
WEAR REVIEW was not surprised to learn from the im-
porter of this shirting that it is in great request by young

ladies for blouses. But it is a masculine shirting all the

same.

There is every chance that the silk shirt will be found,

in immense popularity during the early Fall, especially as

if present indications are any guide, importations of ma-

terials from Great Britain are going to be scanty. The

Japanese are apparently ready to do wonders in supplying

silk fabrics, and will follow any design ever created, and

create a new one in the time it takes a man to glance from

one to the other.

Something New in Soft Colors

Without doubt, the soft collar and the French cuff are

going to maintain the popularity in early Fall which has

been promised them for Summer. Some very attractive

things are going to be done with soft collars this Summer
and Fall. One leading manufacturer has an invention al-

most ready for announcement to the trade which will re-

volutionize the whole attitude of the trade and of the pur-

chasing public to the soft collar. When the hint is given

that this new collar is a collar which combines the smart

appearance of the stiff collar with permanent quality as

regards that smartness of appearance, and yet with all

the ease and comfort in warm weather of the soft collar

as first introduced, then perhaps enough will have been

said to pave the way for the arrival of this invention upon

the ready market. It is a Canadian invention, too, an-

other good point in its favor.

Reverting to Gold Pin

Regarding the stiff collar styles so far in sight for

early Fall, there seems to be an increasing tendency to-

wards the cutaway models, but so far very little new has

been shown, and the matter of materials is still a serious

consideration for manufacturers. Soft collars are coming
to be something of an all-year-round fashion because of

their increasing perfections, and for Fall there has been

indicated a tendency towards a reversion to the gold safety

pin fastening in front, to replace other forms of fastening

which have been more in use lately.

SHOW SHIRTS ONLY IN CUSTOMERS' SIZE
MUCH DISSATISFACTION THUS SAVED

SOME one has said there is no advertisement like the

wagging tongue of a satisfied customer.

On its face the statement appears pretty true, and
it is to the end of keeping their customers from becoming
even in the least dissatisfied that E. H. Thamer & Son, of

Kitchener, have adopted the definite policy of showing goods

only in the customer's size. This removes the danger of a

customer seeing and fancying some pattern in a size other

than his own—some pattern which is not to be had in his

own size. «

Take shirts for example.

We all know how things work with these. Some men
are not exceedingly particular as to pattern. They will

take practically anything within certain bounds. They
may like something quiet, but whether it be blue, or pink, or

mauve is of small importance. Others, there are, who
feel very differently. They hunt for a pattern, more per-

haps than they hunt for value in the goods.

Now if one of these sees a pattern in a size 16 which

appeals to him, why, he wants that pattern.

You say, "Sorry, but I have not that in your size."

Well, the man maj^ buy something else, but he has a

feeling that he is not getting the very best possible. He
leaves the store the least little bit disgruntled, and to let a

customer go away in that frame of mind is not in the best

interests of any business.
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It would, of course, be impossible for a dealer to keep

every pattern in every size—as would be necessary if he

were to make sure of satisfying the whim of exery cus-

tomer. But he can make sure that the customer sees

only what can be supplied in his particular size.

To this end Mr. Thamer keeps his shirts together by

sizes. He at once finds the size needed by the customer,

then shows only what he has in that size. This he has

found results in perfect satisfaction, saves time, and is

generally in the interests of customer and dealer.

HOLDING CONVENTION
Forty Salesmen of Belding, Paul Corticelli Co.

in Montreal.

About forty salesmen of the Belding, Paul Corticelli

Company from all over Canada, held a convention in Mont-

real, which was incidentally the first of its kind attempted

by the company. The salesmen were entertained at a

dinner at the Place Viger Hotel, Tuesday night, among
those present being A. 0. Dawson, president of the com-

pany, and William McMaster, J. M. Mackie and William

Hanson, directors. A moving picture demonstration of the

silk-making process was given at the Place Viger, and

the next day a trip to the Coaticook factory of the com-

pany was made.
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EARLY FALL MODELS IN SUITS AND OVERCOATS
The Trench Coat to the Fore, and it Isn't as Startling- as One Expects—Double-breasted

Sacks Likely to (Jain Favor—Overcoats Will be Longer, and Cuffs
on Trousers Narrower.

A LITTLE early still to tell definitely what will be

sold for the coming Fall. There are some models

now ready, however, and though it may be another

month, or even more, before the clothing salesmen go out

to the trade in large numbers, it already is apparent that

their trunks will not contain certain lines, which have been

splendid sellers of late—at least not in large numbers.

Also it is evident that their trunks will fairly bulge with

some models which—if known at all last year—were num-
bered amon;:;- the freaks.

Ruminating over the number of styles, both in suits

and overcoats, seen in a tour of some big manufacturing

houses, the editor was again forcibly struck with the fact

that practically everything being shown now is young
men's stuff. Nothing for the old man, or even the elderly

man, is being made—apparently. Of course there are

One of the Double Breasted Sacks wliich it is believed will

be pofmlar for Fall.

conservative styles. Indeed some of the best houses

almost concentrate on such models; but these are cut on

young men's lines. They have a style, a smartness, a

dash, which is youthful while it is refined.

No Old Men Now
What then of the elderly man? Well, in the language

of the astounded old farmer, who, for the first time had

seen a giraffe, "There ain't no such animal."

Every one wants to remain youthful. And so, the man
approaching middle age keeps to young models in clothing.

He keeps to young habits, too. No longer does a man file

away his skates with his wedding certificate. Not much.

He dresses youthfully. He feels youthful. He acts youth-

ful. Look around. Proofs are on even,' hand, and they

are certainly present in the showrooms of the clothing

manufacturers.

These clothing makers are close students of human
nature. They know, in a general way at least—no designer

will venture a bolder statement than this—what the pub-

lic wants, and they have decided on young men's clothes.

Taking it for granted then that the 1917 Fall and
Winter models will be young models, what particular form
will these take ?

Well, first a word as to the form they will not take.

It seems that the pinch-back style—for men—is on the

wane. It will be strong for Spring and Summer, no doubt

of that; but as a leader, its day is expected to be over with

the Summer. This, of course, does not apply to overcoats.

In ulsters the pinch-back effect will be used as it has been

for years back.

With one leader going, what is coming?
Wei!, as we've said, it is a little early to say certainly,

but come along, and let us look over some of the new
models which have already been completed by the de-

signers.

Here is a conservative model—three buttons, not too

long lapels, a rather snug-fitting coat it is, with narrow

sleeves. A very smart model, one which is quiet enough

to suit the tastes of the most modest dresser, yet giving,

as has been indicated, the appearance of youth, so much
desired.

And here is a double-breasted sack. No. th's is not

entirely new. It was shown last Fall. But it didn't make
a very big hit then, and it is expected to find great favor

for this Fall and Winter's business. Indeed, this double-

breasted sack has been trying to come back for some time,

and it would seem that its merits are about to be recog-

nized. The little sketch shown herewith will give a better

idea of this model than can be given in words, so we will

pass on to a more extreme and entirely new style.

An Extreme Style

This is a two-button sack, with the two buttons very

high, leaving a great deal of skirt to swing free. The coar

fits snugly, and the pockets are vertical. Their length,

moreover, is made to seem greater even that it really 's

by reason of a pleat starting at the top of the pocket and

running up about six inches.

This is an extreme model, and we doubt if it will find

a very large sale in Canada. Some such models, it is un-

derstood, have been put on the market in the United
States, and there they have made a big hit. But we're a

little more conservative here, and some of our more ad-
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vanced dressers are more busily engaged in picking out

suitable shell craters for protection than suitable clothes.

A Lone New Pinch Back

One pinch back effect, it would seem, will be carried

into the Fall line—one pinch back at least. This is a

model which has no buttons at all in the front, but the belt

comes completely around, and, fastening in front, keeps

the whole coat in shape. In this sack there are two pleats

A71 Extreme Two-Buiton Model. Note the expanse of

coat beloiv the .second button—also the pockets.

in front, one on either side. These run both above and

below the belt, extending on the lower side to the pockets.

Troiiser Cuflfs Narrower

But what of trousers?

These, it seems, will be but slightly changed from last

year. The cuff will still be strong. Indeed, it seems cer-

tain that this is here to stay. But this cuff will be some-

what narrower for this Fall—perhaps half an inch nar-

rower.

And here are the overcoats.

There's enough to make one's eyes bulge here. In this

line certainly you're going to have something mighty new
and attractive to show customers.

A Word re Trench Coats

The trench coat will be the leader, it would seem.

Frankly we doubted if this would catch hold here in Can-

ada. After seeing a wider range of models, we hesitate in

our judgment. They certainly are attractive. Moi-eover,

as seen, they are not as startling as the name implies

—

don't seem to be so much aping the military. Any affecta-

tion of a military style, by a man who can not, or will not,

go to the front, hardly seems the thing now. But as we
say these trench coats, as they are called, aren't really so

military looking. They are mighty smart models, indeed,

and we rather fancy they'll have a big sale to the trade,

and that the trade will not have a great deal of difficulty

in getting their customers to look with favor on the line.

Indeed, this trench coat is nothing much more than an

ulster with a belt all around. Some have patch pockets,

some bellows pockets, some slant pockets. One model seen

had these slant pockets both above and below the belt

—

that is, four in all. The consensus of opinion among
designers, however, is that this is a little overdoing it, and

that two pockets are sufficient. For motorists, though, the

four pockets might have a big appeal.

Another trench coat seen had a pleat right up the

centre of the back, as in the longer military great coats.

Then in front there was a pleat on either side, running
from a point just above the pocket front, up for about

eighteen inches. The belt, completely encircling the coat,

added the finishing touch. Well, Mr. Retailer, you can put.

your own meaning on that phrase, "the finishing touch."

But we don't mind admitting we're rather strong for this

model, after seeing it as it will look on the street.

Belts Worn High

By the way, the belts on these trench coats are worn
very high—quite noticeably above the waist line—a sort

of masculine princess effect.

Another general tendency in overcoats is worth not-

ing—it is the tendency toward greater length. Take the

popular box coat, which last year was made in lengths of

38 or 40 inches. This will be about 42 inches this year.

And that addition of two inches will, it seems, be general.

Welcome another old friend. The Raglan is back. At
least one very appealing model was seen by MEN'S
WEAR REVIEV/, and its designer has hopes—he won't go
further than that. It is a double-breasted great coat, an
ulster, really, with convertible collar and all, but the

shoulders are Raglan. This model, like many of the others,

is made either lined or skeleton.

Oh, there are a number of new things to demand your
attention, friend readers. Some lines we saw should cer-

tainly please you, as giving promise of pleasin^? your
customers.

BOYS' BUYING POWER GOING UP

(Continued from page 41)

This has meant money in the year passed. As Mr. Duf-
fin, of Dundas Street, West Toronto, told MEN'S WEAR
READER, it has sometimes been necessary for dealers to

dissuade these young fellows from buying too expensive
stuff.

But the buying power of the boy during 1916 will be

small compared to the buying power of the boy during
1917. That much already seems certain. It will, therefore,

pay the dealer to lay plans to get the purchases of the boy.

Suggested Birthday Presents

One dealer, to this end, has had the vital statistics of his

town analyzed, and has a list of birthday dates. Before the

natal day arrives, he sends a note to the parent, suggesting

that a fitting present for Johnny or Harry would be a

suit of clothes. It's a fine idea, and might well be adopted

by others. But that is an appeal to the boy's parents. The
appeal to the boy himself is worth while now.

Other Business-getting Methods

Such appeal can well be made through the store win-

dow, as the boy is sure to be on the street a lot. Also ad-

vertising on the sporting page should pay. Clerks well

know a lot of the boys, and can bring trade just by being

friendly with these younger fellows. A boy feels flattered

at being known by an- older man. He'll usually give his

trade to this man who knows him on the street.

But there are many ways to get the boy's business.

Each dealer will be able to devise schemes. It is the reali-

zation of the remarkable opportunity which is most neces-

sary. Some dealers—who have ample room—have yet

failed to establish a boy's department. There may be local

conditions which in some cases make such failure to ex-

pand wise. But in a general way the dollars will roll in

during 1917 to the man who caters to boys. Hadn't we
better get in the way of the dollar?
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WOMEN'S OVERALLS NOW ON THE MARKET
^Made Not Only for iShcU Workers, But for All Women Who Do Any Heavy or Dirty

Work—Several Stvles Described—Prices Not Fnllv Known at This Earlv Date

YES, overalls for women are now being made—and sold

—in Canada.

MEN'S WEAE REVIEW has previously spoken of

this line as one which is commencing to be featured in the

United States. Then—and this was only a few months ago

—the garment was illustrated more as a freak than a style.

But how a few weeks change things! The woman's overall,

as it may be called, is now a factor for the Canadian trade

to consider.

Perhaps Canada has followed England and the States

in making these lines, but the sale of this new line in

Canada opens in a way which indicates it will outstrip the

demand experienced for this novelty in the United States.

The reason for this, of course, is not so much that Canadian

women turn more readily to a new line—far from it. But

the war has made Canadian women, workers—as they never

before were workers. At shell making, and other heavy
employments, they are taking their place. They need

garments, therefore, suited for this heavy work—gar-

ments which will protect their clothes, and which will be so

planned that the danger of these garments getting caught

in the machinery is reduced to a minimum.

Variety of Models

Realizing the need for such a garment, and having this

need brought to their attention by those connected with

shell making, a number of Canadian overall manufacturers

have commenced turning out something which may be

called a woman's overall. The models so far shown vary

a good deal in style, and indeed in fabric. Some are like

the men's overalls, only more ample in size. Others are

more like aprons. Still others are like coats—warehouse

coats. Some are a little like all three. But each aims to

meet the one need; and all would seem to fill this need,

though perhaps some a little better than others.

By the way, though this is a woman's line, its sale, so

far, has been largely through men's wear stores. Moreover,

the manufacturers expect that the men's wear dealers will

continue to be the agents of distribution, arguing that

when after an overall, the natural place for a worker

—

even a very new worker—to go is to a men's wear store

where such things are regularly handled.

Expect Steady Demand
It would seem important that the men's wear trade keep

to the front as the source of supply for this new line;

especially since the belief is, after the short experience of

the past few weeks, that this is a line for which there will

be a demand from women steadily now—irrespective of

the shell making. The overalls, it has been found, sell well

to women who on occasions do heavy housework. They sell

well to women who drive automobiles, and who study the

internal workings of the same. In fact the many out-door

women Canada fortunately has will make a steady demand
for this line.

And now as to the various styles.

One Style

One manufacturer has this to say:

"The first concern of the designers of the new gar-

ment was to make them practical overalls without making
them too obviously a pair of trousers. So more goods go
into overalls for women than are required to make a pair

for men, and they may be gathered in little tucks about

the ankles. Or they may be gathered about the knees,

assuming then a billowy, bloomerish appearance. Accord-

ingly, they may be worn over skirts, so their primary pur-

pose is to add to the freedom of women's movements.

"We think they may be employed to advantage in all

sorts of factory work, housework, washing, ironing, cook-

ing, scrubbing, gardening, and other outdoor work, and
for motor cycling, camping, and sports of all kinds. Over-

alls for women are more sanitary than skirts, which catch

all the dirt, and can be washed more easily and less expen-

sively. They are superior to aprons, for, clasped about the

ankles, they keep the undergarments of their wearers free

of any dust or dirt.

"A feature that has appealed so far to those who are

to wear them is that women who like to travel to and from
their work arrayed in finery may do so, and, by changing

into overalls at their places of employment, can go about

their work with no fear of wearing and tearing their street

clothing or of catching it in machinery.

This manufacturer is making these women's overalls in

chambray, sateen and khaki materials.

V. m

Bob Lopg

A light blue Afjio)i and Cap for Mioiitio)!

others—being made bi/ the li. G. Long
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A Different Garment

Another manufacturer has just turned out what he calls

women's overalls, but they are not what is usually re-

garded as an overall. They are not in trouser style at all,

but have an ample skirt, and run right up to the neck in

front without any opening. A vent runs from the neck,

at the back, to a point about 18 inches from the bottom of

the skirt. The wearer, therefore, simply steps into this

skirt, slips her arms into the sleeves, then buttons up the

back and fastens the belt which is provided, thus giving

the garment a snugness at the waist which adds a feminine

touch. This garment has two side pockets, and with it is

sold a cap of the same material—something like the dust

cap women have worn for some time.

In the manufacture of the garment .300 drill iron clad

cloth has been used—of blue color. While the cloth is light

it is subjected to a hydraulic press test of 65 lbs. per square

inch—this to insure sufficient strength.

A Coat Style

Still another manufacturer, just starting the manufac-
ture of this useful garment, is making them of khaki

cloth, and makes them in the form of a long cloak—much
like a warehouse coat, only heavier, of course. The buttons

enable the overall to be fastened right to the throat, thus

giving complete protection. This, indeed, is a model
which might well be used by men, as well as by women.
Only the size need be considered. Like the other models
this makes a splendid garment for use by automobile en-

thusiasts, gardeners—amateur or professional—in fact by
all who regularly, or occasionally, do rough work.

Other manufacturers, MEN'S WEAR REVIEW under-

stands, are on the point of producing these women's over-

alls. One speaks of a bloomer effect which their construc-
tion engineer has in mind. But it is evident there will, at
first at least, be a wide range of styles in these garments.

As to price—well the garment is so new that it is im-
possible to give anything like a definite idea as to this.

One line, however, which seems adequate in evei'y way, is

being offered the trade at .$21 per dozen. That figure, of

course, will only stand while supplies of cloth bought at

present prices last.

The Need is General

In these days when clothes are so expensive, the desire

to add to the life of one's clothes is natural—also it is gen-
eral. Overalls, both for men and women, afford the neces-
sary protection. It is doubtful if the sale there can be for
this woman's line—and for men's lines, too, as far as that
goes—is realized. Every person who tends a furnace, fixes

a grate, hangs out clothes, washes windows, oils a motor,
digs a garden—in fact, practically all of us, regardless of

sex, could use overalls to advantage.

This new line offers dealers a chance to drive home
this fact, and at the same time to get a nice volume of extra

business. In some districts, where women in large num-
bers are working, there is the chance for big business, fair

profits, and the chance of drawing these women to the

store. A window trim of the new line should be worth
while in many places. Showing a new line is always good
business. It attracts attention, and makes people talk of

the store. "I saw some overalls for women in — 's

window," they will say. That impresses those who hear

with the idea that this is a line they might buy, and also

with the idea that has the latest things—is an up-to-

date merchant.

WAYS OF THE WORKING MAN AND WORTH
OF HIS TRADE IN MEN'S WEAR

All Article Noting- Some of the Experiences of Widely Eepresentative Men's Wear Stores

in Connection With and Cultivation of the Business of Supplying the Wage-
earners With Their Wearing Apparel

"M EETING the workingman's requirements in

men's wear—is it profitable business? Why
it's the most profitable business in the

whole trade! I wonder the fact is not more widely
recognized. But in window dressing, and in advertising,

and in almost every way possible the idea seems to be em-
phasized that it is the smart style trade that counts for

most in the men's wear business. In my experience the

facts are quite the other way."

The speaker was an enterprising men's wear dealer in

Maisonneuve, one of the main industrial suburbs of Mont-

real, where there are located many considerable manufac-

turing concerns shipbuilding, munition-making, etc., and

where there have been for some time back fairly fat pay-

rolls. The men's wear dealer making the remarks quoted

in the opening sentences of this article, admitted that he

was several thousand dollars ahead of his previous years'

returns when he came to count up the business results of

1916. The better returns were directly due to the distri-

bution of the factory pay-rolls through the purchasing

power of the working men who compose the personnel of

those pay-rolls.

H. J. de Villers, men's wear dealer of Maisonneuve,

spoke as one having authority. For he spoke from experi-

ence and personally proven facts of business. He has

made good honest money in the supplying of the needs of

Mister Working Man in the departments of men's wear.

both for working hours and for occasions off-duty.

But it was not on the importance of the 'off-duty' lines

of goods for the workingman that Mr. de Villers laid most

stress. As a matter of fact, in his experience during 1916,

the munition workers of his district had done very little

buying in the fancy lines of goods, though they were

making big wages. They had made the big wages only

by working longer than usual hours, and had seemed to

have too little leisure to go in for fine dressing. There

was in this men's wear dealer's mind as he spoke a vision

of a four dollar silk shirt which had remained strangely

reluctant to part company with the counter, however

much it had been admired.

But then Mr. de Villers makes a specialty of apparel

for the working man's working hours, not for his occa-

sional off-days, and evenings of alarming extravagance

when a four dollar silk shirt might serve as a setting for a

diamond stud worth forty dollars. There was one custo-

mer whom Mr. de Villers recalled, who had in a burst of

economy saved up about $400, but who had experienced

a reactionary burst of delightful extravagance when bang

went $75 in a diamond ring for his girl. "Not much of

that $400 left by now, I guess," remarked the dealer in

workers' raiment for the hours of wage-earning rather

than wage-burning. And then he went on to speak of

the importance of making specialties in various appreci-

ated lines of workmen's clothing.
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In overalls, for instance, this men's wear dealer has

found it profitable to keep right in the forefront of the

march of ideas, and to secure, from the United States if

necessary, the very latest handily useful improved inven-

tions in the overall line. It is a positive, and predominant

principle of the de Villers Sales Co., that novelty and the

quality of useful newness of idea as regards workmen's
wear are all important in securing business and keeping

former customers. The idea that there can be novelties

and even 'styles' in workmen's clothing for work-days is

one which has not been fully realized by either manufac-
turers of men's wear dealers in Canada according to Mr.

de Villers' view, but by paying attention to just this aspect

of the business, as well as to quality and price, he has

made a success of this branch of the trade. One reason for

his having paid closer attention than to others may have
seemed necessary to this idea of novelty in working gar-

ments, is the fact that he has found the workingman ex-

ceedingly particular as to quality and price. Now that

prices are going skywards in a variety of lines including

overalls and shirts, working pants, and mechanics' gloves

the workingman purchaser questions matters farily closely

before buying. If you have only the same old style of

article to offer at an enhanced price there is always a

chance that the keenly critical workingman will pass it up
and seek further for what he wants in the hope of secur-

ing it cheaper. Once out of your store, and away roaming
to other places of business, a customer seldom comes back

even if he be disappointed in the effort to find better value.

Weary of the search he will buy where he takes his final

look for the goods he wants, and the store at which he last

calls will be the gainer. This is believed by Mr. de Villers

to be one of the difficulties in doing business with a clien-

tele of working men, and the way to overcome this diffi-

culty is to go in strongly for novelties of design, of qual-

ity, of adaptation of the goods to their wearing purposes.

Give the workingman something that attracts him as a

new idea in a garment, a handier fixing device, a special

strengthening gusset, any reasonably useful 'stunt' to

improve the garment, and he will readily pay more for it

or buy never questioning an enhanced price as compared

with his previous outlay for a similar garment. But, in

the opinion of Mr. de Villers, after considerable experience

in the business, the Canadian manufacturers of workmen's

clothes are losing a lot of chances of securing big reputa-

tions and bigger business in this direction by sticking too

conservatively to unvaried lines of goods and patterns in

working garments.

The fact that machinists and many munition workers

wear not overalls but black shirts and working pants while

on duty has been noted by Mr. de Villers, and when the

cost of overalls advanced from $11.75 a dozen to .$18.7-5

a dozen, he discovered that his customers were gradually

turning their attention to the economy of buying washable

working pants and black shirts instead of overalls. The
pants cost retail $1.98 a pair, but gave more wear than

the overalls which could be had at about the same outlay.

"There is room for ''mprovement in working men's

pants," suggested Mr. de Villers, "some style of attached

belt fixing for them perhaps; at present the average work-

man uses an old Summer belt to fix them, and does not buy

a new belt often. Something in the way of a belt fasten-

Ye Working-man's Shop. Le Magasin de FOuvrier.
CORNER ST. CATHERINE &, AIRD AVE. COIN STE-CATHERINE ET AVE AIRD.

IF YOU MISS THIS SALE, YOU ARE LOSING DOLLARS. SEE THE
YELLOW AND BLACK i SIGNS IN THE WINDOWS. THE LARGEST EXCLU-
SIVE SHOE AND GENTS FURNISHINGS SHOP IN MAISONNEUVE, AND AS
ALL OUR CLIENTS HAVE SAID, THE PRETTIEST AND SAFEST SHOP RE-
GARDING FIRE PROTECTION.

BELOW ARE THE EXACT PRODUCTIONS OF THE SEASON'S LATEST
AND THE ONES THAT ARE PROVING THE BIG MAJORITIES. CHOSE.
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CELUI QUI VOUS PROTEGE LE PLUS CONTRE LTNCENDIE.

AU BAS VOUS VOYEZ LA VRAIE REPRODUCTION DES NOUVEAUTES
DE CETTE SAISON QUI SONT CELLES QUE LA GRANDE MAJORITE PRE-
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WE HAVE BEEN FORTUNATE IN GETTING MR PERRON. OF FORT WILLIAMS, TO TAKE CHARGE OF OUR SHOE REPAIR SHOP. HE IS ONE OF THE QUICKEST
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRER OF MAISONNEUVE YOU CAN'SEND ALONG YOUR VERY BEST FOOTWEBR AND BE ASSURED THAT HE WILL DO FIRST Ci-ASS WORK AT VERY
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H. J. de Villers Sales Co.
Just a part of one circular used to stir up trade from the working man by this Montreal firm. The use of cuts is

effective, and the display, especialhi considering the need of repeating everything in Fre7tch. is very good.
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ing going with the pants would attract attention and

make renewed sales in many cases."

That the usual type of black shirt is getting monoton-

ous and leads to the roaming habit from store to store, of

workmen out to buy a shirt, now that prices are going

higher, is one of Mr. de Villers' views, and he holds that

Canadian manufacturers cannot pay too much attention

to devising better and more attractively useful lines of

working shirts.

"The working man is not slow," says Mr. de Villers.

"He appreciates the right thing, and he will pay the price

for it without kicking, but the sight of the same old thing

that is not just right for its purpose, or that could be im-

proved, tires him and he tends to go elsewhere in search

of something new and perhaps more satisfactory."

In building up a business which serves a very wide

territory of the industrial districts of Montreal, the de

Villers Sales Co. depended from the earliest, on circulars

illustrated with cuts, and distributed by messenger ser-

vice system to working men all over Montreal Island.

I>ist of customers are not kept, and no follow-up system is

attempted with working men because they change their

place of residence quite often, and to keep address lists

would involve immense extra attention. "We are getting

a continual run of new customers," said Mr. de Villers.

"One workman recommends the store to another; the

specialty lines of goods (many of them exclusive) which

we feature, do a deal of silent advertising for us. We had
a line of riveters' mitts, for instance, which we sold abso-

lutely to every riveter within range. We aim to find out

what the workman wants and then stock it. That's what
I would like to see our manufacturers doing on the larger

scale."

Making enquiries also in the heart of the city of Mont-
real regarding the demand for working men's wearing
apparel MEN'S WEAR REVIEW heard from Mr. V.

Plante of Craig street West, that he had done three times

as much business as ever before in the year 1916 in the

supplying of the needs of working men. This store fea-

tures, besides the workaday requirements, considerable

lines of dressier apparel to suit the working man.

"The more money the workman is making the more
particular he seems to get," said Mr. Plante. "He is up to

the market changes, and does not kick at the prices so

much, but he goes closely into the question of quality, and
looks out for details. The trouble is that so many lines

are getting scarce that we have not variety enough to

please our working men customers. They want to see

something new and often have just to satisfy themselves

with what they can get. They are buying better quality

stuff undoubtedly. Where a working man used to buy a

fifty cent shirt he now buys a shirt costing him $1.50.

Our profits are about the same in the main, I think. There
used to be a big profit on some of the cheaper lines when
you could sell a lot of them but that's all changed now.

"How is the working man on styles?" asked MEN'S
WEAR REVIEW.

"Live as a bird!" was the reply. "He's got to have
the latest in ties and dressier things. You can't fool him
with last year's styles. Even the man from the bush,

where he has been buried alive for the last twelvemonth,
can tell us what's newest in ties. I don't knov^' how he

does it, but he does. Maybe the magazine advertisements

teach him."

These two stores first mentioned were frankly working
men's clothing stores, out in the open for the workman's
business, and getting it in satisfying style. The experi-

ence of other stores corresponded very closely with that

described in the foregoing. But the tendency of the work-
man to wander afield from store to store in search of ex-

actly what he wants to buy suggested to MEN'S WEAR
REVIEW the advisability of trying out the experience of

a frankly business men's wear and high-class haberdasher
store right up town in the heart of the retail section of

Montreal where the automobiles do congregate.
At J. J. Hannan's men's wear store on Peel street, near

The Windsor Hotel, it was learned that the working man
has been up town also and spending money well with the

best of trade circles.

"We have been selling any amount of heavy shirts,

warm underwear, socks, grey flannels, and other work-
men's goods," was the word from Hannan's. "The work-
ingman is a good customer, and growingly important to

our trade. He is an easier customer to deal with and satis-

fy than the man of means. He is very considerate to the

assistants, doing much to help them serve him well. But
he must have what he wants, and if he sees what he wants
he will pay for it without question. He is a very good
judge of quality, and feels out fabrics before buying. He
cannot be caught by glitter, or imaginary reductions in

price, but is sharp to snap up a real bargain. As for his

taste in ties and style generally he is conservative and
shows exceedingly good taste. With so many of the

younger set who used to spend their money freely in stores

of our class, now at the front, we appreciate the working
man's business and do our best to meet his requirements
in the higher class lines of supplies suitable to his needs."

The moral of the tale is obvious to all men's wear
dealers who have a working class clientele of customers
within range.

AFTER RUSS. ORDERS
Knit Goods Men Have Special Agent in Russia

Seeking AVar Order That May Result in

Permanent Trade.—Italy Also on List.

THE Canadian knit goods mills that have been en-

gaged since early last year on the order for 1,500,-

000 woolen shirts for the Italian Government will

have the work completed by the end of January. With
their machines busy now on filling Spring orders no one is

anxious for more war orders for it will take all the mate-
rial and labor that they can secure to look after the busi-

ness of the regular trade.

Already, however, they are building for extensions in

the period following the war, and MEN'S WEAR REVIEW
was informed that the Canadian Knit Goods Manufactur-

ers' Association has a special agent in Russia at the

present time endeavoring to arrange for a war order that

would not call for the work of filling it to commence until

on in the coming Summer. This would enable the mills to

get clear of the accumulation of Spring and Summer
orders that they have on hand, although it would interfere

with those that would be engaged at that time in turning

out Fall stufi'. The idea, however, is to get a foothold in

that country of such vast possibilities, and follow it up
with succeeding orders and gradually build up a permanent
trade.

Another country that "looks good" to the knit goods

men is Italy, and they will make an effort to obtain busi-

ness here, too, after the war is over.

TYANTED ADDITIONAL LINE OP JIEN'S FURNISHINGS,
etc., to sell to the general trade In Alberta and Saskatcliewan.

well established eoiinection with trade, permanent representative
• ind show rooms in Edmonton. Apply Ferguson & Powell, Shaw
Bltiii-., Edmonton, Alta.
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WOOL YARN AND DYESTUFFS SITUATION
Lots (if Cotton Yarns From England But Few Caslmieres—Latter From the States

Only Six Months Ahead Thus Checking Sales of Made-up Goods — Greater
Quantities of Dye Stuffs Bring Decline in High Prices.

Wiitfcii for Meii's WCar lievicir hi/ /((iij'nifj ('aaadlaii Maniifocfn rer

IN
some quarters, including a leading daily paper, a

scare has been thrown out in reference to a famine in

wool and woolen yarns in Canada for 1917. The basis

for this, of course, was the action of the British Govern-

ment in taking control of the entire Australian and New
Zealand wool clip, and the suggestion that its export could

be secured only by license, and that in very limited quan-

tities, and with difficulty even then.

We are not anticipating the rather gloomy conditions

thus pictured. It is quite true that in the last couple of

months there has been more difficulty in getting Aus-

tralian wool through, and more delay than usual owing to

the embargo, but we are confident this condition will im-

prove.

The whole action of the British Government in taking

control of the wool clip has seemed to me to be for the

purpose of steadying exchange. The United States has

the whip hand in cotton, and England was determined to

obtain a whip hand in wool. No doubt this cause was sup-

plem.ented by the desire to see their own industries—com-

mercial as well as military—well supplied.

Wools Now Double Former Price

So far as prices go Australian wools, fine merinos

have advanced 100 per cent, since the war started, and 25

per cent, since last season. New Zealand cross-breds, the

same, and Canadian coarse wools equally. In cottons,

2-thread Egyption 40's have gone up from 13d. to 33d.,

with the result that the Balbriggan lines formerly made of

this will be off the market for the Spring of 1918—the

price we would have to charge for it even now would be

.$7.50, in place of $3.85 originally, a prohibitive figui-e.

Apart altogether from the scarcity of this wool or that

yarn, a new condition confronts us. In normal times we

could place open orders for practically any yarn we re-

quired for a year ahead (wool and cotton being cash pur-

chases). But now, in January, we cannot, for instance,

buy cashmere yarns farther ahead than July. The result

is that we cannot sell our manufactured product, with

safety, moi'e than a few months ahead; not one year, as

before. We must hedge for the future.

On our lines the figures fixed by us for the original

placing orders would stand for the entire season; last

Fall's original prices were changed several times. This

may not be repeated for Fall 1917, simply because we
have not taken any more orders than we know we can fill

at present prices. If we take on any more business later,

no doubt it will be at higher prices.

Cashmere Hard to Get; Cottons Plentiful

Coming to particulars, cashmere yarns at present are

almost unobtainable, and percerj-age yarns in limited

quantities. Cotton yarns from England have greatly im-
proved; deliveries now are good, 50 that we don't have to

go to the States, as last year. Cotton ya^n deliveries are

as good as cashmeres from England ai-e bad, and we have
to go to the States for the latter. The mills there won't

book you up for the cashmeres, but what they do accept.

you can be sure of deliveries.

So far as future prices go, I look to cotton yarns to

hold firmly. Raw cotton, which is always more or less

speculative, I look to keep up pretty well, even if the new
crop is a heavy one. No more chance of 25-cent cotton,

however, looks to be in sight.

On the other hand, when the war ends, and if Germany
and other countries that have been starved of their cotton
rush into the U. S. market, prices instead of dropping, as
many think on a declaration of peace, must, I feel, go up
as a result of the heavy demand.

Wool is near the top now, I feel; indeed, for commer-
cial uses it can hardly go any higher.

Great Improvement in Dyes

The dye situation is getting distinctly better. We are
getting more from England, and from the States as well.
More, not only in quantity, but in variety, and conditions
fi-om now on are certain to improve steadily.

Not only so, but with the greater supply, prices are
declining, and the future tendency is still lower. Not that
they are still not many times what they were before the
war, but nothing like the extreme high figures they
reached at the height of the scarcity.

CENSUS OF rAX.IDAS XEEDS
A Canadian knit "ood? manufacturer told

Mens Wk.\r Revikm- tliat a census wa.< beiim
taken among the knit poods mill- for the
l)uri)ose of ascertainino; how much Au.«tra-
lian wool they would require for 1917 on the
basis of la.-^t year: and what proportion of
this would he or had been u.*ed for domestic,
and what for fillino war orders. This infor-
mation was to be obtained for the Minister of

Trade and Commerce, who would forward
it to Eniiland. It is felt that arran cement*
are thus under way to supply Canada with
her requirements of Australian wool, on
which an embarpo was placed some week-
auo.
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HATS UP AGAIN-DYES GETTING BETTER
Styles Soon to be Shown Trade Will be at Higher Figures—Dealer Must Advance His

Price It Would Seem—Some of the Oood Shades

THERE is only one sure and certain thing about the

hat and cap trade of the moment, and that is that

prices have to go up. Everything else connected

with the hat has gone up, and why should the price lag

behind. Hat leather has advanced beyond the wildest im-

aginings of pre-war days. Fur is touching new high levels

with every passing market. Every single one of the little

fol de rols that enter into the manufacture of a hat have

climbed steadily skyward, with never a backward look. One
moment though! There is one ray of hope to brighten this

dark tale of woe, dyes are a little easier, moreover the

fact is being discovered that the German is not the one

and only people who can make dyes. The American article

is being perfected and is being proved to be a very satis-

factory substitute. Let the hatter take what comfort he

may from that fact. The goods he buys will probably

prove as satisfactory as he desires in the matter of color,

whether they are satisfactory in other respects rests with

the dealer himself.

To the man who has pinned his faith to a dollar, dollar

and half and even two dollar hat, and continues lo keen

it so pinned, the betting is pretty sure to stand against

him. The era of high prices is not now a possibility, it is

a fact, and the man who fails to realize this fact and who

Neu' Fall Model in one piece top. A line being made in a
variety of novelty mixtures. Shown by the Boston Cap
Company, Montreal.

sticks to an established selling price rather than to an
established quality is sowing a very respectable little

harvest of dissatisfaction.

A $3.00 Advance

One well-known Canadian hat manufacturer has in-

creased the former $15.00 line to $18.00, and the former
S18 . 00 to $21 . GO and even at this the firm frankly admits
that the quality of the goods at the new price barely
equals that of last season's fifteen and eighteen dollar

lines.

The fact that hatting materials have increased is a
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mere truism now. It is an old story. People have grown
f.o used to the cry of increased cost that there is a grave
tendency to disregard it where possible. The hat and cap
business, however, is one of those placed where it isn't.

Of course it may be possible for stores to procure hats at

a price that may enable them to pull along at the old

figures, providing they are willing to pare their profits to

a shadow. But at the best they can only do so at the cost

of a most marked falling off in quality.

Up to the present jobbers have been taking up many
of the increases in cost, but there comes a limit to that

kind of thing, just as there is a limit to the ability to sell

a dollar hat, and the limit has been reached. The increases

have reached such a figure that the manufacturer has been
compelled to raise his prices. It now rests with the re-

tailer whether he will heed the signs of the times and
increase his prices to warrant him in buying the grade of

goods he was accustomed to, or whether he will buy such

goods as will enable him to sell at the accustomed price.

This after all is the item of the greatest importance at the

moment. In the next few weeks the dealer will be laying

in his stock, and it rests with him to decide now whether
quality or price shall be the deciding factor. Get it out of

your mind that the same good old quality and the same
old price are keeping company at the moment.

Olive Greens Good

Barring the matter of price the choosing of the new
seasons stock is not going to be a particularly difficult

matter. There is going to be a fair range of colors for

instance, of these the greens will probably be the most
popular especially the lighter olive green shades. Browns
will also be fairly extensively worn, and the pearl grey

for Spring and the darker grey for Fall will have all their

accustomed popularity. Blue is the one hat color that

seems to have passed from the public favor.

As far as shape goes there is not going to be any very

noticeable change. The Derby, while it will still be con-

siderably worn, is not expected to return to favor to any
extent. The soft hat will unquestionably be the ruling

style. The pencil curl brim is becoming a thing of the

past, the general tendency being towards flatter and wider

brims, and a somewhat larger crown. The dip top crown is

one of the styles that is showing considerable popularity

on the other side and will likely have a considerable vogue
here as well.

In the realm of straw hats there is also the sad story

of increased prices. Prices have increased from 25 to 35

per cent. This means a very substantial increase to the

(Continued on page 57).
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BRIGHT COLORS AND BAT-WINGS THE THING
Everyone Wants Vivid Ties It Would Seem—The Bow is Going Finely, But It Will Be

In More Conservative Patterns Than Last Year—The Latest in Mufflers,

NOTHING startingly new is to be noted in the neck-

wear situation this month, unless it be the tendency

toward startling- color effects. Perhaps as a reac-

tion from the quiet tones which were so popular at the

Christmas season there has been a great turning toward

color. Something bright is generally wanted. According

to some manufacturers it doesn't seem possible to get any-

thing too bright—although even these men say that the

Canadian demand is for retiring, noiseless novelties com-

pared to those being shown—and sold—across the line.

There is another tendency worthy of note at this season

—that is the size of the demand for batwings, and the

seeming certainty that these will have a bigger call in

1917, perhaps, than ever before.

Aside from these features—if such they may well be

called—an advance word on 1917-1918 scarfs and mufflers

will be of real interest.

One of the strangest features of the neckwear trade,

at the commencement of the New Year, was a continua-

tion of the demand for the heavy patterns which sold so

well in the holiday patterns. This was entirely unprece-

dented. Manufacturers did not think this call could con-

tinue long. They have been more or less justified in that

opinion already, yet nearing the end of January there is

still a demand for this line.

Turning to the Sprightly

But, as has been indicated, the big call is for the

bright, the almost loud patterns. Stripes, as so often at

this time of year, are very good. But the brighter the

stripes the better the demand. Flower effects, as well as

stripes, are moving splendidly.

And as to the batwing.

It begins to seem that this tie is to be more than ever

in demand. One dealer recently placed a $250.00 order for

this class of neckwear. This is one directing straw, for the

dealer mentioned is a shrewd buyer; but perhaps a better

indication of the general tendency toward bats is the vol-

ume of smaller orders which are being received.

What causes the growing popularity of this tie ?

Well, one thing at the present time is probably that it

enables the dealer to sell a 50c tie which yet gives him a

fair profit. In four-in-hands this is not so easy, though

it can be done with careful buying, for there are ranges

of $4.25 neckwear being shown that are good enough for

a 50c tie, war or no war. But it must be agreed that

the number of such ranges is not what it was before the

Kaiser lifted the lid.

When the Bat is Suitable

But the batwing is also popularized, perhaps, by the

popularity of the soft collar. It is very well adapted to

go with this. Even when a vest is worn the soft collar,

the batwing tie looks very well. Indeed, this tie

—

first designed for use by men who were going without

vests, thus removing the flapping of tie ends, is now
worn by many Winter and Summer. It suits some splen-

didly. Others stray from the path of wisdom when they

don one of these bows. But still the batwing is going to

be popular, and many of us will be called upon to show
customers how these rather troublesome ties are knotted

any way.

Pretty nearly anyone can make a fair attempt at a

four-in-hand—though last Summer we saw a minis ;er, for

years a wearer of rear-end-first collars, make the effort.

It was a sad looking tie, when the minister got through,

but to do him justice, he spoke English only—though force-

ful English—throughout the effort.

Still, for most of us a four-in-hand is easy. But not

so many where a batwing is concerned. Yet it really isn't

hard to get a smart-looking bow. Show your customers

how to go at this. They'll thank you.

An Advance Idea on Mufflers

It is early to talk about mufflers, for the 1917-1918

trade. Yet manufacturers have, of course, been consider-

ing this question, and MEN'S WEAR REVIEW is in a

position to give a general idea of what may be expected.

To begin with, fringes will be very strong. They

started to gain popularity this last year, but for the next

holiday and Winter season it seems sure that nothing else,

practically, will be showm.

Then, as in neckwear, there is evidently going to be a

turning toward brighter colors. One Rep silk, which

MEN'S WEAR REVIEW saw. and which has already been

bought quite largely by a number of the large stores, was
of bright orange and black. The stripes were about ^^

inch wide, running lengthwise of the muffler, which was

8 inches wide. At either end was the fringe. Tassels of

black and orange alternating—the black tassel at the end

of the orange stripe and vice-versa.

By the way, it seems that 8-inch mufflers will be in

greatest demand. Some mufflers in 12-inch width will be

shown, but these will for the most part be single ones,

with fringes, of course.

The difficulty in getting goods continues to some ex-

tent. English silks are coming through satisfactorily.

There is hinted on some sides that English manufacturers
are well pleased when deliveries of silks from Switzer-
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land are held up. There seems little in this, however. The

English makes some lines of silk in splendid style—reps

in frosted effects for 50c lines, for instance—but there are

other ranges which they cannot touch, and which have to

be secured from Italy or Switzerland.

The cause of delays, it would seem, is simply one of

getting a certificate of origin. Moreover, some Canadian

manufacturers have been continuing to have Swiss goods

shipped through Germany. Under ordinary conditions this

results in a two-weeks quicker delivery than secured by

other routing, but under present conditions it results in

great improbability of getting any delivery at all. To

ship through France is much the safer way and is being

more and more widely adopted. Goods shipped through

Germany are, of course, giving business to the enemy, and

moreover, are a means of enabling the enemy to keep in

communication with the outside world. It would be an

easy thing to rip a board off a box of silk, and to put

some writing inside which might or might not do injury

to the Allies. They cannot afford to take any risks in

this regard.

BURNED OUT
As the result of a fire, caused, it is believed, by short-

circuiting of wires, heavy damage was done the Avenue

Block, Portage Ave., Winnipeg, and Stiles & Humphries,

men's wear dealers, were practically burned out. Both

stock and fixtures were almost entirely destroyed, but the

loss, which is not yet estimated, is believed to be covered

by insurance.

NOW USING NEW PLANT

WALTER BLUE & CO., clothing manufacturers,

Sherbrooke, P.Q., have recently taken possession of

the new addition of their factory. The building

has been erected, adjoining their older one, and will pro-

vide 30,000 sq. ft. additional floor space. Sixty new ma-
chines have been installed and provision made for the em-

ployment of from 125 to 150 more hands.

In the new building, has been installed one of the latest

cold water shrinking plants. In addition to every yard of

material being thoroughly sponged and shrunk by a hy-

draulic press, this process is guaranteed to retain the

original finish on the cloth.

NEW W., G. & R. COLLAR SERIES TO HELP DEALERS

BEGINNING with this issue, the Williams, Greene &
Rome Company, Limited, start a new series of collar

advertisements that should be appreciated by every

haberdasher in Canada.

Dealers all over Canada have lost experienced clerks

through enlistments. The new clerks, who are in many
cases filling these gaps, are undoubtedly doing the best

they can; but it is hardly to be expected that they will be

as successful as the long-experienced clerks who have

joined the army.

Most of these new clerks, however, are eager to learn

the selling points of the different lines of goods. It was
with this in mind that the Williams, Greene & Rome Com-
pany designed their new series of collar advertisements

that will appear for several months in this publication.

The new ads. will describe one or two features each month,

and will do it in a way that will be easily understood.

W., G. & R. collars have several distinctive and exclu-

sive features which every clerk who sells them should

know. It is to help the dealer in educating his clerks and
to help the clerks educate themselves on these fine points

of W., G. & R. collar construction that this series is being

run.

To get the most benefit from them, we believe W., G.

& R. dealers should make it a point to personally advise
their clerks to read these W., G. & R. ads. carefully every
month. Even the experienced clerks will find, no doubt,
some selling points in these ads. that they have forgotten,
overlooked, or perhaps never have had explained to them
before.

NOTES OF THE TRADE
Creighton Bros., tailors, Calgary, Alberta, are opening

a branch at Lethbridge.

Ernest E. Ely, Toronto, has been succeeded in his men's
furnishings by Ely Ltd.

Hay & McCarthy, Toronto, have dissolved partnership
in their men's furnishings store.

Chas. E. Roop, president and manager of the Roop &
Co., Ltd., Truro, Nova Scotia, is dead.

Wm. Barraclough, Victoria, B.C., has purchased interest

in Cuming & Co., men's furnishing store.

J. A. McWatters, Penticton, B.C., has opened an up-
to-date grocery and gents' furnishing store.

F. C. Smith, secretary of Scovil Bros., Ltd., clothing

and gents' furnishings, St. John, New Brunswick, is dead.

Finnie and Murray, Ltd., Winnipeg, Man., wholesale
men's furnishings, have been granted the Dominion
charter.

A. T. Reid, of the firm of A. T. Reid and Company,
Toronto, neckwear manufacturers, has been added to the

directorate of the Dominion Bank.

R. H. & J. Dowler, Ltd., clothiers and men's furnishers,

with stores at present in St. Thomas and London, have
decided to branch out, and announce that a store will be

opened in Windsor, on or about March 1 next. The new
Windsor store will be in the premises at present occupied

by the well-known tailoring establishment of Jordon and
Griffith and before occupying the premises the Dowler
firm will have it thoroughly renovated. A. J. McLean,
who has managed the St. Thomas store, will be in charge

of the new store. The firm, it is said, also intend to locate

in several other Ontario cities in the near future.

HATS UP AGAIN—DYES GETTING BETTER
(Continued from page 55)

wearer, and the day of the $2.00 straw hat seems to have

passed. The lines that used to sell at that figure will now
sell at around $2.50, while in the better grades the in-

crease is still more noticeable. In the matter of style, the

major tendency is toward a slightly wider brim. Be not

afraid, dear reader, we said "slightly." There will be no

return to the mushroom styles of a few years ago.

Panama's Not Up
Panama hats, take careful note, have not advanced. The

man who can separate himself from the price of a Panama
hat may rejoice in the fact that it will not cost him any
more than if he had bought it before the war, and it will

be three years nearer the prevailing style.

The range in cap colors and designs is comparatively

limited. English tweeds mills are contenting themselves

with turning out the established patterns, and this at a

very decided increase in price. Greys and olive shades

will be the most pronounced element in the display of any

cap salesman, and there is little variation as to style. The
one-piece crown is still a very popular variety.

In all the discussion of hats and caps, whether made of

straw, or fur or wool, the head and the heel of the whole

matter is that the price will be higher, and the dealer who
makes up his mind to philosophically pay the higher price

and get his accustomed article is pursuing the part of

wisdom.
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GLOVE LINES ADVANCE
20 PER CENT. FOR FALL

Manufacturers Will Not Guarantee Leather or Workman-

ship—Trade has Opened Well Even at Advanced

Prices—Some Lines Still Off Market.

GLOVES.—Heavy advances on all glove lines have been

put into effect by some of the leading manufacturers on

goods they are showing for Fall Delivery. Advances in

most instances are in the neighborhood of 20 per cent.

Split cow-hide working gloves which last month were

quoted at $11 are now priced at $13..50. In all probability

this line will go still higher before the season advances

very far. Buckskins are the one line that held steady in

price during the month and are still quoted at $27 per

dozen. It is extremely hard to get this material. Buck-

skin moccasins on the other hand have made big advances

on the new Fall lines. The line that was formerly quoted

at $19 . 50 per dozen is now priced at $22 . 50 while another

line of higher quality that was formerly sold at $33 is now

quoted at $36 per dozen. In the horsehide teamsters mitts

there has been a big jump during the month. This was

one of the lines that was quoted steady in price last month

at $21 per dozen. According to the price lists given to

travelers by one leading concern during January this line

is now quoted at $27, or an advance of $6 per dozen. This

is an increase of about 28 per cent.

Grey suedes, tan capes, ivory capes, lined tan capes and

automobile gauntlets are all quoted at much higher prices.

Grey suedes have been quoted up with much higher prices.

Recently these lines were withdrawn, or practically so,

as available stocks were cleaned out and manufacturers

would only accept orders contingent upon their being able

to get the leather. Lines that formerly were quoted at

$18 per dozen are now being placed before the trade at

$21. Those quoted at $19.50 are now priced at $24 and

$27, the difference in the two prices being occasioned by a

difference in the hning. Ivory capes that were quoted at

$24 per dozen last month are marked up to $27 per dozen

for Fall delivery. Tan capes have also advanced in the

same proportion, lines that were formerly quoted at $24

per dozen being now priced at $27. Lined tan capes have

had a tremendous advance over a year ago. One line that

was sold at $6 . 50 per dozen twelve months ago are now
selling at $24 per doezn. Automobile gauntlets that last

month were quoted at $36 per dozen are higher by $8 per

dozen at the present time, now being quoted at $44.

There is no relief in sight yet for the shortage of

leather supplies. Green calfskins that during the first

week in December sold on the Chicago market at 38c per

pound were during the third week in January quoted at

45c per pound. Cowhides on the Chicago market were

easier in price during the month owing to the higher

percentage of second-class skins reaching the market.

These skins come from stable-fed cattle and are conse-

quently long-haired and thin-skinned. In addi.ton they are
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damaged to a certain extent by grubs. There is great

competition for available skins. One concern that had
contracted for some supplies of glove leather had an offer

to sell their contract back to the same dealers at an ad-

vance of 5c per foot over the price they were to pay for it.

They would not even have to receive the goods but would

be shipped direct from the dealers to the would-be pur-

chaser.

Trade for the new year has opened up exceptionally

well. It is reported ahead of this same time last year.

During the last four months of 1916 one firm reports their

sales were 3,000 dozen pairs in excess of the same period

in 1915. And these lines were at advanced prices over the

previous year. Manufacturers are looking forward to a

heavy moccasin trade this year. One firm expects their

business in this line alone will be fully three times that of

last year and the sales last year reached no mean figure,

being in the neighborhood of 11,000 dozen.

One of the interesting features in connection with the

glove trade on the lines for next Fall is that the manu-
facturers will not guarantee the leather or the workman-
ship. The guarantee that one firm has been giving against

scorching has also been removed. They assert they simply

cannot guarantee their gloves when getting raw materials

in the present uncertain market. They assert they are

making as good gloves as it is possible to make, but they

want their guarantee to stand for something and at pres-

ent it cannot do this.

OVERALLS QUOTED HIGHER
BY 50 CENTS PER DOZEN

Manufacturers Who Have Been Out of the Market for

Some Time are Again Quoting on Goods bul Only for

August, September and October Delivery.

OVERALLS.—Further advances have been recorded in

the price of overalls during the month past. One manu-
facturer who previous to the first of the year had quoted

at $18, raised the price to $18.50 at the first of the year

and intimated that the price would go to $19 on February

1. These goods are sold for delivery up to April 1. These

prices apply to all colors, such as blue str'pes, solid blues

and blacks. Manufacturers state the dyes in overall mate-

rials has improved greatly within recent weeks. Canadian

manufacturers of this material are able to get much faster

colors than they were six months ago. These dyes are

brought from England for use in the Canadian mills.

Another manufacturer who has been sold up in his

output until April 1 is again in the market and is quoting

at $18 for August, September and October delivery. This

also represents a 50c advance. This particular manufac-
turer is not making any of the solid blues but is confining

his operations to blue stripes and blacks. This maker has
a second-grade line that he is quoting at $15 on the same
delivery months. The prices at which these two particular

lines opened at this time last year were $12 and $15 per
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Trade Mark I ^k Registered

—the trade mark that indicates the
livest and most liberal selling pro-
position within your reach.

l^IGURE for a moment what the K'^'^^'^^K proposition
-^ really means to you. It means that you buy
entirely upon approval. If goods do not open up
as expected you may return them at our expense.

When you buy kantkrack collars you pay the same price for them

that the largest dealer in Canada is paying. We have one price only,

whether your order is large or small. Furthermore, you can carry a

full range of kantkrack collars with the least possible stock invest-

ment, for there is "ONE GRADE ONLY, AND THAT THE
BEST."

The KANTKRACK l*i'<'l>*'-'^iti('ii eliiiiiiiiite^ the element of

chance ahsohitely. It give.- you an iron-hound guarantee

of perfect satisfaction or money hack.

Think of the K K K when ordering composition collars. A trial order

will show you what the kantkrack trade-mark means to you and your

customers.

The Parsons and Parsons Canadian Co,
Makers of the famous V'^^'^A composition collar

HAMILTON, CANADA
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dozen. There has been therefore a clear increase of $3

per dozen during the year.

A third manufacturer who confines his attention largely

to a grey line of overalls is still quoting at $16.50 per

dozen. This same concern, however, has advanced their

line of blue railroad shirts from $18.50 to $18 per dozen

representing an increase of $4.50 per dozen. Manufac-
turers are of the opinion that overalls have about reached

their top limit. Fluctuations in the cotton market during

the past month have helped give a steadiness to the mar-
ket. Mills are reasonably well supplied with raw mate-

rials.

A feature in this market is the sale of what might be

called a woman's overall—for munition workers and others.

It is being sold around $21.00 a dozen.

what limited in range but this is a condition necessitated

by the inability of the manufacturers to get much of a

selection from the cloth factories. The market for caps

continues firm, not alone through the high cost of cloth

but for all materials that enter into the caps and the labor

as well.

CANADIAN MAKES OF HATS
ADVANCE $1.50 PER DOZEN

Great Scarcity of Hatters' Fur Reported by Manufacturers

—Cheaper Lines at $16 Have Been Withdrawn—Fall

Lines of Hats Not Yet Shown.

HATS AND CAPS.—Canadian makes of felt hats have

advanced $1 . 50 per dozen during the month. Lines that

formerly sold for $17.50 are now quoted at $19 and $21.

One of the cheaper lines that formerly sold for $16 has

been withdrawn altogether. By the new prices hats that

formerly retailed at $2.50 will need to sell at $3 each. All

the Spring orders are booked at the present time. The
advance therefore will not affect the Spring and Summer
goods in the price but will make a difference with sorting

orders. The Fall lines will be the next to be placed before

the retailers and it is expected travelers will start on their

rounds in the not distant future. The advanced prices on

Canadian makes for Fall goods will, of course, affect

deliveries at that time. English makes of felt hats have

not advanced. But there is a firmness in all felt materials

owing to the scarcity of hatters' fur. This fur comes
largely from rabbits that are native to Australia. An em-

bargo has been placed on the shipment of the rabbits'

skins from that country, and this has caused a dearth of

the materials in the markets of Great Britain and the

United States. Leather bands, and braid are also very

scarce and high in price. Some of the wholesale hat men
anticipate the cheapest line for the Fall trade will be $21.

One of the departures for the Spring trade promises to be

the puggaree bands which give evidence of a fairly strong

market dur'ng the coming Spring and Summer months.

Fall Cap Trade Opened Well

Cap manufacturers report the trade this Spring has

opened well during the first few weeks their travelers have

been on the road. Territory that has already been cov-

ered gives evidence that the sales will be fully as good as

last year. There has been a slight advance in some lines

of caps that are being shown to the trade for the Fall

trade. One line, for instance, that sold at $13.50 for last

Fall's delivery is being quoted at $14 this year. This,

however, does not represent the true condition of the raw
material market. One manufacturer stated if these caps

had to be priced on the basis of the present price of mate-

rials they would have to sell at $18 per dozen. Raw mate-

rials were purchased almost a year ago and the manufac-
turers have not taken the full advance on the marketable

value of the goods. Some go so far as to state that they

would be money ahead at the present time if they were to

sell their stocks of raw materials rather than manufacture
them. They are looking forward, however, to retaining

their trade connection and for this season they will con-

tinue to make up the goods. Patterns for Fall are some-

CASHMERE RAW MATERIALS
FOR HOSIERY HARD TO GET

Manufacturers Are L'ncertain as to Where Their Supplies

for Fall Trade Will Come From—Mills Well Sold

Up Until June.

HOSIERY.—The situation in hosiery until June at any

rate is extremely strong. Mills are all sold up and are

now running on orders that have been booked. Stocks of

raw materials are sufficient to take care of their needs

until that time, but after that time the mills are in an un-

certain state. There are no English botany yams to be

had at all from which the fine cashmere lines of both men's

and women's hose are made. Orders have in the past been

placed with American mills but these mills are now loaded

up with orders and can take none for some time in the

future. Furthermore another element has entered into

the securing of yarns from American sources. The United

States yarn manufacturers formerly secured their supplies

of raw materials from Australia but an embargo has been

placed on the shipment of wool to United States by the

Australian Government, all available supplies in that coun-

try being commandeered for the needs of the British Gov-

ernment. As to what the future will bring forth in the

way of yarns for cashmere hose is a problem that remains

to be worked out. Some of the Canadian manufacturers

expect the United States mills will supply the needs of the

Canadian trade by using an American domestic wool.

Fall lines have not yet been placed on the market and

samples will not be sent out until manufacturers have

been assured that they can get the raw materials. It is

expected, however, that something will develop in the near

future and manufacturers are anticipating that they will

be able to send sample lines to the trade. Any materials

that are available are extremely high in price as compared

with last year. For instance yarn used in the making of

cashmere hose which a year ago sold at $1.50 a pound is

now quoted at $2.25 to $2.30 per pound. It is anticipated

in the face of the extra cost of manufacture through the

higher labor cost and the war tax that women's cashmere

hose will have to be quoted fully 25c per pair higher to

the consumer. Some similar advance will probably hold

true regarding men's hose. It is expected that lines of

women's hosiery that formerly retailed for 75c per pair

will have to sell for $1 and men's half hose that formerly

sold for 50c per pair will have to retail at 75c. English

hosiery houses are not making sales in this market at all

at present, as they are booked up for the present year.

SUSPENDER JFEB QUOTED AT
ADVANCES OF I'Ac TO 3^4^ YD.

Impossible to Get Web for Boys' Suspenders—Buckles

Have Advanced 10 Per Cent.—Advances for Fall Lines

Approximate .^Oc Per Dozen.

SUSPENDERS.—There is a continued firmness in the

market for suspenders which has meant an advance of 50c

per dozen on some lines that are being shown for Fall.

Suspender web has registered advances all the way from

lV4c per yard to 8Uc per yard. One quality that was

quoted for 4^4c in December last has been increased to 6c

per yard. Another line that sold for 5^2C per yard has
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Pointing the way to

Made-to-Measure success

Our materials and equipment
will bring you satisfactory

returns.

Particular indeed will l)e the man whose
taste cannot be satisfied in the big assort-

ment of distinctive patterns that will short-

ly be ready for your inspection in connection

with our special Made-to-Measure offer

^^'hicll is blazing the trail to prosperity for

progressive Men's Wear Dealers in ever}'

comnuniity.

Considering present conditions, the variety

and the quality of these patterns will be a

veritable eye-opener to the trade, and we
are therefore anxious to have you examine

our oiferings. We know that if you give us

a chance to do so we can demonstrate our

a])ility to serve you with as fine a selection

of woollens as were ever stocked.

The materials, the trimmings, the organiza-

tion to fully equip you with a money-mak-

ing made-to-measure business are here

ready to hand. Can you afford to let such

a chance as this slip by in these times of

uncertainty and disappointment?

Put it up to us. Wire us now at our ex-

pense and Axe'll reserve a complete equip-

ment for you.

Copplep, i^opes! $c Eanball
LIMITED

HAMILTON, ONTARIO

// an// advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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been increased to 7c per yard. One of the best grades of

web has been increased from 7%c per yard to lie yard.

Manufacturers of boys' suspender web are practically off

the market at the present time as they do not care to take

orders even at advanced prices for this class of goods.

One of the well known brands of suspenders which until

recently was quoted at $2.50 per dozen are now being

quoted at $2.85. Manufacturers assert if they based their

price on the present value of the web and other materials

that enter into the manufacture they would have to sell

this particular line of police suspender at $3.25 per dozen.

This represents an advance of 35c per dozen for Fall goods

over prices that prevailed for delivery in Spring. Almost

all lines will be at least 50c per dozen higher than for

Spring sales. Web manufacturers are not looking for busi-

ness far into the future as they will take orders only for

immediate delivery. They state that with the uncertainty

in the price of the raw rubber and labor they do not care

to undertake contracts for the future. Recently there has

been an advance in the price of buckles of 10 per cent.

One line that the manufacturer was able to buy for $1 per

gross are now quoted at $1.10. This also means that an

additional cost is necessitated through the increased duty

that the higher price occasions. The market for sus-

penders of all kinds is in increasing firmness.

SWISS NECKWEAR SILK
GOES UP 15 PER CENT.

Advance Information Indicates Neckwear Will Be .'iO Per

Cent. Higher for Fall—Spring Trade

Reported Good

NECKWEAR.—From advance information received by

neckwear manufacturers in this country it is stated that

this line will in all probability be 50 per cent, higher than

for last Fall and present Spring goods. Prices that will

have to be paid by manufacturers will make lines that re-

tail for less than 75c each more rare than in the past.

Prices are expected to range as high as $1.50. On the 75c

line the quality will be approximately that formerly sold

for 50c each. Some Spring neckwear that sold for $4.25

per dozen will sell for the Fall trade at $5.50, and the $4.50

line for Spring will sell at $6 per dozen in the Fall. In

the $6 line for Spring the price will in many instances be

increased to $7.50 and $8.50 for Fall, while the lines that

for the present Spring trade sold at $9 and $10.50 will

probably sell at $12.50 per dozen in the Fall. In the case

of the $5.50 line for Fall,the retail price should be 65c and

75c, while for the $6 line the selling price should be 75c.

On the $7.50 to $8.50 lines the price to the consumer will

probably be $1, and on the $12.50 line the retail price will

be $1.50. Travellers for the Fall trade will be on the road

in August and September. There will still be some 50c

ties, but the proportion will be greatly reduced in the Fall.

Where the same grade of silk is used as that in the 50c

line this Spring the size of the tie will probably be re-

duced.

There is increasing difficulty in getting supplies of Swiss

silk forward owing to the shipping situation. There is

also increasing difficulty in the manufacture in Switzer-

land owing to the embargo placed on raw silk by the

Italian and French Governments. Italian raw silk is used
extensively in the warp of the neckwear silk. Since the

embargo has been in operation the manufacturers have
been able to get their supplies of Italian raw silk only

after tedious delays and many representations to the com-
mission that has charge of embargo regulations.

Manufacturers of neckwear are experiencing much
difficulty in getting their silk supplies forwai-d. Dela\s
nave been occasioned through the examination of the

manifests of shipping by the British Government. Goods

that left in July in some instances had not arrived in time

for the Christmas trade, and accordingly will not reach

the trade until the Spring. Marine insurance has advanced

from 2 ¥2 per cent, to 15 per cent., which makes a differ-

ence in the cost of the silk of 7% per cent. Goods that left

Switzerland in September and October in certain cases

have not been heard of yet. On the other hand, goods that

left Switzerland in some cases in December have already

been received. This has occasioned delays in many in-

stances in the manufactured goods. Merchants are plac-

ing their orders earlier, and the volume of business is

good. An inferior quality of goods for the same money
is the outlook for the Fall trade.

FALL SHOES TO BE LIIGHER:
ADVANCES NOW PENDING

One Firm Contemplating Advance of 1.) Per Cent, on All

Lines at Present—Another Firm Will Revise Prices

Upward for Fall Deliveries.

SHOES.—There is an increasing firmness in the market
for shoes as a result of the difficulty to secure adequate

supplies of leather. Sole leather during January adv-inced

3c per pound. Upper leather held steady in price as the

result of slightly easier prices in hides. But this easier

condition in hides has been due to the poorer quality of

the hides rather than to a larger supply. Winter hides

are never considered as desirable as hides obtained at other

times in the year. When the cattle are fed in stalls their

hair becomes longer and the hide thinner. Furthermore

the hides are infested with grubs that destroy certain

parts. Calfskin held in firm market during the month and

is quoted 7c per pound higher than it was during the first

week in December, now being sold in the primary markets
at 45c per pound as against 38c per pound during the first

part of December.

One large Canadian manufacturer of shoes is contem-

plating an advance of 15 per cent, all along the line in

their various brands. The increase has actually been

authorized by the head office of the concern but the Tor-

onto branch has deferred making the advance general at

the time of writing. This may be put into effect at any
time. This advance follows one put into effect by the same
concern during November. Another large American shoe

concern with a branch factory at Toronto has practically

decided upon an increase to take effect in March when their

samples for the Fall trade are shown. Demand for shoes

has been good, and what is surprising to the manufac-
turers is the fact that dealers are coming back for repeat

orders, which seems to indicate that the dealer is not

speculating in shoes and carrying heavy stocks on that

account. From indications it would seem that consumers
are the ones who are laying by an extra one or two pairs

of shoes and the demand to the manufacturers in all prob-

ability is coming through this source. Rubbers at the first

of the year advanced 12 to 15 per cent. The increased

price was stated to be necessary by reason of the higher

cost of rubber and the fabrics used in rubbers, together

with greater labor cost.

NEW BLOUSES FOR BOYS

WITH a new style of boys' blouse capable of adjustment

to eight different sizes by half inches, and without any

tapes, The Crescent Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Mont-

real, are having splendid success. The garment is the

invention of Mr. A. J. McBride of the firm mentioned, and

is patented by him and manufactured and sold solel'- by

the Crescent Mfg. Co.

1)2
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Club Stripes
tn two ana three color effects

— very good

for Spring.

May we send you aa assortment to brighten up
your cravat stock?

Made with that much appreciated, easy sliding

(all smooth satin) neckband—our exclusive make.

Price $4.25 or $6 00 the dozen.

A. T. Reid Co., Ltd.
)ronto

M Reid's Real Bengalene Cravats in 40 pljin shades 'S^'-il^^K^C^^

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out noiv and place with letters to be answered.
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Evolution of the Art of Waterproof-
ing Textile Fabrics

rpHK art of watei'prooDiig textile fabiii-s has hitherto bt-eii re])-

rest'iiteil liy two niethods, the one iiieehniiical anil the other
cheniit-al. The tirst eni>l)i'.-ices all niethiids involving ilirec-t ini-

liregnatiiin thi-ongh the use of rubber, niineial waxes and various
iiisi)hil)le compounds which render such fabrics both air and
waterproof and the second includes processes wherel).v a suiface
coating of some water-resisting subntauce is deposited on the
fibres or yarns of these fabries^ through the media of chemical
leactions which render them temporarily water-repellent ami
partially free to the circulation of air. The first, owing to the
exclusion of air, has but a limited api)lication in the art, being
confined to textile fabrics designated for specific uses and for the
purposes of this discussion may be dismissed without further
reference. The sei ond c-nvers a range in the field of textile pro-
ducts which would be practically unrestricted were it not for the
inherent weaknerses of the processes themselves wher^liy only
temporary results can be achieved. Best known among tlH'se, and
the one most largely emplo.ved, is the so-called snap-alum pro-
cess in the ap])lieation of \vhich the fal)ric is first imiiregnatcd
with a soaj) r»olntion and then passed through a solution of alnui.
aiuminium acetate or aluminium sul|)liate. The reaction between
the I ontents of the 8:;ap and the aluminium salts iircdnccs a suli-

strtuce known as alnmininm soap, insoluble in water but rapidly
soluble in gar.'oline or in any of the distillations used in tl!<>

cleansing' process known as dry-cloaning. Under this tieatnu'ur
aluminium soap isi deposited as a coating or veneer chiefly on the
surface yarns of the cloth and so long as it remains thus in place
th.e fabric will por-sess the quality of water resistance. This
period, however, is relatively short owing to disintegration fol-

lowing the drying and crumbling of the aluminium soaj). and
textile f;',brics thus treated i-anuot be diy-cleaned without totally
removing this substance, and iierm.-incntly destroying all water-
repellent effects.

The foregoing both briefiy and broadly represents the state of
the art of waterproofing textile fabrics at the period, a few years
ago, when the problem became a subiect of investi.gatiun in the
laboratory of Mr. Alfred (). Tate, a Canadian inventor who had
specialized in work associated with the development of the elec-
trolytic cell. To render more clear what is to follow it may here
be stated that water enters a textile fabric chiefly through the
action of absorption due to the dynamic force known as capillary
attraction. When this action is suspended or destroyed, the fabric
becomes nonnl>sorbent and is, therefore, practically waterproof for
the reason tb.-it the i)ressures required to force water into its

pores are much greater than those produced by natural
phenomena.

The question presented for solution at the initiation of .Mr. Tate's
experiments was the discovery of a process which would permar,-
eutly, not temporarily, suspend capillary action in textile fabrics
of silk. Wool, cotton .-md their various admixtures without de-
creasing the porosity upon which ventilation depends. Also, it

was necessary to discover a method which would not involve the
coating or veneering of the yarns or fibres. A cotton fibre may

be described as a cellular tube possessing micri>s( upic |> ires which
absorb moisture through the action of capillary attraction. It was
obvious that if thes<' minute i)ores could be fi)l<'d throughout
I heir entire depth with a water-rej)ellent substance the ouject
sought would be attained. A woolen fibre is a more couipli ated
structure but it also is provided with capillary spaces which act
in a manner relatively the same as those of the cotton fibre.

These microscojiic pores are so small that it is impossible to fill

tlum by any mechanical or chemical process for the reason that
niitliiag will enter them other than water and fluids of a similar
nature.

After a long period of experiment the inventor found a method
of filling these capillar.v spaces through the action of the electric
current which iirodnces the phenomenon known as electric
osmosis which is ,i jiressnre manifested within a liquid liody when
a current of electricity is jjassed therethrough. In treating textile

fabrics by the Tate i'rocess the cloth carrying the wafer-repellent
reagents is passed betw<"en a series of electrcdytic rolls through
which a current of electricity is flowing witli the result that the
water-repellent substances are forced into the microscopic pores
of tlK' fibres and capillary action or absorption is thus permanent-
ly suspended. The substances used are aluminium produits which
are impervious to tlu' action of solvents such as gasoline, beuzine.

ether, and so forth, so that all textile fabrics thus treated may be
sub.iected to the process of dry cleansing without in any way
affecting their water-repellent <|Ualities. When textile f.ihrics are
thus treated they become waterijroof under praitiially all i-oudi-

tions of normal usage for the reasons already explained. Even if

water under unusual conditions should he forced through a given
section of a fabric thus treated, the action would be ci nfiued to

that specific area. There would be no indefinite extensi n of the

wetted section ihrough the powerful action of the absorption. This
is as far as the art. particularly in its relation to clothing, can
be extended, because the adaptability of any fabric to this use
cU'ljeuds upon ventilation, and this in turn is dependent upon the

maintenance of porosity.

The durability or life of the proofing efTected by the Tate Process
is (o-extensive with the life of any textile fabric to which it is

applied. The Tate Procesji also performs eoiniidentally ,ind thor-

oughly the ojieraticn of shrinking and a series of tests seem to

indicate that it i)rev<'Uts the fading of color under the action of

light. A further inleresting feature is that all treated fabrics

are rendered mildewproof. This is e^lieeially significant with rela-

tion to textiles used for tents, awnings, sailcloth, tarpaulins, etc.

It will thus be seen that in addition to the waterpro fing feature.

the Tate Process achieves other results of equal importance in

their relation to many branches of the textile industry. These
ciuv.bined results, hitherto unrealized, .iustifiy t^e belief that the

Tate Process instead of being regarded as a spe^'ial process adapt-
able only to specific uses will be acknowledged and adopted within

measurable time as an essential and staple branch of the textile

industrial art.
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J
Tne NcAv ^A^ay System

The New Way Clotliing Wardrobe

One item of tlie Ne\v Way System, tLat you
cannot axTord to be \vitnout

Figured on the question of overhead expense the New Way Revolving Wardrobe will

reduce your overhead from 6 to 20%.
Figured on the question of actual economy the New Way Revolving Wardrobe will

reduce jour pressing bills 75%.
Figured on the basij of increased sales the New Way Revolving Wardrobe will in-

crease your sales from 20 to 50%.

These figures have been proven from actual results all over Canada and United States.

The New Way System consists of Revolving Wardrobes in Single and Double Deck Style for cloth-

ing, Hats, Furs and Ladies' Wear, also Sectional Units for all departments of Men's Wear, Ladies'

Wear and Dry (Joods Store«.

Let us explaiti the systei/i to you.

Jones Bros. &? Co., Limited

Store Fitters

Eastern Branch :

71 Bleury Street

Montreal, P.Q.

Head Office

:

29-31 Adelaide St. West
Toronto, Ont.

nVestern Branch

:

437 Main Street

Winnipeg, Man.

In affiliation with and manufacturing in Canada under the patents of

The Grand Rapids Show Case Co.

[Tl

// ani/ advfvtiscmoit interests you, tear it out now und place with letters to be answered.
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Salvage Sale of

Men's Straws

Announcement

Headwear Registered li a v e

purchased the salvage stock of

the Grown Hat Company, (ilalt,

and same will be on sale at the

conii)any's warerooms, 28'30

Wellington St. West, Toronto,

during the month of February.

Hundreds of Dozens of

Sennits and Splits

Classifying the stock we lind

hundreds of dozens that are

absolutely perfect. These in

styles recentl.y made up for

]917 delivery.

The reduced prices at which

Headwear Registered will be

;il)le to dispose of these goods

affords a rare opportunity to

buyers of Straw Hats.

If unable to call, write us for

samples and particulars.

MANUFACTURERS
MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS

28-30 Wellington Street West, Toronto

I'lioiiL- Main 1()24

"FACTORY TO RETAILER''
(MIDDLEMAN'S PROFITS ELIMINATED)

J. T. MACLEOD WNL LORnu:R

Hanger 280

{Made in Canada)

Solid Maple Hanger in Imff

wax finish.

Holds Garment perfectly.

Bar for Trousers.

Ready for delivery at $7.50
per liundred.

The Taylor Manufacturing

Company
43 Hughson Street, .-. HAMILTON, Can.

The Live Furnisher is

Catering to the "Boys
in Khaki"

Our liiu' (if Military Specialties is the most
cdiiiplete in Canada Battalion Pennants.
("usliions. Plioto Banners. Calendars, Sweater

Crests, etc.

Steel Mirrors
Button Sticks

Whistle Cords
Lanyards
Whistles
Swagger Sticks
Canes
Whips
Brass and Shoe Polishes

Pencils
Playing Cards
Money Belts

Purses

Ties

Handkerchiefs

Puttees

Haversacks
Knife Straps

Coat Straps

Bachelor Buttons

Overcoat and
Tunic Buttons

Eveready Flashlights

Cap Covers

Cap Linings

and dozens of other Soldier>" hnes.

Schd far a Cnfalnfitie.

Pugh Specialty Company
Limited

38-42 Clifford St., Toronto, Canada

If anij advertisement interests you, tear it out ituic tnid place ivitli I( tiers t<, d, unsui r<ii.
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TRADE MARK REG. U.S.PAT. OFFICE

IRQ^CLADKHARI
GUARANTEED FAST SULPHUR DYED

WEARS LIKE LEATHER
COVERED BY THREE GUARANTEES

DEALERS, give your customers — the man at the plow, the man
at the bench, the man at the wheel, the man in camp —the same

kind of cloth in their garments as Uncle Sam gives his boys.

IRONCLAD KHAKI, Fast Sulphur Dyed is the Standup, live-long

fabric—genuine national defense cloth. IRONCLAD protects you

and your customers fully. Three guarantees guard it on the way

from the mill (see page 3) to the manufacturer, to you, the dealer,

and to your customers. The Ironclad organization travels with its

product every step of the way to see that it makes good.

"It's the Cloth in the Garment
That Gives the Wear"

And IRONCLAD is the Maximum Wear Cloth—For your protection

and profit insist upon garments of IRONCLAD KHAKI, fast sulphur dyed.

Franklin Manufacturing Co.

NEW YORK CITY
260 Church Street „

BALTIMORE, MD. f
123 Market Place

IRQNCLAD
KHAKI TWILLS

GUARANT
WEARS LIKE L
LOT

.

SIZE PRICE

Look for the Ticket and Guar-
antee Bond on every garment

^^^

GUARAISTTEIE.
This garment is made of the

CELEBRATED

IH@}JCLAD KHAKI CLOTH
and the manufacturers Itereby guarantee that the Cloth ts dyed
with Pure Sulphur Fast Colors, and will not fade during any
correct laundry process, and will wear longer under hard usage

than any ordinary Khaki. This Garment is. therefore, guaran-

teed accordingly. FRANKLIN MFC. COMPANY

If iin;/ advertU:eineni iittcir.'<ts you, tea r It out now und place with I'-ttcm to be answered.
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I

a

Why:?

Front View
Auto Suit or

Uni Suit

Why pay travellers and
jdltliers' expenses when
huyin.Li' y n u r (iverall

supplies? Why not

seeure the hi.Li savini!: tn

he had hy huyin<>; di-

rect from the manufac-
turer?

Eliminate the johher

and travellei- eompletely

hy linkinu, u|) with our

f'actoi-y-td-i'eidei' sellinii

plan. M ( sell direct t"

1/(111. and we can afford

to L!;ive you a Ijetter

pi'opDsition on account

of the saviuLi; this ]tlan

creates.

protf)er{)oob

will .i^ive your customers satisfaction

and you a more (generous profit than is

ohtainahle on any other line. The

r>rothei-hood line includes Overall.^,

Smocks, Service Coats,

(ktrpcnters and Macliin-

ists' Aprons, and mir

fii-nioiis Urothcrltood

Ante Suit. Five differ-

ent materials, all ,uuar-

anteed indigo fast

colors.

Let us prove our money

-

saving proposition to

your satisfaction. Send

for a trial order of five

dozen, freight paid, or if

you prefer, we will send

you samples. MogulApron

H. S. Peters, Limited
WELLAND, ONTARIO

// any advertisement interests i/ou, tear if

Have you seen

the 1917

Lion Brand

Bloomers?
The best vahies we

liave yet offered you.

Ijion Brand fit, style

and wearing quality

are a sure ouarantee of

ustomer satisfaction.

^^^^^^ See tliis line before

placinji' your order. It

will pay you.

The Jackson Mfg. Co.
LIMITED

Clinton - Ontario

(Factories)

Goderich, Exeter, Seaforth

LONCO BRAND

CAPS
Smart Styles

\N'e're .-liowins, the finest range of

caps thai can well be imagined

—

.styles are smart and very new,

values are well ahove the standard.

A card to-day will en>ure ytni get-

tinu the op])ortunity to inspect the

"Lonco" line at an early date.

I'se to-day's mail.

London Hat & Cap Mnfg. Co.
324 Notre Dame Street, West

MONTREAL

lit now and place with letters to be ayiswered.
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The Conductor
with the dirty

collar

Maybe he jitunched your transfer as you rode
down town this morning and you couldn't
help tliinkiug, as he jerked the bell cord
again, what a big difference a nice, clean

collar would make in his appearance.

Doubtless, he realizes it. too, but—well, a clean collar every day costs money,
more money than he can afford maybe, and so he tries to make one or two do
over the entire week.

Here's just the kind of man would appreciate an ARLINGTON WATERPROOF COLLAR
—the Challenge Brand line that looks just like a linen collar, the collar that no matter
how soiled can be made to look fresh and clean as ever in a few seconds by the use of
soap and water, so that our conductor can really have a clean, nicely laundered collar

every morning without the expense he dreads.

Think what it ineaiis to you to feature the ARLINGTON line. The value of neat appear-
ance is being appreciated more and more in every walk of life, and the Arlington has
eliminated whatever lingering excuse there has been for the dirty collar.

There's a grade and style in AELINGTON COLLARS to suit every need.

is a third heavier than the same priced collar in any other line.

Stock Challenge Brand Arlington Collars.

Each grade

The Arlington Co. of Canada, Limited
56 FRASER AVENUE, TORONTO

SELLIXG AGENTS.

Eastern Agents: DiiiirMM Hell, .'«)1 St. James St., -Miintrenl. Ontario Agents: .T. A. Chantler & Co.,
8-10 Wellington St. E.. Toronto. Western Agent : K. .7. Quigley, 212 Hammond Block. Winnipeg.
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The Value that Satisfies

Negligee and

Work Shirts
Quality and appearance are boosting
our lines evervwhere. Our customers
realize quickly on their stocks.

Quantity sales is our long suit.

Bring you quick, easy profitable

sales.

Buy your popular-priced men's and
bovs' shirts in case lots and save monev.

The Hercules Garment Company
59 ST. PETER STREET MONTREAL

FACTORIES: MONTREAL AND LOUISEVILLE, QUE.

WE ARE WORKING FULL SPEED
NO STRIKE IN OUR FACTORIES

Good Clothing at Prices

that Sell Quickly
Quick turnovers at smaller profit is our busi-

ness policy. This policy does not depreciate

the quality of our work, rather, we make
clothes that will sell because of the quality

at such attriictive values.

OUR SPRING RANGE OF
YOUNG MEN'S CLOTHES

has all the latest models in New Pinch Backs,

Belters and in Nobby Fabrics: our Staple

Lines are also in the Smartest Styles.

Young Men 's Clothes Our Specially

See our Salesmen or write us direct for

particulars.

The Wear Best Clothing
Manufacturing Co.

149 Notre Dame Street West, Montreal, Canada

».4&«

The Taylor Cabinet End Rack
Made from oak or birch, and beautifully finished in

inaLogany stain.

Holds two rows of garments.
Table top for display purposes, and to give protec-

tion to the garments. 6' long. 4' 6" or 5' 6" high.

A cabinet suitable for either suits or overcoats.

It ia mounted on ball-hearlBg castors, enabling rack
ti/ bo moved wilhout trouble.

Cm be used either in floor centre or against the
wall. Trice. Sl.5.00.

The Taylor Manufacturing Company
43 Hughson Street Hamilton, Canada

If aiuj (uJrcrfiseuifiif interests i/ou, tear it out now and place uith letters to he ansuered.
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Maclean'sMagazine
for February

Just suppose you were made Editor

of MACLEAN'S Magazine for one issue!

TT THAT would you provide for your readers? You would probably want some

y Y good short stories, and you would like to offer chapters of a good serial. You
would want something in lighter vein. Perhaps some verse. Certainly some

serious articles of an informative and critical nature. Probably you would want every-

thing—contributions and illustrations—to be by Canadians. Good! But who are they?
And could you get their work?

Look at what the regular editor, T. B. Costain. has provided for the February issue

of MACLEAN'S:

c
A serial story by Sir Gilbert Parlter—"Jordan is a

Hard Kuad."

A short story by H. G. Wells—"Into tlie Abyss."

A complete novelette by A. C. Allenson—"Dantou of
tlie Fleet."

A gripping sketch of "The Greatest Hotelman in the
World"—a Canadian, by name John McE. Bowman,
of the Hotel Biltmore, New York; and the man be-
hind the .Manhattan Hotel, New York, and the hotel

now building in the same city. The Commodore, and
the new Canadian hotel, The Devonshire, to be built

this year in Toronto. \V. A. Craicit gives the story

of this remarkably successful and Interesting man
—a veritable romance of achievement.

Steplien Leacock is in the February MACLEAN'S
with one of his inimitable sketches—this one en-

titled—"In Merry Mexico." What a fancy, what a

humor this man has! He roams the earth, and al-

ways is visiting some land or country in the spot-

light of the world's history.

Then Editor Costain has Miss Agnes C. L,aut in the

February issue with a timely and thought-provok-
ing article, "The Elections and Canada." She is

writing of the American electionsi of last November,
and in her virile style and with her amazing inside
knowledge of things political, she gives all Cana-
dians much to think about, and a wider vision of

the place Canada holds in world affairs—dwelling
especially on the new Anglo-Saxon relations which
will be the result of the war now being waged, and
which gives promise of involving the United States.

Miss Laut's contribution is well worth reading.

H. F. Gadsby, free lance, ever a-tiltiug at politicians

and politics, and never falling to get under the

guard of parties and partisans, writes sparklingly
on "How Premiers Control Their Cabine.ts" — of
piquant interest in view of Sir Sam Hughes's recent

encounters with Premier Borden. Gadsby studies

other Canadian Cabinets than those of Premier Bor-
den's. Good reading, this.

Then Editor Costain starts in this February issue

of MACLEAN'S a new department—snappy biogra-

phical sketches and zestfiil stories of notable and
interesting Canadians. You will enjoy this yourself

and so will all othersi to whom you may introduce

MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE.

The vsiifil departments—Review of Reviews and "Information for Investors"—

are present as usual; and illustrations by these Canadian artists, C. W. Jeffenjs,

Harry C. Edtvards, Lou Skuce, E. J. Divsmore, assist to give the February

MacLean's distinction and appeal.

Now if vou have been keeping in mind yourself—as a possible editor of MACLEAN'S
MAGAZINE for a single issue—do you think you could excel or equal what the regular

editor has provided for MACLEAN'S readers?

At All News-Agents, Fifteen Cents
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C^oDo©o'

NONE BETTER
(REG. TRADE-MARK I

taTEIEc
TDAOE MARK

WATERPROOFED

CLOTH CAPS
^A'.r"..^*' Proofed Cloth Caps look, sei^m

and feel like any other cloth caps, except

water will not harm them.

The combined trade-marks will be jilaced in every

Wolfe's TatElec Proofed Cap. There is every

imaginable shape and pattern in this new line. You
can he sure they are all the best.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

A. HARRY WOLFE
Unity Building, Montreal

Let Your Ties

Sell Themselves
Here tlie.v are—ju.st what vmrvf lieeii looking for —
OXLI-WA TIE DISPLAY HOLDEK.S—the silent tie
•salesmen, .\rrange your ties nnatl.v in this little holder
and place ties as suggested in the illustration—and
your ties ;iell themselves, saving tia;p ,ind uuneeessary
lalior on the part of ynur salesmen—and money fo'-

.yourself. Ties delivered in bulk are lOe per dozen
cheaper than tliose delivered in boxes. .Save this differ-
ence—it wUl pay for hundrer^s of dczeii of OXLI-WA
holders in a very short tim^. They personify the ".Ser-
vice First" slogan,
besides preventing
theft, ami the un-
neeessai'y handling
of ties by lustoni-
ers.

For Four-in-Hand
or Bat Ties

Made of fine Brass.
h i g h 1 y polished
nickel finish, with
a felt l)asp.

Priee only .fJ .50 per
dozen f.o.b. Da.vton,
Ohio.

Satisfaction
Guaranteed. Actual size. Patented .May 30, 1916. =

ONLI-WA TIE HOLDER CO.
Box 1. Dayton, Ohio, U.S.A.

Save Your Waste Paper
and Cardboard

The Jewel Baler makes it

easy.

It keeiis your preniisfs
clean anil tidy.

It turns waste into dol-

l.-irs.

After a short while it is

all profit.

Write to-day for full par-
ticulars re baler ;ind your
nest market for waste
paper.

General Sales Co.

THE JEWEL PAPER BALER 203 Stair Bldg., Toronto

Novelty Papers for Window
and Interior Decoration

Changeable Insert Screens, Pedestals.

Flower Boxes, etc.; Lattice, Blocks.

Stripes, Onyx, Silko and Velour.

Send for samples. Dept. Z.

Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co., Inc.

74 Duane Street :

:

New York City
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DOMINION RAINCOATS
The trade throughout Canada has been quick to recog-

nize the superior qualities of "Dominion" Raincoats, and

dealers who want the best insist on the "Dominion" brand.

More and more, "Dominion" Raincoats are becoming

the recognized standard by which to judge style, quality and

workmanship. Don't accept our statement for that fact, but

judge for yourself. Examine qualities, inspect workmanship

and compare values. There is but one result

—

DOMINION RAINCOATS
{Made in Canada by Canadian Workmen)

ARE BEST FOR STYLE, QUALITY AND VALUE

See the new "Dominion" Raincoat styles and samples

before placing your order.

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.
LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE - MONTREAL

Service Branches at Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, HamUton, Brantford,

London, Kitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon,

Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver, Victoria.
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TOOHE BROS LIMITED MONTREAL
Another Page from Oar New Soft Collar Catalogue. Ready for Immediate Delivery.

TOOKE BROS., Limited Montreal Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver
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Geo. J. Ellett
General Dealer

Kaministlkria Ontario

Pear sir,
I received llev,r Patterns.

I etm really proud to "be with a
firm tliat can turn out such a
range of patterns under present
conditions, They are exceptionally
good and such a ranee, aun sending
two orders to-day for a start.

I

hope to "beat all records this
coming season.

•sincerely yours

9J ^^^^^

r-

VVTE shall have a few
^ ^ outfits on hand for

the right class of repre-

sentatives.

We can back up live merchants

with the smartly cut, splendidly

finished suits and overcoats

which will make their store the

centre for those who want

clothes of real value.

The
Crown Tailoring

Company

// antf advertisement interests you, tear it oat now and place with letters to be answered.
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A Cooper

Display Card

Lithographed

=in=

Bright Colors

SEE THAT YOU
HAVE SOME!

COOPER
LATEST #K Mk aimm^ NEWEST
STVLES CAPS PATTERNS

COOPER CAT CO TORONTO

And Cooper Style and Quality

Will Bring Huge Sales

Models like our new pinch-

back will appeal to many.

Better order a good supply at

once, while prices hold. But

remember, the pinch-back is

only one of our wide range of

styles.

The quality and workman-

ship in all Cooper models is

the best.

Cooper Cap Co.
260 Spadina Ave.. Cooper Bui'ding

TORONTO

7/ any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be ansivered.
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SOMiE OF OUR

SPRING SPECIAL
Order Ranoes are still available. Write us
about these if you would give your Clothinj?
Deiiartment the l)est Spring- Tonic.

And wateh for our Travellers, who will be
Soino- out shortly with Style-Craft Fall lines.
You'll l)e delisiited with their showing-s.

E. G. Hachborn & Co.
50-54 York Street, Toronto

// any advertisement interests yon, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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Bob LongWeek
BRAN D

f?egiste: red
KNOWN FROM COAST TO COAST

T HE big-^est event over att('iii})l('d nationally anioni;- tlie trade—A Spring-

opening of suitable workingnien's goods—(lloves, Overalls, Shirts, etc.

Dress yonr \vind(nvs for the workingnian, make things look bright and attrac-

tive to him, as after all is said and done lie is the bread and butter of all good
l)usiness. April 2nd to 7th is the week. Link your store up with the big Bol)

Jjong newspaper advertising l)y making an attractive display of Bob Long
rnion Made (Joods.

The event is timed to catch public attention when sales are heaviest on
(lloves, Overalls, Shirts and Spring lines of Knitted Jerseys, etc., and every
dealer who takes advantage of the interest concenti'ated on the Bob Long line

will share in the l)ig profits.

GLOVES SPRING AND SUMMER KNITTED JERSEYS
OVERALLS MUNITION SUITS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

SHIRTS

Cash Prizes for the Best Window Displays
'I'd make tlu' cciiuiietition even and lair we lia\e dix ided llu- (•(Hiiitrv inti) two classes:

—

Class A. All Retail stores handlino- Hob Loiii;- Class 1'.. All Retail stores liandlin.:?' Bob Lonjr
Merchandise in towns under 5.000 -Merchandise in towns of 5,000
l)opulation. population and over.

We will i;ive two )iri/.es in ea(di class of:

—

$25.00 each for 1st prize

$10.00 each for 2nd prize

I'Aeryboily has a (diance. Make the most attractive m ind.ow display you can with r>ob Lons:

Goods and tlie attractive 3 color window display trim we will furnish you free,—have a

iihoto,oraph taken of it and send it to us. The i)ublicily you will oet will pay you handsomely
in any case.

All i)liotouraplis sent us and not winniim- any of tic Vonv prize~—we will pay *1.0() each.

Catch the enthusiasm ^The Workingman's Spring Opening

R. G. Long & Co. Limited
TORONTO

April 2nd to 7th
// an]i advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place ivith letters to be nn-wered.
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PRICE WILL COUNT
For the first time since war began
price advances have a real meaning.

More important than ever before

Buying for Fall 1917.

Compare carefully.

Cover completely all intended purchases.

Don't delay seeing '''Racine's'' representatives.

ADVANTAGEOUS PRICES ARE
ASSURED.

Safest for Deliveries.

buying from

The House That Carries the Year Round
the Biggest Stocks in Canada.

Dept. F, Men's Heavy Furnishings Dept. I, Men's Fancy Furnishings

These two departments backed up by three well equipped and up-to-date factories

Making "Hero" Shirts, "Maple Leaf" Overalls, ' Samson" Pants.

Everything in Gents' Furnishings,

ALPHONSE RACINE, LIMITED
Dry Goods Jobbers and Manufacturers

60-80 ST. PAUL ST. WEST - MONTREAL, CANADA
"The Staple Dry Goods House of Canada"

Sample Rooms at Ottawa, Quebec, Three Rivers, Sherbrooke, Sydney, N.S.

Facto i s at Beaubien St., Montreal; St. Croix, Que.; St. Denis, Que.

7/ any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with Icticrfi to be answered.
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The Fast Mail Overall Company, Limited
OF WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Have taken over the

DODSHON OVERALL COMPANY, LIMITED
AND WILL

Continue the manufacture of the Popular FAST MAIL
BRAND OF OVERALLS AND COATS.

We have retained all the improvements of the old gav-
ments and added several new features. We will be
pleased to submit samples and solicit your inquiries.

"Your Trade is entitled to see the latest and best. Show
them Fast Mail Garments."

The Fast Mail Overall Company, Limited
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Dominion Button
Manufacturers

Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Lines of Ivory and
Pearl Buttons, suitable for

MEN'S CLOTHING
BOYS' CLOTHING
SV^EATER GOODS
STRAW HATS

CAPS

Kitchener, Ontario

// mill iKlrciiisemenf intercsf-s i/on. tear It out iwir and place with letters to he answered.
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Tate Electrolytic Water-proofing

Processes Limited

taTEIEc
TRADE MARK

Waterproofers of Textiles

Jacobs Building /. 282 St. Catherine West

MONTREAL

li (tiiij advertisement interests yoii, tear it oat arnv and place with tetters to be answered.
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This "HOUSE OF SER VICE"
is ready now to meet your needs

on goods for Spring with the

following lines, popularly priced:

Young Mens Suits Little Fellows' Suits

Boys' Suits Separate Long Pants

Midsummer Clothes for Young Men and Boys

Our salesmen will be on the road

in March with a full range of

immediate and Fall samples to show.

Helleur, Gariepy & Broderick, Limited

16 Craig Street West, Montreal, Que.

// any advertisement interests you, teai it nut now and place with letters to be answered.
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^^
Takes a man of good judgment to

be an engineer—that's why most

of them trade at the store that sells

HEADLIGHT OVERALLS
LfAJIOA^ J^ygl>£

Dyed with Genuine Indigo

Larned, Carter & Co.
World's Greatest Overall Makers

Sarnia Ontario Canada

// un:i advertisement interests you, tea r H out now and place ivith letters to be answered.
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^
Quality- N^

Fit-Glean-Glassy
What

f

I

What more can any man ask in underwear?
more can any dealer wish to sell?

Show a suit of Atlantic Underwear to the most exacting man
coming into your store. Show him the elastic roll collar, the

flexible cuffs, the cover-seamed seams, and the many other

"different" points which have made

ATLANTIC UNDERWEAR
the favorite of men who use good judgment in their buying. Tell him about the
"unshrinkabiHty" of Atlantic garments
which even after long service ensures
comfort and good fit.

sense will do the rest.

Hi s common

Plan now for bigger things in

your underwear department.
Speed up sales and build up

profits by constantly dis-

playing and pushing At-

antic Underwear —\the choice of the

discerning.

SSi

Atlantic Underwear
LIMITED

Moncton, N.B.
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Where the Styles come from

King Hats have that

little "something" which

we all call style.

FALL
1917

/^UR salesmen are

^-^out with complete
lines of samples for

Fall and will call on

you in all good time

to ensure proper
delivery.

SIGN OF

SATISFACTION

We have many Novelties for Next Fall

ESTABLISHED 1857
See that above Trade Mark is on

all Leathers.

The quality standard

of Borsalino Hats is

kept up to the very

highest notch and the

price bu3S more in

the way of distinctive

styles from this high

class manufacturer
than any hats made
in the world.

ANDERSON-MACBETH, LIMITED
Hats : Caps

TORONTO, CANADA

Straws

If (tiuj (1(1 rrrfi.st'inenf interests i/oii. tear it uut now and place with letters to he nnsiuered.
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There is a greater demand
than ever for

Quality Clothes

ARE YOU SELLING THEM—
=2

AGENCIES OPEN TO THE RIGHT MEN.
IF INTERESTED, WRITE PROMOTION DEPT.

Fashion Craft Mfrs., Limited
Montreal

// ((//// (I'l r<r1 ix(\ii<'iit nifcrc.sfs i/oii. fear if out now iiiid phicr iritlt htfrrs to In (nisir( r< il.
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Strike or No Strike

Why Worry?
Write J. Elkin & Co., Limited. We
have the Goods. Men's Suits, Boys'

Suits, Children's Suits, Men's Pants,

Boys' Bloomers in stock, ready to ship.

By dropping us a line you may
solve a problem that may be

puzzling you at present.

Boys' Suits,

Men's Suits

any style,

from $3.00 up

$6.50 up

Boys'

Bloomers - - $7.00

Men's Pants, $16.50

Per

Dozen up

Per

Dozen up

We are ready for Fall as well.

Our salesmen will be on their

way to see you next week,

showing our Fall range of

Clothing for man or child, and

what you buy we can assure

you we will deliver promptly,

J. Elkin & Co., Ltd.
Makers of Elk Brand Clothes

Head Office and Sample Rooms

Montreal, Que. r-^ Joliette, Que

7/ amj advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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The man behind the man
behind the gun''

I]i every industrial centre in the Dominion you will find liini,

toiling day and night, turning out the all-important shells that
are going to l)last the road to a lasting world i3eaee.

Now it is ol)vious to all that this increased activity calls for good,
hard-wearing overalls, and more of them — a fact that every
aggressive men's wear dealer should ])rotit l)y. A stock of

prot!)eri)oob (J^faeralls;
will put you well up in the front row witli those dealers wlio are

gettin.e; their j)roper share of this nioney-niakiu,<i trade.

Ydu (lon"t have to take a traveller's or a jobber's word for the value

of the Brotherhood line. We always sell direct—just ask us to send
you a startinf;; order of. say. '^wq dozen, or if you prefer, we'll send

you samples.

Brotherhood Overalls can he depended ui)on to give your customers

complete satisfaction. Investigate our proposition now. while you
think of it. It means better ])rotits for you.

H. S. PETERS, Limited
MANUFACTURERS

WELLAND ONTARIO

7/ nnii adverti-tcment interests yov. tear it ovA r.oiv and place ivith letters to he ansircred.
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THE

YORK
A ONE-PIECE TOP
GORED ON THE SIDE

Designed with character r and distinction. We have

brought out some new styles which will more ^than'fplease the

public. These, made up in many shades and in a variety of

materials, give you a better selling line than we have ever offered.

Our salesmen are now on the road with the range for Fall.

JOHN W. PECK & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

7/ any advertisement interests you, tear it out notv and place with letters to be answered.
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The Gillette Safety Razor

Consolidates New Ground

During 1916 we made and sold GO pci- ccid. inoro Gillette Safety

Razors and Blades than in any i)i'evions year. The capacity of

our factory has l)een more than doubled, yet we are barely able

to keep up with the demand. As fast as we can install the mach-

inery, we are preparing for a production seven times that of

1915.

The reason is that we are selling to new lands—new stores—new
people

!

We are making regular, heavy shipments of razors and blades

to almost every coi'ner of the Empire—the Motherland, Aus-

tralasia, South Afi'ica, India.

(jiilb'ttes have been bought by or for tens of thousands of the

Caiiadian Expeditionary Forces, and are now on active service

Overseas. Thousands more have Ix'cn purchased by affluent

nuuiition workers, in addition to the usnal normal additions to

tlie raidvs of Oillctte usei-s. Thns the war has brought nearer,

perhaps by years, the practically universal use of the (iillette

Safety Razor.

In A'iew of this, more and more Men's Wear Dealers are awak-
ing to the fact that they are the logical distributors of the Gil-

lette—that it is an essential part of the equipment of the well-

dressed man—and that there is a clean, attractive })r(»tit in (iil-

lette Razors and Blades. If this is new ground for you. jnni}) in

now and consolidate it!

Gillette Safety Razor Co. of Canada
LIMITED

Office and Factory : The Gillette Bldg., Montreal

// anji advertisement interests you, tear it out noir and place irifh letter.^ to he nn»irered.
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A New N.C.R. Invention
As important to you as your
telephone or cash register

It'f a new credit file that safrf/iuirds yuuv credit

business—in a better, ea-ier. safer, quicker way than
you thonglit possible.

// Ik St) simple that anyone can operate it.

If Is s'l spccdij that all entries are made in the

pre.<ence of tlie customer, who leaves with a state-

ment of the purchase—]ilus a record of the balance

carried forwanb

It IS so roitrcniritf that yon can set it on any size

counter, table ov desk. The exact l)alance (hie from
any customer is instantly available, and the file can
be operated with one hand while the other liolds

the tele])hone receiver.

If is so cotiiplcfc that a true record of tlie whole
credit business is always available in short order.

And this knowled.ue alone is wortli more than the

cost of the file.

7/ Is so safe that records once tiled in its locked

compartment cannot be lost or destroyed. Records

can lie seen, but not tampered with.

A few weeks' use will i)ay for it.

There's nothing else like it, and

it can be seen at the N. C. R. ^ ^^^^

office near you, or a letter to / xationai

us will bring you comi)lete

information.

See this new file or find

Cash
Register

t'onipa".* (il

(anailit. Iviiiiitecl

Toronto, Ontario

IMease send full in-

... y foriuatimi ahuiit vuur
out how it Will stop / new Creilit Pile.

your los.ses. i)lease / \\> I'ave about
^

. / Cliaruc and ('. ().!>. aeconnis.
vour c u s t o m e r

a n (1 relieve / ^ '""'

y u of work / yinu

and worry.

I' s e the
coupon.

.\i}i]riss

The National Cash Register Company
of Canada, Limited

Toronto, Ontario

li any advertiscmcvi interests you, tear if out now and place iciih letters to be answered.
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Clothes
for exacting men

Big Business

Style coupled wtth
Fabric quality

Style ill Broadway Clothes

means more than mere fashion

plate imitation, it means Indi-

viduality, Character and Cor-
rectness.

Men who are exacting in their

demands for a suit or oyercoat

that is faultless in style and
finish, without being jobbish,

find their desires well satisfied

in Broadicay Clothes.

Our ability to make clothes

that please is your opportunity
to vyin new friends to your
store.

fFe would like you to see our
new Range for the coming
season, which demonstrates

our ability to make clothes

that hold our customers.

Randall and Johnston
LIMITED TORONTO

// 11/11/ (i(1rerti.<icinenf u^teresfs you, tear it out noic and place tvith letters to be ansicered.
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TRADE MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFFICE

Vr„.

IRQ^CLADKHARI
GUARANTEED FAST SULPHUR DYED

WEARS LIKE LEATHER
COVERED BY THREE GUARANTEES

/GARMENT Manufacturers, IRONCLAD KHAKI
^^ prepares you for every demand.

Long experience in the manufacture of textiles, close

. ,.„ association with trade conditions and consumer needs

^liftp^>r • P^*^ ^s ^^ ^"^^ position to gauge manufacturers

'^^^^^i^K''- requirements and supply manufacturers' require-

W-^^'^^MM^..^.. ments with almost uncanny exactness.

A Weight and Quality for

Every Purpose

That's what we give you in IRONCLAD KHAKI,

fast sulphur dyed.

Here are five big numbers in IRONCLAD, every

square inch of which is put out under cur

IRONCLAD GUARANTEE-

1 .Dreadnought Twills 2. Artillery Cloth

3, Rough RiderSpecial 4, Volunteer Twills

5. Infantry Cloth

Numbers 3 and 4 are particularly desirable

for Pants, Overalls and Chauffeur Suits.

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES

Franklin Manufacturing Co.

•y^'i

is

REG U 5. PATENT.

IRONCLAD
KHAKI TWILLS

GUARANT
WEARS LIKE L
LOT

. SIZE PRICE

"1,0 FAST
-»THEt?

260 Church Street

NEW YORK CITY

123 Market Place

BALTIMORE, MD.

This label, sewed on (garment, guarantees the cloth to

he gcmiine IRONCLM) KllAKI. Fast Sulphur Dyed

If (unj advertisement interests yoii, tea r it out noiv and place ivitli letters to be answered.
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ALSO AT
53 Conduit St., Bond St., London
Warstone Parade, Birmingham

Bombay, Melbourne and New York

ENGLAND

The J. R. GAUNT & SON
(Canada Co.) Limited

ARMY and NAVY
Badges, Buttons, Swords,
Caps, Helmets, Belts, Spurs,

and

ACCOUTR EM ENT
MANUFACTURERS
We had iluriiig 1916 ilisappoiuted customers in common
witli most manufacturers, owing to the scarcity of metal
and labour trouble. We now beg to thank our customers
for their patience in regards to deliveries, and hope for

the coming season that they will have no cause for eom-
jdaint on their future ordeis.

Every requirement for Military or Naval Outfits kept in

stock. Write us direct for particulars and prices.

63-65 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal

A new Fall Motlel in o)ie-piece top.

Boston Caps
are "top-liners'* in style,

quality and popularity.

Made in a variety of attractivi' Fabrics. AlwaV.S Up-t()-(latO ill CVei'V paiticular, Bo8-

toii Caps liavt' loiiii' heoii the choice of the

smartest dressers everywhere. Hence it is that up-to-date retaik^rs tiiid it

i>'ood policy to keej) these "top-liners" well displayed.

Ovir new |»ri'iiiiscs at 388 St. rihain St. att'ord u^ ^till better facilities for giving our jiatrons

service and mfisptciioii. "We want to show you wliat (Uir values are really like. Sample- new

I'eady for yo\u' inspection.

A^'e also manufacture Cliiltlren's llats. Sa)npU^> -ulimitted if desired.

BOSTON CAP COMPANY
Wholesale and Retail Mfrs. of Hats and Gaps

NEW ADDRESS: 3.'^S St. Urbain Street. ^t()XTREAr.

7

If anil advertii^evienf interests you, tea riVout note and place irith letters to be an.^Uired.
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MAKE YOUR DOLLARS

FIGHT
AT- THE. FRONT.

BUY
DOIVIIWIO^ OF CANADA

THREE-YEAR

War Saviwgs Certificates

$25.00 FOR $21.50
50.00 '' 43.00
100.00 se.oo

INDIVIDUAL PURCHASES LIMITED TO JISOO.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS APPLY AT ANY BANK
OR ANY MONEY ORDER POST OFFICE

JAN. 9, 1917
F'livjAMce Departmem-

OXTAWA

A Superior Line of

Scotch Knit Gloves

that excel in points

of workmanship and

finish. Beautiful,

STYLE 1091

Lfiitlier-bound Cuff v\ itli Dmiu-. Men's sizes in

Heather, Oxfoid and Khaki.

$8.00 per dozen

soft finish is obtained by special new

process. Send us your order now for

Fall, 1917, delivery.

STYLE 1090

Plain Knit Cuff. Men's sizes n
Heather, Oxford and Khaki.

$7.00 per dozen

AVON HOISERY, Limited
STRATFORD, CANADA

Selling Agents: RICHARD L. BAKER & COMPANY
100 Wellington Street West, Toronto

If any a<hu'f fixe went infere-^ts you, tear it out now and place with letfers to I>r an.vreird.
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Wearbetter values
will ^et you the Boys' Trade

\ ND it is a trade worth catering to,
^^"^ particularly now when the boy has
assumed an added importance because of

prevailing conditions. Boys are earning
good money now and are prepared to

spend more on outfitting themselves.

HERE'S your chance, Mr.
Dealer. Go after this pro-

fitable business by displaying

SUITS FOR BOYS

Here are values that are sure

to convince the most exacting.

Here are suits tailored to give

100 per cent, satisfaction to the

boy and his parents.

EVERY Wearbetter suit

you sell will be an ad. for

your business, an ad. that will

pull you big returns.

DON'T omit seeing Wear-
better Values before

stocking up for next season's

selling. We'll be glad to send

you full particulars on receipt

of your address.

Walter Blue and Co., Ltd.

Makers of Wearbetter Clothes

SHERBROOKE .'. QUEBEC

// any advertisement interests you, tear it ovt now and place tcith letters to be ansivered.
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1RACC MARK- SCO,

The
Trade Mark

and

The I

Guarantee back of

The only guaranteed
line of men's suits

on the market

Because it is a result of fifty

years' experience in the making
of Men's Suits the Bachelor

Line offers you unsurpassable

value in style, quality and all-

round excellence. This long

experience enables us to guar-

antee every

Bachelor Suit
an unusual feature that is bound
to bring you hundreds of satis-

fied customers and build you
better profits.

You owe it to yourself to become
acquainted with our values and
our excellent facilities for

repeat and rush orders. Our
long connection with the

, mills, our exceptional buy-

it ii^g power has enabled us

to secure remarkably high

grades of cloth even at the pres-

ent time. And this, together

with the large stock on hand,

when war broke out, has resulted

in a continuation of values.

You'll find our proposition

worth while. Write us now.

THE

Bachelor Clothing
Co., Limited

SHERBROOKE, QUEBEC

IllllllllllJIIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!^

If art)/ advertisement interests you, tea r it out now and place with letters to he answered.
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The Silent Tie Salesman
ONLI-WA TIE HOLDERS

$2.50

Dayton
.lust slip six in- lens tics in this simple little Ijehlei' -
iUT.-uise tlieiii as suggested in the illustration or even
( n tlie eonnter—anil they sell themselves. Ties ilelivei'ed
in bulli are cheaper than thoiSe delivered in boxes. This
saving alone will pay for many dozen tie liulders in a
ver.v short time, besides saving time and nnncr cs-^aiy
labor on the part of your s.-ilesnicn. Tlv iiopuliiity
• ind the tremendous sales of ()XT,1-\VA TIIO FKiLlMCltS
is .-ittribntcd t;i tlicse foui' liig re.-i>ons

:

1—Saves time in Ktepins stocli.

'i—Greatl.v improves .voiir service.

Ii—Prevents tlieft.

4—Kliminates Ixixes and fixtures tliat ilo

not acliiall.v assist .vour salesmen in

selling;.

>I:.de ef tine brass, highly polished in nickel, with a

f"it-i'ovcre;l base especially adapted for four-in-hands
and liat>

Order NOW. Salislaef ion (iuaranteed.

ONLI-WA TIE HOLDER COMPANY
DAYTON. OHIO. U.S.A.

Garment Hangers

No. 74B

y^
$12.50
per hundred

W

No. 74Ij CJariiient Hanger,

coiicaved shoulders, made of

liardwood, waxed and buffed finish.

An absohilely jierfect ITtinger at

!fl'2..")0 per Inindred. Mail oi-ders

sliiii))ed ))i'()in])tly.

tkZ-tl^?-

TttAOB MAnKWe«

NOMETAL
TOUCHES YOU

ARROW MEANS
COMFORT .

wiu.N«sr
TEAR THE HOSE J

SJBRVICEABJLE THE YEAR RO0Na

SUMMER IS COMING
You will need

ARROW PAD GARTERS
alM,

ARROW ARM BANDS
FULL LINE ME;\'S AND BOYS' LEATHER BELTS

Ask your jobber or write direct to us

ARROW GARTER MFG. CO.
Mi NOTRi. n.AMi: STRFET WFST. MONTKK^I.

FOR THF. MII,L10N.A1RE

Made

Canada

For

Canadians

FOR THE MILLION

Corduroy Pants
/;/ Popular Shades of

Drali. Mid. or (lohlen. Brown.
and Dark Brown.

Made witli cuit' l)ottonis in all

sizes.

Prioe,< from $2 . 75 to $8 . 50.

We have a limited quantity

of these Corduroys for inunedi-

ate delivery.

DAVIS BROS.
MANUFACTURERS

HAMILTON - - ONTARIO
Makin of full range of Mtn'j Piiitt s aiul Bo\/ Bloorw.-

If (inj advertifenu'ut Intcresfs yon, tear it unf noiv and place icith letters to be answered.
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Let Leishman
Tailoring

Service

be the connecting link between

you and an ever-growing

clientele of satisfied custom-

ers. See what we have to offer

you. See the swatches of

Spring materials we are now

showing, which, with our style

plates and measurement

charts, will enable you to get

the business of the men re-

quiring the best in material

and workmanship.

Write us to-day or 'phone

Adelaide 555

Wm. H. Leishman & Co.
Limited

Wholesale Custom Tailors

68 Temperance Street, .'. Toronto

Makers of the Best Tailored Garments for Men
J I anil (idrerfisrment intereHs you, tear it out now and place with Icttcrf^ to he answered.
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CANADIAN
OVERSEAS
BADGES ly^

We are the

Largest Makers
ill Englaiul of Canadian Overseas
badges. Since August, 1914, we
have cut over 500 dies for the

('anadian Contingents.

APPROXIMATE PRICES:
Cap P..ultres—Mapk- Leaf, .$8 per 100.

Xiiiiibt'red l)attalioiis.

.$12 per lOO.

Ciillar Bail ges—Maple Leaf. .$8 per
Xiiinbereil battalions,
.$15 per 100.

ShdUliler Titles—Plain Canada. .$.8

per 100.
" N II m 1) e reil batta-

lions, $1.0 per 100.

Single numbers, 75c per 100.

We can give immediate deliveries
of tnost badges numbered from 1

to 238. Special quotation.s on quan-
tities. Write or i-able for catalogue.

J.W.Tiptaft&Son,Ltd.
Northampton St., Birmingham, Eng.

TeleEraphicAddrcss,'*Tiptaft. Birminchnm"
Cable Code, A. B.C. Slh Idili.m

'mmmu
'W^^^^^'^^p^m^mJ

AWord of Assurance
At a time like tiie present, when tlie result of the dye .shortage ou textiles is

the source of much anxiety, annoyance and loss to garment manufacturers
and dealers alike, we feel it due our patrons to emphasize the fact that tlie

texture and dye of

Qtifels Indigo Cloth
Qy Standard for over 75 Years
is exactly of the same high and unimpeachable (piality NOW as it was before

the dye shortage began to affect tiie textile market.

And, we give vou the assurance that just what vou have known Stifel's Indigo

to be in Uie past—a fabric dyed with PURE VEGETABLE EAST IXDTGO
DYE—so it will continue to be as long as we manufacture it.

This mark stamped on the back of the goods is YOUR
guarantee and YOUR CUSTOMER'S guarantee of tbe genuine

100 per cent, efficient Stifel's Indigo Cloth.

J. L. STIFEL & SONS
Indigo Dyers and Printers, WHEELING. W. Va.

New York 2G0-2C2 Church St.

Philadelphia :!24 Market St.

Boston .31 Bedford St.

Chicago 223 W. Jackson Blvd.

San Francisco Postal Tole. Bldg.

St. Joseph, Mo Saxton Bank Bldg.

Baltimore Coca-Cola Bldg.

St. Louis 928 Victoria Bldg.

St. Paul 2,18 Endicott Bldg
Toronto 14 Manchester Bldg.

Winnipeg 400 Hammond Bldg.

Montreal.. Room 500, 4S!> St. Paul St.

// ani/ advf'rfiscmcnt interests you tear it out uoic and place with letters to be ansuered.
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YOUNG MEX'8 iMODKL 1()3

FOE SPRING.

Slip on Overcoat, Deep Ann
Holes, Loose Box Back, Split

Sleeves and Cuffs, Patch
Pockets and Flaps, Button
Through.

Thi.^ is the Label

fhcf the good dresxers

of ('anada look for

which, is attached to the

pocket of evei-ij Fit-Reform

qarment.

Our Travellers are

now showing Fit-

Reform Styles For

Fall and Winter
1917-1918

On application, we
will gladly arrange

to show you these

new models, if we

are not represented

in your city.

E. A. SMALL CO. limited

8 BEAVER HALL HH.L. MONTREAL

// any adeertisement intei'ests you, tear it out now and place with letter.^ to be answered.
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KITCHEN'S

"RAILROAD SIGNAL
OVERALLS

and

"GLADIATOR"
SHIRTS

Our Overalls and Work Shirts

are made from reliable, hard

weariiiii- materials, the kind that

will stand up to rough usage

and give entire satisfaction.

OUR SPECIALTY
Khaki Munition Coats. Price

$21.00 per dozen.

The Kitchen Overall and Shirt Company
LIMITED

BRANTFORD, ONTARIO

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!

// any advertisement interest.'^ you. fear it (mt uoir and place with letters to he answered.
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Real Clothes/^rReal Boys
Made to meet the requirements and lo stand

the strain of healthy Canadian boyhood.

Designed and tailored

by specialists who know
the game from A to Z,

these new ideas in Boys'

Clothes embody the style,

the material and the

workmanship, for which

the firm of Coppley,
Noyes & Randall have

become famous.

proper ClottjesJ

have the wearing qualities that

will stand the romp, the tussle and

the fun of every-day boy life.

Increased earning capacities have

given the boys increased spending

powers just now.

Have you considered what a

splendid source of revenue awaits

you in a properly equipped boys'

clothing department?

Get a stock of ^ropet Clotfjes?

into your boys' department and

ivatch your profits grow.

Every little fashion " kink " likely to ap-

peal is cleverly embodied on this season's

proper Cloti)e£(

Copplej>, J^opesi $c Eanball
Limited

HAMILTON, ONTARIO

// any aflrrrti.^eriK'iif infere.stx ijon. tear it out iioiv and place ivith letters to be answered.
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Two Ties
From Our Wide
Spring Range

The Derby Roman Stripe

is a model similar to those

displayed so widely across

the line.

The Bat Wing is one of our
border end, bias cut bows
— a line we expect to be
big this Spring.

We have an absolutely
complete range of neck-

wear— splendid ranges at

$2.25, $4.25, $5.50, and
$8.50.

Many variations of the

patterns here shown, and
other patterns in stock.

WILLIAM MILNE
50 York Street, Toronto

// anxj advertisement interests you, tea, '/ o\it noic and place with letters to be ansuered.
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Made to wear
best where the

wear is hardest

'^m^.
<:.%.

:i>*.*

•^
fe

will give your customers
all around satisfaction

When you sell a man a pair of Carhartt's

Gloves, you can rest assured he's going

to be satisfied because every glove bear-

ing the Carhartt trade mark represents

the utmost value in long wearing service-

ability.

Carhartt's have several exclusive features which appeal

to the Kood sense of the Canadian workingman. And
the retail price (75c. and up) is by no means the

east impoitant part of their sellin<i appeal.

The fact that we are able to get the best leather

available combined with expert machining and S
general workmanship, enables us to offer the

trade a better glo\e proposition than is ob-

tainable elsewhere. ,;^j?'

•<:"t;

M
I

I
9

m

A stock of Carhartt Gloves and

Carhartt Overalls will tune up

vour sales through the

^i-
^:^'

coming season.

.:i'?-0

Hamilton Carhartt
Cotton Mills, Ltd.

TORONTO
VANCOUVER
LIVERPOOL
MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

// aiiji adrcrtiscment iiiterei<fs yon, tear if out now and -place ivith letters to he answered.
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Monarch Knit

Hosiery

for Men, Women
and Children, in

Silk, Lisle, Mercer-

ized Cotton and

Cashmere.

Present i-oii(litioiis are opportune for the iutrodiiction of a line of Hose whii-h will lie a i>eriiianent as-

set to your business. It is not our intention to produce a "price" Hose by a " sha\ing-oft profess." We ilo

not believe you or the i)ublic want it. The Quality of e.ich line of " MOXARCH-KXJT " Hose will be

Standardized-

The very newness of this Department in our business means the latest iniproveil machines and most
modern methods for finishinji-. This enables us to produce a Hose that is superior in Style, (Quality and
Workmanship, guaranteed to look well, fit ivell, wear well-

"MOXAKCH-KXIT" HOSIERY means satisfaction to your customers.

The Monarch Knitting Co., Limited
Manufacturers of Ladies' Silk Knitted Coats, Men's, Women's and Children's Worsted

Sweater Coats, Fancy Knit Goods, Hosiery, etc.

Dunnville, Canada

// an;i adrcftii^emnif interests lio't, tear il ant now and place uifh letters to he ansirered.
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Panama Hats
Made in Canada

T^E wish again to remind the
* ^ trade handling Panama Hats
that these are now being made
in Canada. The work is being

executed by the most skilful

operators and is being done in a

thoroughly up-to-date plant.

Panamas of the very highest

quality are being made and by
reason of the saving of duty
charges these can be secured at

a saving of 25%.

Place your orders as promptly as

possible and insure yourself
delivery in good time for the com-

ing season's business.

Canadian Panama Hat Co., Ltd.

345-347-349 Adelaide Street West - Toronto

// an/ij advertifiement interests you, tear if out now and place ivith letters to be answered.
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Made
Under
The
British

Flag

Just to remind you
th:il thiivc suits Vol! siW will looli tla-ir best

V, lieii wuin i[l>i>ve n well shim-fl \y.\\x of shoes.

SuKgest "Xiijiget" Polishes to fvery customer.

There is no better shoe polish on the inari^et

ni'il a Mttle dlsiday will win you liijr results.

A g:uoil profit on everj' sale.

The Nugget Polish Co.
Limited

9-11-13 Davenport Road, Toronto, Canada

Agencies

:

QrKBKC
NOVA SCOTIA - -

M:\V BRl-XiSWICK
KRITI.SH fOLTMP.IA

R. K. Boyd *: Co., .Montre:iI

Arthur Fordhani & Co., Halifax
C. A. Munro. St. .Tohn

.1. Leckie Co., Vancouver

Are you fully stocked with

these big value lines?

Money i.'^ circulating freely everywhere, and

the values we offer the trade are calculated to

loosen tlie purse string.s of every man coming

inlii your store.

We are Dominion Agents for

—

YOUNG & ROCHESTER'S Shirts in

Flannel, Taffeta and Zephyr.

TRESS & CO., Hats, Helmets and Military

Service Caps.

TWO STEEPLE'S, LTD., Hosiery, Under-

wear and Knitted Goods.

All British Manufacturers.

lUi'ides importing largely "e ilr;iw upon the very best

f.Ktories iu Canada, hence lur stuck is ulways com-

plete, we are always ready to serve you.

Note these scarce lines: (iabardine ".\quatite"

Coats, Trench Coats, IJaniii Half Hose in

lilack and Khaki.

MILITARY ACCESSORIES
(iet our prices for I'ox"s puttees. "Soldiers'

Frieiiil" polish, kit hae handles, locks, Eng-
lish spurs, etc.

/\7i(iA-i jiliiin and rihlxd iiool gacks, $4..">0. Dark and mid-

urcii iriKil .\o(A-.v. S.'L.'iO. For these lines of soclis, we
strongly recnninicud placing orders, as early as possible.

Wreyford & Co.
Wholesale Military Outfitters and Mfrs. 'Agents

85 King Street West Toronto, Canada

Regisiered No. 282,0'

THE HALL MARK OF

Maximnm Comfort and Dnrability

at MiDiniuni Cost.

First in the Field and Still Leading.

Made on the QRADUATED PRINCIPLE.
and starting with TWO THREADS in the-

TOP. it increases in WEAK-KESISTISG
PROPERTIES as it descends. Thus THE
LEG HAS THREE THREADS. THE
INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the HEEL
and TOE FIVE. By this process the

WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the Sock are

where they are most needed IN THE
FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR.

Absolutely Seamless

Perfect in Fit

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE AOME OF PERFECTION IN FOOTWEAR.

To be had from any of the Leading Wholesale

Dry Qoods Mouses. ^

// any adrerti.^cmoif inferests Hon. tear it out now and ptart iritli h tt< /< t<> h( an.'>n(red.
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1

This is how
Jones felt

when he left

the office

last night

You see, Jones is a man with a g'ood, big'-sized

appreciation of neatness, particularly in mat-
ters of dress, and wlien, just before leaxing- the
office, that pen slipped from its anchoraji'e

behind his ear and splashedi his nicely laundered linen collar, his state of mind was
rather unenviable.

Now, if Jones has a good waterproof collar tucked away in his drawer for just such an
emergency, he wouldn't have felt so glum. He might have had an ARLINGTON there,

one of the Challenge Brand line that looks just like a linen collar—the ideal collar for

just such an occasion as this.

Now, it's up to you, Mr. Retailer, to get men like Jones acquainted witli Arlington
advantages. A little display, a little selling effort will convince such men tliat it pays
to keep an Arlington liandy for just sucli little every-day accidents. The variety of
giades and styles in the Arlington Challenge Brand line will enable you to satisfy any
taste.

STOCK UP TO-DAY.

The Arlington Co. of Canada, Limited
56 FRASER AVENUE, TORONTO

SELLING AGENTS .

Eastern Agents: Duiu-ui Bell. .'iOl St. .Tames St.. Mi iitreal. Ontiii-io Agents: J. A. Chantler «& Co
S 10 Wellington St. E., Toronto. Western Agent : I!. .T. Qnigle.v, 212 Hammond Block, Winnipe '

^^^^^^/^^^^i^^i
If arnj advertisement interests you. tea r it out voiv and place u'ith letters to be ansivered.
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^.Vv'.'i*

beAch

in

h- -JO A

For June, July and August—Palm Beach—

A cloth whose natural shades wash like linen—
non-shrinkinsi-with just the proper balance of
"warp" and "filling" to give sturdy strength—
with just the body for right tailoring—yet practi-

cally weight-proof and heat-proof.

Palm Beach dresses the body with the elegance
of worsted and allows the passage of every cool-
ing breeze.

There is only One Palm Beach—a trade-marked
name applied to the fabric originated and made
exclusively by the Goodall Worsted Company of
Sanfordy Maine, U. S. A.

See that the Label is sewn in every suit you buy.

V'V-'5>^0>J.'^i' . J,i,

$r- ^-
f- tZ-A-i"-
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4->
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pAepi beAch
That Palm Beach is appreciated throughout the
length and breadth of the continent— is shown by
the millions of yards of genuine fabric woven
and sold each year.

Its beautiful new shades and patterns offer a wide
range of selection—and the cloth itself brings you
a full paid insurance policy of Summer Smiles
and Profits.

Ask your Summer Clothing Manufacturer to show
you his Palm Beach Line to-day. If he hasn't the
Genuine, write us.

We will send you, free, on request, beautiful
display cards for your store and window.

THE PALM BEACH MILLS
GOODALL WORSTED COMPAnV
A. ROHAUT DEPT., SELLING AGENT. 229 4th AVE., NEW YORK, U.S.A.

f =!> •

^y^A'CA
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Why The Difference?
Our travellers are frequently a-=ke(l why an
ordinary collar ."hows a gap at the toj) a

little while after it has been on, whereas a

W. O. & R. collar stays tightly tofiether.

The reas«,n is in the exclusive W. (!. A: R.

design.

The inside Imttonliole in a W. (i. it R.

collar is a fraction of an inch higher (.see

1 and 4 on the illu.stration) than the out-

side buttonhole—not enough to be noticed

when buttoning a collar, yet it is enough

to make the collar button act a.s a lever

and exert a steady upward pressure on the

hook end (see :' and (i). making a tight

lock at the to]).

To make this lock doubly .-secure, we use

our "Slip-On'" buttonhole (see 2 and '))

on the outside tub.

Thus, when buttoning the lock end. the

collar slides easily into place, the post of

the collar button coming to the top of the

"Slip-On" buttonhole, making it impo?-

sible for the collar to gap at the top. The
"Slip-On" is a buttonhole with a purpose.

Particular men—and that means men
whose trade is worth having—want ct)llars

that fit close and .-tay close. You can

satisfy them completelv bv selling them
W. G. ct R. collars.

The Williams, Greene & Rome Co.
Limited

Makers of Fint S/ii'ts, Collars,

Pyjamas anJ Summer U'lJeriiei

Kitchener

Canada

// an;/ (vlvcrt'ise.ment interests you, tear it out now and place iciih letters to be answered.
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Made

Canada
»>

TYRONE A LOWER TALBOT
WITH SQViRE CORNERS

GORDON A LOWER BERWICK
WITH ROUND CORNERS

A THE NEW

Arrow
_L ^ /. y- PATENTED

^^ jOtm-jlt IN CANADA

Collars
READY APRIL 1st.

CLUETT, PEABODY &l CO., Inc., Makers
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG \ANCOrVER

// an]i advertisement interests you, teai if out now and place with letters to be anm^ered.
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USING A TRAVELER FOR A RETAIL STORE
System Adopted by Clothing Store to Build a Trade in ''Specials"

—
^^The Method and Suc-

cess of the Operation—How the Store Prospered by the Grace of the Travel-

er's Large Acquaintance—The Importance of Finding the Right Man

THE traveler is an accepted institution of the whole-

sale merchants' business. They would about as soon

consider the possibility of doing business without an

office force as without a traveler. On these men lies a

good deal of the responsibility in putting the goods across.

In their hands to a great extent lie the chances of success

or failure. The traveler is the intermediary between the

business and the buyer, a vital link—one of the best ad-

vertisements that a house can have.

Until very recent date the traveler was considered the

exclusive property of the wholesaler and manufacturer.

Of late, however, wide-awake merchants have begun to

ponder the question. If a traveler can sell goods for the

wholesaler, can he not sell them for the retailer as well,

they have asked themselves? and there has been no loud-

voiced negative to obtrude on this happy thought.

Conditions differ, and the items of sales are more lim-

ited, so that the idea has to be modified to suit the par-

ticular needs of the individual merchant, but it has been

tried and has been proved an entire success. It might

prove an entire failure in other surroundings—but the sub-

ject assuredly is worthy of careful consideration by every

retailer.

The firm of Shannon & Grant, of James St., Hamilton,

have rather made a name for themselves, in the brief

period in which they have been in business, as a firm stand-

ing for aggressive business principles and unique selling

methods. It was not surprising then that they should have

taken to this traveler idea, and given it a thorough try-out,

only to find it a complete and unqualified success.

The Field for a Traveler in a Clothing Store

How can a men's wear and clothing store

operate such a scheme, you ask? Well,

many clothing stores, as you know,
though specializing perhaps, on ready-

made clothes,
have a depart-

ment for special

orders, suits made
to special meas-
ure. If a man en-

were

ters the store and is not quite satisfied with the cut or fit

of a suit, he can have a similar suit made-to-order as he

would have at a custom tailor, with all the advantages of

lower prices, due to the organization that is behind the

clothing industry.

Success Lies in the Right Man

This is not, be it noted, always a very large item in the

clothing business. That was the first thing that set Mr.

Shannon thinking. The second was the arrival of the man

who seemed cut out for just such outside work, and Mr.

Shannon, after a considerable period of time in which the

scheme has been in successful operation, frankly states

ihat finding the right man is just about 100 per cent, of

the scheme.

The Right Man Found

The right man turned up in this instance, just as Mr.

Shannon had concluded that some such move was a real

opportunity. Mr. Shannon's summing up of his qualifica-

tions might be epitomized in the phrase, "he was a good

mixer." One of those cheerful, easy-going chaps who can

go anywhere, and meet anyone, who carries such a buoyant

assurance with him that he is a kind of living soft answer,

which, as you know, is an infallible method of turning

away wrath. He had been selling advertising of a sort, and

moreover, he had sold it, spaces on theatre curtains, items

in little booklets with no particular advertising value, yet

he had sold it. Therefore, thought Mr. Shannon, if he can

sell that he can sell clothes.

"Bill, or Jack," he said, the name is im-

material, "what do you think of trying your

hand at selling clothes for us?"

"You're on," said Bill. "When do I start,

and what do I get for starting''"

These detail* that were

easily arranged.

Suffice it to say

that he started at

once, and that he

got a very res-

pectable weekly

41
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salary. He was pro-

vided with a substan-

tial traveling grip,

filled with cloth sam-
ples, a measuring
chart, and a tape-line,

and turned loose in

the City of Hamilton,

that boasts more
clothing stores per capita than probably any other city in

the Dominion.

Bill's Friends An Asset

Bill started out of the store and took a bee-line for the

nearest garage, where a number of his friends worked.

That was the valuable part of Bill—wherever he went

seemed to be just the place where his friends worked. He
had a list of acquaintances that had striking resemblance

to the census report of the City of Hamilton. He strolled

into this garage with his grip in his hand and stood look-

ing around.

"What are you doing with the trunk. Bill?" queried the

interested workers. Bill opened up his grip and displayed

the samples to his group of grimy friends, none of whom
had the slightest idea of buying a suit at that moment.
But the day was hot and it was more comfortable looking

over a few samples than to lie on one's back under the rear

axle of a Henry Fliver.

He got them interested, and before he left he had

pocketed two five dollar bills, the first payment on two

new made-to-order suits, and had arranged to call back

again and take them over to the store after six to be

measured. For when Bill started out he was not an ex-

pert, as he is now, with the handy tape-line.

Thus was the system worked. Bill wandered around

the centre of the town gathering in his friends, sometimes

singly, sometimes in pairs, and in a few instances in

bunches of three. Sometimes they took the matter seri-

ously, sometimes they came to the store joshing one an-

other into the deal, but always they came.

A New Kink in the Scheme

One day Bill dropped into the store, moist as a spaniel

dripping from a swim. "How are things going. Bill?"

asked Mr. Shannon. "All right," said Bill, as he wiped his

dripping face. "Say," he continued, "You said when I

started this racket that you would be satisfied if I brought
in three or four special orders a week, didn't you?"

"Yes, that's right," replied Mr. Shannon.
"Well," said Bill, "I guess I've doubled that count, but

I've about worked these few blocks around here to death,

and if I carry this packing case much farther, I haven't

got any pep left when I arrive. Now I know a lot of

fellows out at the B garage and a lot of other places,

and I'll tell you what I'll do. If you get me some sort of a

car to run around in, I'll double the number I've been turn-

ing in."

Mr.. Shannon i-uminated for a while. He thought it out

this way. There's a certain little car that can be bought
for about $300, that has the interesting characteristic of

being worth just about as much, dead or alive. In other

words, it would bring about as much money after Bill has
raced it around the streets for a season, as it had cost in

the first instance. So, as Mr. Shannon figured it out, it

really wasn't much of a gamble.

"All right. Bill," he said, "I'll drop over first thing in

the morning and get you a car and you can get right to

work."

Bill has his car and the ends of the city have seen him,

and he has made good on his promise. So that is the story.

Facts and Figures

Now let us leave the narrative form and get down to

facts and figures. How
did the scheme work

out in favor of the

store?

Well, Bill made good

on his boast, and from

the first day he start-

ed out he has aver-

aged upwards of $500

a week, and there is a very fair profit on this variety of

orders.

But while this is an important point, it is not the most

important. It was not in the single item of business, but

in the business that came to stay that the scheme proved

itself.

Introducing the Personal Element

Bill was a kind of personal representative of the firm

—

he was the link between the store and his friends—and as

has been stated before, you would need pencil and paper to

total up the number of his friends and acquaintances.

Bill's ministrations took on the nature of a personal in-

troduction. "I'm working for Shannon & Grant," he

would say. "You know Shannon. Used to be with so-and-

so. Sure know Grant. He used to be in the business too,

you must have seen him, the red-haired chap.''

There you have the personal introduction that worked

wonders.

Bill always got the initial $5. That was the rule, and

he never failed to hale the buyer to the store at some time

or another. Then, when the suit arrived, the customer was

brought in to try it on, little alterations were made and

he finally came to pay for the suit and take it home, for the

firm never lost sight of the fact that the gist of the scheme

was to make friends; and it made them. One or other of

the partners always met the man and the buyer got used

to the place. Most of these men had in the past bought

here and there and everywhere, because they had no par-

ticular association with any one store. This association

Bill supplied, and it held them and made steady custom-

ers of them, so that the $500 weekly sales was, perhaps,

the smallest item that Bill had to his credit.

Applying the Scheme to Other Cases

How would such a system apply in other cases?

Mr. Shannon, when cjuestioned on this point frankly

stated that he did not know. The whole success of such a

move, he believed, was in finding the right sort of a man to

do the work. They had been fortunate in their choice.

But the world is a big place. Good mixers are not as

plentiful, as say, horses; but let us say for the sake of

illustration that they are as plentiful as white horses.

There are a certain percentage of them in every crowd. It

might" take a considerable amount of investigation to find

the right man, but such men are unquestionably to be

found. Not peddlers, you understand. To induce a man
to buy something to get rid of you is going to end by

doing you harm, no matter how much money it may bring.

It needs a woi'ld of tact, and common-sense and cheerful-

ness, and likeableness. But when they are found they will

justify the endeavor. It can be done and done success-

fully. We have given you the proof.

M. J. Dedman, Niagara Falls, is closing his store. He
has purchased the Bernard J. Gough clothing store in

Lindsay, and will take up permanent business in that town
shortly.

The stock of Arthur Croteau's gents' furnishing store.

Essex, Ont., was badly damaged by smoke and water when
fire broke out in the rear of A. C. Ransom's general store

on January 9. The loss was partly covered by insurance.
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CONSIDER THE MIDDLE-AGED MAN
111 Winnipeg-, at Least, He is Now a Bigger Faetor Than Ever—Larger Sizes in (Uothes

are Needed, a Fact Which Must Be Remembered in. Bu}'ing—Value of a Good
Window—A Pointer on Collar Stock Keeping

J
A. BELIVEAU, of Beliveau Peace Limited, Winnipeg,

who operates two of tlie best men's wear stores in

* the Western metropolis, was recently discussing busi-

ness conditions with a representative of MEN'S WEAR
REVIEW, and drew attention to the vast change which had

taken place in the demand for haberdashery and clothing.

This had come particularly to his notice after taking stock

recently.

He refeiTed to the heavy demand for goods required

for middle-aged and older men, and a falling off in the

demand for younger men's goods. This, of course, was to

be expected after the remarkable exodus of young men
from Western Canada to fight the Empire's battles. Also,

older men have been holding down better jobs, at bigger

pay, and some of this extra pay has gone to the clothing

store.

"Take clothing," Mr. Beliveau said, "most of the suits

left on our hands this Winter are small and medium sizes,

thirty-sevens and thirty-eights. The big sellers during the

year have been thirty-nine's and forty's. The demand for

the latter was so heavy, we were practically cleaned out,

and, in fact, lost sales in one or two instances through not

being able to supply the demand. The medium size has

been the big seller, and the buyer today should go stronger

on suits from eight up, rather than from four up, as was
the case in previous years.

"This has been noticed in all lines—underwear, hosiery,

gloves, shirts, overcoats, etc., we are cleaned up on the

medium sizes, and have experienced a falling-off in de-

mand on the smaller ones. Naturally this has influenced

our Spring buying; we went in heavy on the big sizes,

whereas in former years it would have been the other way
around. It is not so noticeable in neckwear, of course, but
even there, we have not plunged so hard into the flashier

kind of goods usually bought by young men."
Mr. Beliveau, who has charge of the Main St. store, has

a clothing department at the rear, occupying about half the

floor space. When mention was made of the fact that a

big demand arose two years ago for fifteen dollar suits,

he replied:

"Towards the close of 1914 we featured fifteen dollar

suits; we did so again last year, and did well, but to-day

woolens have gone up so much in price, our factory cannot

produce a suit that we would care to handle at fifteen

dollars. The man to-day is paying a higher price for his

suits. And it is easier to sell an old blue suit than a new
one. The man with a heavy stock of old blues in conserva-

tive styles, i.e., standard garments, is lucky. This applies

more to blues, but I might say the same about grey wor-

sted. Dealers who are sacrificing old conservative models

are foolish; they should be selling them at their full

value."

Recently, Beliveau Peace, Limited, installed a new, and

very up-to-date front in their store. MEN'S WEAR
REVIEW asked Mr. Beliveau if this expenditure had been

warranted.

"Decidedly," he replied. "With our old front we were

able to dress our window in one unit; to-day we can make

Mr. Beliveau is a great believer in window trims to attract Trade.
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J. A. BELIVEAU.

Read his ideas on windows, prices, collar stock keeping and
other subjects of interest

eight different displays, by using dividers. We had put a

new front in the Portage Ave. store, and found it so profit-

able, we deckled to have one here as well. The value of

these up-to-date fronts was noticed particularly when we
were showing specials. When a man comes in for a par-

ticular tie being shown in the window, you know then that

your windows are being watched. With these angular win-

dows, converging towards the entrance, the man is attract-

ed by the first unit, then by the second, and so on until he
is at the door, and it is then not difficult for him to enter.

"Any dealer in gent's furnishings who has not got an
up-to-date window should take some means, either through
his banker or in another way, to spend a thousand dollars

on a good front. You can put these splendid windows in

an eighteen-foot frontage, or even in less."

"Did the window pay you?" Mr. Beliveau was asked.

He replied: "It has only been in three months, and I

venture to say it has paid for itself already. At any rate,

the increase in our business compared with last year in the

corresponding three months warranted the expenditure."

Beliveau Peace, Limited, value their new window be-

cause of the ease with which the units can be changed. If

a display is not pulling customers, it is taken out without

disturbing any of the others, and replaced by another unit

inside of ten or fifteen minutes. Their policy is to show
the public something new every day, and they do this by
putting in one or two units every morning.

It is a handsome store, the fixtures being of the best,

and everything is laid out in good taste. No goods are

kept in manufacturers' boxes. Shirts are all shown in

wall fixtures with glass doors, which slide upward. Makers'

collar boxes are not permitted, the collars being kept in

green stock boxes, with two compartments for two sizes.

(Continued on page 49.)

Interior of the Main Street uuuu-ii.
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KEFAHNG STOCKED UP

<40 0KKY. r liaven't that size."

i[).-; no reply to a reque?

SOKKY. r liaven't that size."

l'ei'lia[)s no reply to a request for <i,oo(ls so

disappoints a customer. Perhaps no reply so lui-

favorably impresses a customer with regard to a store.

It is the reply, indeed, which heralds an approaching

failure, for it means loose business methods, and it

means lost customers.

Yet it is liard in the extreme to have the exact

thing every customer wants, all the time. ^Mlere

freak requests are made, of course, the reply, "Sorry

we haven't got it." is not to l)e avoided. Hut stand-

ard goods should be in stock.

Take two widely different lines—collars, on the

one hand, overalls (m the other. When a customer

asks for a certain size in a certain style of collar, he

will go elsewhere if he can't get it, and will go with a

feeling of displeasure toward the "haven't got it"

dealer. If a man wants overalls 86" x 33" he will not

be pleased, always, with a 36" x 32". He may go else-

where for the exact things lie wants.

But how is the stock to be kept in such shape that

one will always have exactly what is wanted? Simply

by going over the stock frequently—ordering often,

though the quantities ordered be small.

We know one Eastern dealer who has a. certain

day every two weeks for inspecting his collar and

overall stock. He then sees what will be needed

about the time new supplies can be secured, and
orders at once to protect himself against this need.

Other days this man goes over others, quick moving
departments. No danger of things being overlooked,

under such a system. No great time expended,

either. This practice, indeed might well be more
generallv followed.

UNITED States manufacturer states that paper

clothes are coming as a result of the high price of

wool. Publishers will not think that move is calcu-

lated to reduce prices.

SELL PEOPLE MORE
THOSE of us who live in the big cities incline to

become chesty. Yet many of us realize that for

good ideas, and for the views of a man who under-

stands his business, the towns, or small cities are

good places to visit. Perhaps the dealers there have
a little more time to listen and a little more lei.sure

to think. Perhaps, having fewer cu.stomers, they

read more—study more how to get the most out of

their customers. However it may be the small city

or town merchant— if be isn't entirely dead— is \ery

live indeed.

And his problem—how to get the most trade

possible from a limited number of customers— is one

worthy of thought. Perhaps we're inclined to lay

too much stress on the importance of attracting ])eo-

ple to the store—or at least to think only cursorily

of so sati.-fying the customers we do get regularly, so

meeting their needs, that big profits are shown in our

ledgers.

To sell peoi)le more, will be better for the busi-

ness than to sell more people.

OVERALLS for women now. Evidently the manu-
facturers have refiected on the remark frequently

made that So-and-So's wife wears the .

A CURE FOR THE BLUES

AS a cure for the blues, to which we are all more
or less prone, might be recommended a trip to

the moderate-sized centres throughout Canada, and
a talk with the merchants of these centres.

Business, these men sa}", why it's fine.

Face the merchants dealing in men's wear with

tlie argument that 350,000 men are wearing khaki,

and so need no other clothes. Hurl at them the

ajjplication so often made to this fact, that as a result

of these 350,000 men not needing clothes the men's

wear busiiness must be bad. They only smile. That

sounds plausible, they say, but it isn't so. True a

lot of men who bought shirts, hats, suits, overcoats

from us are overseas. Some, also will never need

clothing again. But the men and boys, who are here

are bnying in quantities which more than make up

U)V the loss thus sustained.

Men's wear, they will explain is not a thing for

which the demand is (ixed. So many heads, so many
hats? No. ^V man may make a hat do two years.

He maj' buy four in a year. So with shirts, suits,

and even the less noticeable part of his apjtarel. such

as socks and miderwear.

Prosperity has made of each man a larger buyer.

Save more, says the government, and the countrv

saves. But the men and boys aren't saving to a point

of niggardliness in expenditure for clothing.

^^"ell it is that such is the ca<e, for clothes have a

great eft'ect on a man's feeling. Well dres.sed, one

holds one's head up—neither looks up to the rich

nor down on the poor—Pooks straight out like a man
should.

No business is not bad. Quite the reverse. In

the men's wear line as in other lines, it is exceedingly

good. Localities where the trade has suffered probably

do exist, but the countrv over men's wear stores are

turning ovei' .-locks, perhaps as never befoi'c.
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THE "400'' LEAVE FOR **THE BREAKERS"
"The Breakers" Doesn't Refer to the Hotel Brigands, Though They are Doing Their

Bit—What is Being Worn at These Winter Resorts, Descrihed

WELL, my friends, this is the season of the Exodus here in little old New York.

When are you going South ? is the question most often heard at the theatre

or the roof garden. If you announce the date loudly, you are of the elect. If

contrarywise, you mumble something about business, and the healthful character of the

New York Winter. You are in a class by yourself, and being by oneself is the last word

in honor for the New Yorker.

All the 400 are going, and the thousands who ride in the trailer behind this 400 will

also be on hand with their eyes pinned on these great ones, with the faithful adoration

of a "Poor Dog Tray."

Oh yes, the green busses will still parade up and down Fifth Avenue, and on favor-

able days the three million will still fight eagerly for a seat on top. But the 400 fixed

stars and their thousands of satellites will be doing their best to lighten the early twilighr

at Lake Worth.

Spenders Go And Spenders Stay

With the exodus of these crowds will go the very cream of the spenders. True,

there will be plenty left to keep the old town from stagnating, magnificent spenders of

what used to be the hard-earned dollar still remain, but down by the side of the Indian

River, and along the palm-shaded walks of the "Breakers" or the "Poinciana," there will

also be some remarkable spending.

"Mine Host" of these quiet hostelries will do his sophisticated best to see that none

of this surplus wealth returns with this Butterfly crowd when it turns Northward
once again.

But I must curb the inclination to write in these polished periods, a habit gained no

doubt from much reading of international notes, and adopt a more mundane style.

Be it noted, therefore, that this florid peroration is merely leading up to the fact

that the needs of these grown-up folk with the long play hours, have been absorbing

the attention of the New York trade. As you are interested in what New York is

wearing, it may be of interest to you to know what these scions of New York's idle

rich are contemplating wearing down in the land of the Alligator and the ebony human.
For what they wear in the haunts of the late Ponce de Leon, all New York will later

be wearing in the peanut-flavored precinct of Coney Island.

Palm Beach Suit is the King Pin

Judging from these indications, the Palm Beach suit is going to be more than ever

in evidence. The idea does not seem as gladsome now with the wind whistling in from
the Battery, as it will some months hence.

When I speak of Palm Beach suits, let me be understood as using it as a family

name. If you will follow me to one of those stores that caters especially to the gilded

spender, you will note all the varieties made after the special patterns that they have

stamped with their approval.

Consider the Decorative Button

There, for instance, is an example of the very newest thing. It is of grey, unfinished

flannel, slightly longer than usual; note also that it has buttons of the same material as

the coat. There is something decidedly new about that. We have been wedded to the

bone button, save in the more formal wear. Consider the vista that opens up before

the clothing maker with the idea of fancy buttons.

But to return to the coat we were examining. The back is fairly full. Do you

catch the meaning of these simple words? 'Twas thus I interpreted the description of

the salesman. He said it had, "the suggestion of a three-fold drape." Well, let it go

at that, even that has a certain suggestion to even the "Nobody Home" type of intellect.

The sleeves are plain with three buttons and these buttons actually do button, though

they sei've no very useful purpose thereby.

Pockets Running North and South, Instead of East and West

Perhaps your heart would soften more to that Alpaca model. Mayhap you have a

penchant for just a little touch of the unusual. The general lines of this coat are the

same as that previously described. The two main pockets are cut up and dovm with a

button in the centre to keep the contents from casting themselves headlong. This

system suggests certain advantages for the tourist. Hotel keepers and other hunter

folk will thus be enabled to go through the pocket with the least possible inconvenience

to the occupant of the coat.

There is a conventional enough looking patch pocket on the upper left-hand side,

probably for the occupants own private use. On the left front exposui-e. as the archi-

tects would say, there is a coin pocket of the patch variety; it has a strikingly novel

appearance.
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SOMETHING NEW IN AUTOMOBILE WRAPS
These White, Even to the Buttons, to Make the Dust Invisibh' — The Latest Word in

Elvening Wear is Illustrated at the Poineiana—Panamas Very Much the Thini;-

Yellow homespun is another variety of cloth that is favored. Bright, no doubt, and

warranted to catch the attention of the passer-by, even in the land of sunshine, but who
wants to be dun colored in the cheerful Summer world ? The coats made of this mate-

rial have three buttons. The curious part about them being that they are intended for

actual use, quite an oddity now-a-days. The coat flares very sharply in front, and has

a single-breasted notch collar vest. This combination is intended to be used with white

corded trousers.

The belt apparently has not lost its favor among the idle rich. There are many
varieties of these styles from the belt all round to the belt that appears coyly only at

certain intervals around the waist. The full-belted coat has the belt stitched all the way
round. It is indeed only a similitude of a belt, but it is none the less popular on account

of this little deceit. The back is cut in four sections, and there is a large vent at the

centre seam.

There is also another model belonging to the Norfolk family, though probably the

good old standard Norfolks would hardly be willing to admit the relationship. In this

model the belt appears at each side, giving it a pinch effect and lending quite a decided

flare to the skirt of the coat. There is something less formal about this particular model

—a certain hint of studied carelessness that is considered quite a triumph.

Trousers, oh yes, they must be full and wide, for thus the colony demands them.

Mackintoshes and Motor Coats of ]\lany Forms.

Mackintoshes there are in abundance, mainly in white or light colors. Herein,

perhaps, the Summer fashions may not follow in such close accord. For these are so

colored because of their use as auto dusters, as a protection against the gleaming white

dust of the Florida Coral roads that make these roads look in the distance like a shining

ribbon of silver.

Let us turn from these poetic numbers to the more prosiac task of describing these

coats. Here is a sample, for instance, made of full-draped twillet, the mode par excel-

lence for motoring, roomy, light in weight and color, with not even a dark button to

show where dust has settled.

Some Sporting Model.s for Hunting and Fishing

Here is still another model. It has a cape something after the fashion of the opera

cape. It is made in white and taupe.

But let us consider the sport coats. Here is the ubiquitous trench coat. Think of

a trench coat in the Florida sand. Can you picture it? Yet here it is belt and pleated

pockets and all. Sweet indeed are the uses of prosperity; better the Florida sand than

the Flanders mud. Be it noted, however, that this is distinctly to be considered as a

sport coat to be used only when spearing or lassooing alligators. How is it the Florida

native is attacked, anyway? If you ai'e a follower of the peace at any pricers, and hate

the suggestion of trenches, even such a far away whisper of a suggestion as this, there

is another model that may appeal to your tastes. It hangs loose from the shoulders

and has a kind of overhanging eaves suggestion in a shoulder cape a few inches in

depth.

What is the use of such an addition? And there you have me at a disadvantage,

just a little touch of something different is the excuse the designer makes for it. There

you have it. my friend. What all the world, what all the New York world at least, is

seeking, something different.

Now take a glance at these dress clothes, for a man might better journey to Palm
Beach without his pocket-book than without his formal dress. Picture yourself then the

sad extremity of a man so ill-pi'ovided.

If You Forget Your Swallow Tail, You'll Have to Stay in Bed

The formal swallow-tail for the young man is satin-faced to the edge, and has an

extremely narrow skirt at the bottom. It is adorned with satin cuffs and is piped with

satin about the collar and breast pocket. The dinner coat has a peaked lapel and is satin-

faced to the edge with crescent-shaped pockets. The collar and pockets of this are also

piped with satin. This is the garb outlined for the young man. If you are as old as I,

dear friends, a little less piping here or there is of less moment. One gi'ows in care-

lessness if not in wisdom, and the shape of a pocket or a button is not of the same vital

importance when one's barber has given up his vain attempt to make a lock of hair cover

the growing bald spot, as it was, well, as it was, when we were twenty-one.

What about hats ? The Panama is the thing. The .stiff boater in coarse straw will

indeed be worn, as will also the Leghorn, but the Panama will certainly adorn the brow
of those who would most closely follow in the foosteps of the noble four hundred.

(Continued on page 78.)
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oil! What a Chanf/e! Thif; fine front now beckons trade, where formerhi a bar beckoned. The trim is attractive
(Did /,s one of tliose which hcljis Meaglter Bros, biiihl up their business.

SELLING MEN'S WEAR ACROSS THE BAR
Mcat^her's of Belleville, Now Have Splendid Stoie Where Formerly Was Bar of Old

Aiigio-Aiiiei'ieaii Hotel—Small Part of Aetual Bar Still There—Splendid Idea
in Rest and Parcel I\ooms

SINCE the sixteenth of September last a new class of

goods have been largely sold across the bar. Sand-

wiches have taken the place of sloe gin rickeys. In-

deed the old free lunch of pigs feet, sausages, and other

thirst producers, has given place to the pay lunch. Re-

ports I'eceived from any parts of the country indicate clearly

that trade has improved as a result of prohibition. Men's

wear business has been perhaps especially stimulated by

the lack of stimulants. It is doubtful, however, if any-

where in the Dominion can be found as direct a case of the

men's wear business benefiting from the closing of the bars,

as in Bellevile. There "Meagher's" has opened up in what

was the bar of the old Anglo-American Hotel.

Of course the place has been remodeled—the fine front

here shown will indicate that; yet at the back of the store

a part of the old bar stands. So it may be said that shirts,

collars, ties and suits are now being sold across the bar.

Oh Those Jokes

There's plenty of room for the facetious to make merry

about this. We've already heard remarks about the possi-

bility of getting a collar for a "horses neck;" also queries

as to whether every Tom, Dick and Harry is served, or

only "Tom and Jerry."

Some of these jokes aren't bad either. And they are

delightful in that they aren't on any one. They aren't on

Meagher Bros, for they are doing a fine business and

serving a community with goods which do it good. The

jokes certainly aren't on the community. No they are just

harmless jokes. Some may say the jokes are on us all, for

having stood for the bar so long—well, perhaps.

Making a start

While it has only been open a few short months this

store of Meagher's has already formed a splendid connec-

tion—with the people of Belleville, and also with those

who come from the many rich farms of the district. Of
course building up this connection was not as difficult to

the Two Meaghers at it would be to strangers. They are

not in any way strangers to the city or locality.

As C. V. F. Meagher tells it:—

"Our home town is Napanee where we opened up a

clothing business in 190.5, and after meeting with fine

success sold out to the Graham Co. in 1912.

"We then toured the West, intending to locate, but

returned East deciding solid old Ontario was good enough.

We engaged with the Ritchie Co. here and were with that

firm for four years in the same line waiting for the right

stand. When we were able to secure this we gave up our

positions on Nov. 11, 1916, and in just three weeks from
the start of the hammer we opened our doors for business.

Must say we recieved a fine send off and have great faith

in the future."

A Family of Men's Wear Men
Before returning to Napanee in 1905, I was four years

with the M. Friedman & Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., as

buyer for their silk department and have visited all the

large buying centres of the States. My brother. Geo. H.
Meagher has spent the past twenty-five years in the cloth-

ing business and our father, W. H. Meagher, is one of the

oldest travelers on the road to-day."

Solid experience, it will be seen, behind this firm.

Out of this experience has grown one somewhat unique

feature of the store—a feature which might perhaps be

adopted by men's wear dealers in other localities to the

advantage of their business.

Cloak Rooms Established

Meagher's wanted to get, among other things, the

trade of the farmers. How to do it, that was the question.

Personal acquaintance, location, these things helped very

much, but something more was wanted, and it was deter-

mined to establish in connection \\ith the store, clock rooms
where farmers and their wives might leave their heavy

wraps, their parcels and what not. Where also they might
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rest for a time, or get warmed up after a ride through the

winter air.

Behind the store is the old hotel stable, still in opera-

tion. A door at the back permits the farmer's wife and the

farmer to enter the store from these stables. They are

at once in comfortable quarters, where they may free them-

selves from their parcels. There are lavatories in connec-

tion with these rest rooms.

One day, when a representative of MEN'S WEAR
REVIEW was in this store, there must have been twenty

or thirty women who passed in and out of the cloak room.

A good number of them bought in the store. Where else

would they buy the boy's clothing and similar lines which

they needed? Where would their husbands and sons be

likely to fill their requirements ? Providing the store had
the right goods on sale—and to that of course, the propri-

etors have seen.

The Interior Arrangement

This store, by the way, is 100 feet deep with a frontage

of 20 feet. One is largely given over to the display of

men's and boys' clothing. The suits are kept in double

deck racks along the wall, the overcoats on single racks at

the rear. On the other side are the furnishings—the wall

having a good deep shelving, upon the top of which unit

trims are use<l—these being frequently changed.

The store is equipped with an indirect lighting system,

and the effect at nights, and on dark days, is very good.

Such is the store recently opened in what was for

many, many years a bar.

Speaking of the bar, let us all step up and toast

"Meagher's."

"Success!"

CONSIDER THE MIDDLE-AGED MAN.
(Continued from page 44.)

Mr. Beliveau did not think yellow or white collar boxes
went well with fumed oak, so he had special dark green
stock boxes made. He always keeps twelve collars of each
size forward, and the reserve stock downstairs.

When collars are taken from reserve stock, the label is

torn from the cover and placed on one side. Every Saturday
these labels are collected, and the same amount ordered from
city jobbers. Not more than two dozen of each size is car-

ried in reserve, so that no risk is taken by buying in this

manner.

An effort is made by the management never to allow a

customer to wait after entering the store. If all the clerks

are engaged, a clerk is called from the clothing depart-

ment. There is a system of buzzers all over the store, by
which a clerk can be called easily from the rear or the

basement.

ABOUT twenty years ago the Panama hat made it's

appearance on the continent, but that does not mean
it's manufacture was only then commenced. Far

from it. Notables of distant generations have protected

their brains from a too severe sunning with these light,

flexible, and exceedingly attractive hats. It is said

Napoleon wore such a head dress—though this was not the

one he selected when posing for that well known picture

wherein his arms cross so thoughtfully over the back of

his chair.

Hat Centuries Old

Centuries ago the natives of Colombia, Venezuela,
Guiana, Ecuador and Peru discovered that a palm, which
grew wild in their countries had a leaf from which could
be constructed hats of remarkable fineness and lightness.

Then they wove these hats on their knees—wove them for

themselves, or their neighbors, or perhaps for barter
through the town stores. These early Panama's were

made as fine as possible, months of work often being put

into one hat.

Enter the Sailor Man

But finally there came to their ports a sailor, Pizzaro

by name. Jack ashore, you know, is always a free spender

—making up in a few days for his lack of spending op-

portunities while at sea. Now this Captain Pizzaro saw
these hats. He fancied one for himself, or perhaps to send

to the girl to whom he had been true—well since he left

his last port. Anyway he bought some hats, and it was
he who took these to the Northern Countries, thus starting

an appreciation of the headwear which has grown until

to-day thousands wear them—starting a demand which

has revolutionized the manufacture of Panamas.

Why "Panamas"?

By the way one might imagine, from the name, that

Panama hats come from Panama. But no. They must be
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classed with the English walnuts which come from France,

and the Roast Beef of Old England, which comes largely

from our own West. Panama hats come largely from

Colombia, Peru and Ecuador. But the first shipment of

these hats—Jipajipa as they were called by the natives

—

were made through the port of Colon, Panama, and from

this the name "Panama" originated.

Speeding Up Manufacture

As has been said the hats, as originally made by the

natives, took weeks or months to finish. They were, there-

fore, high in price, and those who could buy were few

indeed. But the opportunity for a new industry attracted

the usual number of business men, and word was brought

to the natives that a big sale in these hats could be de-

veloped if the price could be reduced. That idea resulted

in the abandonment of the idea of quality of production in

favor of the idea of quantity of production. This, of

course, is only a comparative statement, for even in the

cheapest genuine Panamas of to-day the quality of work-

manship is high indeed.

Preparing the Leaf

The palm, from the leaf of which Panama hats are

made, grows wikl in many of the South American coun-

tries. But much has to be done to these leaves before the

actual weaving of the hat commences. The young and

tender leaves are gatherd before they unfold. All the ribs,

and coarse veins are removed. The rest, without being

separated from the base of the leaf, is reduced to shreds

—

this work being done entirely with the finger nails of the

workers. The first cutting of the leaves is made when the

palm is about one year old, after that the leaves are

gathered from two to three times a year.

Once gathered, and reduced to shreds, the tufts are

placed in large earthenware jars from three to four feet

in height, and are soaked in water to which has been added

the juice of three or four lemons. After a soaking of

from six to ten days the vegetable saps and resins have

been removed, and the tufts ai-e lifted from the jars, and
hung in the sun. Several days of this sunning is required

to bleach them.

The Work of Weaving

After this drying and bleaching the tufts are again

stripped by the nimble fingers and tough finger nails of

the workers—this time into fine threads. All is then

ready for the actual weaving of the hats.

An Erroneous Idea

Originally this weaving was done only in the early

morning, or at night when the dew was covering the

ground, as the fibi-e is then flexible. But the demand for

speed in manufacture has made necessary continuous

work. So, from early morning until late at night, whole
families will sit weaving. But in the heat of the day the
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fibre is continually dipped into water to keep it moist.

This is undoubtedly the cause of the erroneous idea that

Panama hats are woven under water.

The natives start weaving' the hat at the top, which is

called the button antl many of the various makes of hats

are known by the button, and the edge, for each country

seems to have its trade-mark in the design of the tip. The

hats now are woven on blocks instead of on the knee of the

native. This improvement in the weaving makes it possible

for the Panama hat makers and finishers to produce the

beautiful shapes the trade will see displayed in the various
windows of the men's hat stores in Canada.

So the hats are made. Then follows the work of con-
veying them to central markets where agents make their

purchases, sort into the proper grades, nest and pack the
hats into bales, and thus ship them to the large importers
of the Northern Countries. Then the hats are blocked and
finished—work which also requires the greatest skill.

It is only within the last year that such finishing of
Panamas has been done to any noteworthy extent, in

Canada.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM A FIRE
Stock Boxes Effected a Saving in Goods—Boxes to ])e Used for Many Lines ^^Tlie Matter

of an Adjnstment—Advisabilitv of Fire Sales.

DURING the New Year holiday, a fire broke out in

the store of Stiles & Humphries, 261 Portage Ave.,

Winnipeg, ruining the s'.ock, and doing considerable

damage to the building. Ernest Misener, who has been in

the employ of the firm for many years, and was with them
on the occasion of a fire four years ago, has supplied some
information on what was learned as a result of the fire.

"The first thing we learned," he explained, "about this

fire, and one of the most important things, was that it had

been caused by wax oil (supposed to be inflammable),

which had been used for polishing the fixtures. How this

happened, we do not know; the explanation is covered by
that vague term—instantaneous combustion. The fire

probably originated through some chemical action between

the wax oil and the cheesecloth.

"We have since learned of five or six cases where small

fires have been caused by the same thing—unimportant

incipient fires they were, but nevertheless, having the mak-
ings of a fire like ours had it happened during a holiday.

In our case we would probably have caught the fire had it

broken out on any day but a holiday. We would urge

dealers, therefore, when they use wax oil for polishing

their woodwork, to keep the cloth in a receptacle where it

can do no harm in case of combustion.

"Another thing learned from that fire was that stock

boxes saved much of our goods, and we wish we had had
more of them. These were boxes made of good stiff card-

board, having handles on the front for drawing them out of

the shelving, lids, and labels on the front bearing a descrip-

tion of the goods. In some cases the boxes were seriously

damaged, yet the contents were not injured at all.

"It is our intention when ordering fixtures for the new
store, to have stock boxes for shirts, woolens, gloves, and
many other lines, half the length of the store. We may
never be so unfortunate as to have another fire, but the

boxes will be worth the outlay. They keep the goods neat,

and are at once presentable to the customer. In the case

of shirts, say, it is only necessary to take down a box con-

taining the customer's size; to show him designs of which
you do not carry his size, is waste of time. Dealers cause

themselves considerable trouble in their hat department
because they are unable to show them in sizes. A cus-

tomer sees a shape which he likes, but you do not carry his

size; then he is not satisfied. But this is a difficulty which
cannot easily be overcome in the case of hats.

"We intend to spend about seven hundred dollars on the

stock boxes mentioned above, as good ones usually cost in

the neighborhood of $1.25 or $1.50 apiece.

Getting an Adjustment

"It is not necessary, of course, to say that every mer-
chant should be fully insured so that he will not be caught

when the fire does come; and in placing his insurance, he
must exercise care, and see that he is not carrying too
much or too little for the stock carried. The ordinary care
taken when signing any contract should be taken when
buying insurance, to see there are no flaws in the contract.
Where the company is a good one, as soon as the Govern-
ment has satisfied itself that the fire was accidental, the
insurance company's cheque comes through promptly.

"It will be necessary first for the company's represen-
tative to make an estimate of the value of the damaged
stock. Usually they come pretty near the mark, and it is

up to the dealer to decide whether he will accept their
offer, or take the whole of his insurance. He can do either.

He may decide that by holding a fire sale he can make a
little money out of the salvage.

Holding a Fire Sale

"In coming to a decision regarding holding a fire sale,

the dealer must take into consideration whether he or his

men are capable of running such a sale successfully. Where
a store has been used to sales there need be no doubt, but
in the case of a store where sales are not customary, it

might be wise to place it in the hands of an expert.

"The dangers are many. Where an effort is made to

get too much for the stock, the public will soon talk about
it, and once the public understand that bargains are few,

the sale is a failure. On the other hand, where prices are
made too low, the dealer is running a risk of losing money,
as the insurance companies are good judges of value. No
general rule can be followed. In this fire we sent two loads

of unsaleable stuff to the orphans' home, to be cut up for

quilts. Four years ago we had a fire where most of the

damage was done by water; in that case there was not a

single article but what brought a price of some kind.

"We intend to open our store again. The layout will

be much the same as before, except for the addition of

stock boxes as mentioned above. The clothing department
will probably be larger."

Lee.-Corp. A. A. Harris, cousin of S. C. Harris, local

manager for the Tip-Top tailors, St. Thomas, Ont., wound-

ed when with the 5th Machine Gun Co., June 14, 1916, has

just returned home. He is expected to be made machine

gun instructor of the 205th Battalion at Hamilton.

At the annual meeting of the shareholders of The
Redmond Company, the following directors were elected

for the ensuing year: James Redmond, C. J. Redmond, R. S.

Coltart, R. M. Redmond, W. A. Matley. At a subsequent

meeting of the directors the following officers were elected:

C. J. Redmond, president; R. S. Coltart, vice-president, and
managing director; R. E. Mcllhone, secretary-treasurer.
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INTEREST ON OVERDUE ACCOUNTS
Can a Merchant Charge Interest on Accounts f — What Per Cent. Can Legally

Charged?—Under What Conditions Can He Not Get the Amount Allowed
Under the Law ?

be

Is it legal for a merchant to charge in-

terest on accounts? If so, when can he

start to add interest? And how much in-

terest can he charge under the law?

YOUR question is simple enough as

asked, but to give you a short,

simple answer would be danger-

ous. The answer to the above question

all depends upon the particular circum-

stances of each particular case.

Let me take the retail merchant first.

A customer telephones in an order for

goods. The merchant delivers the goods.

If this is the first order the merchant has

received from the customer and if the

customer has not asked for credit for any

stated period, then the law presumes

that the customer agreed to pay cash for

the goods, either on delivery or upon the

receipt of an invoice. In such a case, if

the customer does not pay up at once,

the merchant is entitled to charge 5%
interest on the amount so overdue. He
cannot charge a higher rate than 5c;^, no matter how his

invoices may be drawn. Statements printed or stamped

on invoices to the effect that interest will be charged upon

all overdue accounts at the rate of 8, 10 or 12 f^, have no

effect whatever, in such a case, because the customer did

not agree to pay any such rate of interest and it always

takes two to make a contract which the law will enforce.

Now supposing the customer has been in the habit of

dealing with the merchant and the merchant has been in

the habit of sending out monthly statements. Here the

law presumes that the customer will pay the account

within a reasonable time after it is received. If he does

not do so, then the merchant is entitled to charge 5%
interest on his overdue account, but no more, because the

customer did not agree to pay any rate of interest at all

and it is only by operation of the law that the merchant is

entitled to charge the 5r^. The law permits the merchant

to charge the legal rate of 5% interest from the time when
the customer should have paid the bill until such time as

he actually does pay it.

Again, a prospective customer writes in to either a

wholesaler or retailer and asks on what terms goods will

be supplied to the customer; then is the time for the mer-

chant to mention what rate of interest he will charge on

all overdue accounts. He can thereafter collect any rate

he mentions in his reply, because the Interest Act, Revised

Statutes of Canada (1906), chapter 120, section 2, provides:

"Except as otherwise provided by this or by any other Act

of the Parliament of Canada, any person may stipulate

for, allow and exact, on any contract or agreement what-

soever, any rate of interest or discount which is agreed

upon." But, if the merchant fails to 'mention interest on

overdue accounts, he will be allowed only 5c^ interest from

the time when they should have been paid until the time

when the accounts are actually paid. The letter asking for

credit and the reply by the merchant when read together

constitute a contract or agreement, provided that goods

are ordered by thfe customer. The merchant cannot collect

WALTER E. LEAR

a higher rate of interest on overdue

accounts than the cusotmer has agreed

to pay, but the customer must pay at

least Sr; interest on his overdue ac-

counts, because the law presumes that he

will pay his bills as they become due, ac-

cording to the terms of credit agreed

upon.

There is one exception to what I have

just been saying as the merchant's right

to stipulate for and recover any rate of

interest on his overdue accounts. The
above is perfectly good law so long as the

rate of interest mentioned is so much
per centum per annum, but for some un-

known reason merchants have the foolish

habit of printing statements on their in-

voices to the effect that interest at the

rate of If;^ per month will be charged on
all overdue accounts."

If such statements are made in a reply

to a letter asking for credit or on in-

voices, etc., they have the effect of re-

ducing the rate of interest which may be collected to 5f^,

because by section 4 of the above Act it is provided:

"Whereby the terms of any written or printed contract,

whether under seal or not, if any interest is made payable

at a rate of percentage per day, week, month, or at any
rate or percentage for any period less than a year, no

interest exceeding the rate or percentage of 5f^ per

annum shall be chargeable, payable or recoverable on any
part of the principal money unless the contract contains

an express statement of the yearly rate or percentage of

interest to which such other rate or percentage is equiva-

lent."

I wish to particularly warn merchants from collecting

interest, upon the assumption that they have the right so

to do, because they have such notices printed on their in-

voices. The rate of interest sought to be charged must
be stated at so much per centum per annum, not Ir^ per

month. If the merchant collects Ir^ per month interest

from any customer, then the customer has a right action

against the merchant, for section 5 of the Interest Act,

provided: "If any sum is paid on account of any interest

not chargeable, payable or recoverable under the last pre-

ceding section, such sum may be recovered or deducted

from any principal or interest payable under such con-

tract."

My answer to the above question is. that a merchant
may collect any rate of interest on overdue accounts, which

the customer has agreed to pay, provided that the rate of

interest is so much per centum per annum; and in case

where no rate of interest has been agreed upon, then the

merchant is entitled to collect 5<~^ per annum on overdue

accounts, from the time when they ought to have been
paid until the time when they actually are paid.

P. L. Beach, Morse, Sask., has sold his men's furnish-

ing store.

J. H. G. Eccles, men's furnishings, Hamilton. Ont., has
sold out to K. L. Fawell.
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A MEN'S SIDE-LINE IT PAYS TO CULTIVATE
Protils Pleasantly Made Tlirough Appreciated Store-Service Rendered to Customers

Success Assured Through the Simple-Seeming Yet Subtle Association
of the New Collar and the Clean Shave

SUCCESS and the stocking of safety razors and blades

by up-to-date men's wear stores are synonymous

terms. And yet strange to say, not a great many
men's wear dealers are wise to the fact. Not many men's

wear dealers stock safety razors. Far too few realize as

yet that there is a great and growing demand for safety

razors and supplies for them, and that in the stocking

and selling of them men's wear dealers can not only

render a welcome service to their customers, but can also

clear excellent profits for themselves.

That this is no theory, but a tested and tried business

move is well shown by the experience of Livinson's Haber-

dashery at 23 St. Catherine street West, Montreal. In

conversation with Mr. Livinson the other day MEN'S
WEAR REVIEW heard much enthusiastic argument in

favor of the handling of safety razors by a haberdashery

store, and Mr. Livinson gave very freely a bright and

inspiring account of his method of doing business in this

line of goods.

New Collar; Clean Shave

To begin with, and very strangely as it may seem, the

Livinson Haberdashery's brisk business in safety razors

has arisen almost directly out of the fact that there is a

barber's shop close by, next door in fact. Livinson's have

a big clientele of young men customers. The barber next

door has a similar clientele. The boys come in for a shave,

and the clean shave at once suggests the clean collar.

Over and over again, as Mr. Livinson noticed, young men
would drop across to his store for a new collar which they

would put on right in the store, sometimes buying a new
tie, or a handkerchief as they might require for the

evening.

Now the man who gets the habit of being shaved by a

barber every time begins by and by to realize that this is

rather an expensive habit, and by and by the young men
who dropped in to purchase collars after having visited

the next door barber began to talk readily enough on

shaving troubles generally.

Smart Dresser; Safety Razor

It was about this time that Livinson's happened to have

one or two safety razors on the counter 'just for an ex-

periment to see how they'd go.' Mr. Livinson, who takes a

personal interest in his customers, learned a good deal

about tender chins, and stiff growths of beard, and when
a non-safety razor had nicked a chin just where the wound
would certainly touch the new collar, and caused an un-

sightly stain, why the selling argument for the self-used

safety razor was simply there ready for him to use. He
used it, and sold many safety razor outfits. He is still

selling safety razor outfits, and what is more he is steadily

disposing of safety razor blades to a small army of his

customers and making a nice little addition to his weekly

profits thereby.

"Blades On Sale HERE"
Within the Livinson store there are displayed here and

there usually pretty near the collars and the shirts, neat

cards stating that So-and-So's Safety Razor Blades are on

sale in dozens and half dozens. At the outset of making
this business department grow, Mr. Livinson had a large

lettered streamer across the back wall of his store announc-
ing the fact that Safety Razors and Blades were on sale,

and he has by no means discarded the idea of using this

larger form of publicity, occasionally, when the advent of

new customers in considerable numbers indicates the neces-

sity for reminding his masculine patrons of the extra

service the store is ready to render them.

Big Business in Blades

"I handle and dispose of several dozen packages of

blades every week," said Mr. Livinson, "and safety razor

outfits from time to time quite steadily, I would sell blades

singly to the class of customers I have who have to rush

their dressing for an evening's outing, and who make a

dash for the barber's and then over here for a clean collar

as many of them do. If I thought it wouldn't infringe the

barber's field of business to any extent I'd be ready to fix

up a mirror, and supply hot water, and a safety blade

holder, sell a man a new blade, and let him shave and

clean up right in the back of the store. I find this safety

razor business exceedingly good."

"Do you do any window display work in connection with

it?" asked MEN'S WEAR REVIEW.
"Certainly we do, and we find results come rapidly

from it. Look at this."

A Neat Display Device

Mr. Levinson indicated a large card figure of a clean

shaven young man devised so as to hold in his uplifted

right hand, a certain well known, and well advertised

brand of collar.

"It happens," said Mr. Levinson, "that that man's hand

can very neatly hold a safety razor instead of the collar,

and he makes a fine display device for either the window,

or for inside the store. We have got good business in

safety raozrs by the use of this simple device. The man is

fortunately, clean shaven, young, and admirably suited to

suggesting the qualities of the safety razor to produce

with the utmost ease, the dressy effect young men are

after for the most part."

Other advertising devices were visible in the store, and

showed unmistakable relation to safety razors. The

"sporty" apearance of a certain ferocious looking plaster

bull-dog in natural colors, and the Union Jack not far

distant, suggested a certain familiar and powerful adver-

tisement for a well-known line of safety razors several of

which in various patterns were visible in the show cases

of Levinson's store.

Shaving Hints Count

"Yes, we use these too, every once in a while, in a win-

dow or a store display," said Mr. Livinson, "and they make

a good hit with customers. I have found also that it is

appreciated by customers if a little shaving hint is given

occasionally when selling blades of a safety razor outfit, or

even only when selling collars and the customer mentions

as they sometimes do, that a rough-edged collar hurts

where the skin is tender through shaving. I have given

hundreds of boys the tip that to immerse the safety razor,

blade and all, into the hot shaving water before begin-

ning to shave, makes a difference in favor of easy shaving,

and have been thanked for it later on. I have been think-

ing also of stocking shaving creams and after-shaving

emollients for the skin. We are asked for them often

enough, and could certainly sell them.

"I am not a believer in re-sharpening of safety razor

blades, and as a safety razor user myself, I can point out

(Continued on page 56.)
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Here's Our Easter
Sunday CHART

COAT—Black or dark gi-ey cut-

away, with <»r without l)raid.

OVERCOAT (if any)—Oxford
grey Chesterfield.

WAISTC^OAT — To match coat,

with white edging, or fancy type,

TROUSERS — Striped, d a r k
grey worsted; preferable to match-
ing coat,

HAT
band.

High silk, broad felt

SHIRT AND CUFFS— White
P.K., i)lain or i)leated, single or

French double cuffs.

COLLAR — Small tab wing,

round, or square, or poke.

(T^AVAT—Dark grey with all-

over pattern in black or white or

purple; black with white stripe

weakening; plain grey discarded;

lavender shade possible.

GLOVES — (Jrey suede or silk

with l)lack stitching on back.

SHOES — Patent leather, lace

kid or cloth to]), oi* buttoned with

cloth top.

JEWELRY—Gold, with a few
favoring pearl,

HOSIERY—Black cashmere or

accordeon silk.

CANE—Dark brown or l)lack

malacca, silver mount.

Here's Our Easter
Sunday MAN

Even to tht button-liole bouquet the

young man is read}/ for Easter. We
"culled" him a litt'.e on his shoes, but

he insists they're the thing, and he has
some backing for it. too.

^9k^ K.^xji-
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QUIZZING DEALERS ON EASTER OUTFITS
Almost a Babel of Opinions on His Cravat—They Agree on the Collar alid (Jloves, hut

Differ on Lace or Bntton Boots—Discarding Braid on ( hitaways—More Dark
(Jrey Sold Than Black—Ending AVith Cane and Bonqnet.

"W
HAT should a man wear foi* Easter Sunday?"
The man behind the counter in one of Toronto's

best known men's wear stores repeated the ques-

tion asked him by MEN'S WEAR REVIEW.
"Why, yes, that's a simple matter, he went on, "Here

it is," and he opened up a chart issued by this firm and

pointed to a division of it under "Day Dress" with the

heading "Day Weddings, Afternoon Call and Matinee Re-

ception."

He looked at the next column, "Coats and Overcoats,"

and read, "Black Cutaway, Chesterfield or Skirted Over-

coat."

He paused. That would hardly do. "Why, really, in-

stead of a black cutaway there are quite as many dark

grey suits sold now. You had better add very dark grey

vicuna, for that is the material that we use mostly."

His correction of this for Easter Sunday wear was
verified by calls at Bilton Bros., Stollery's and other of

Toronto's high-class stores. Score's, for example, sell over

60% of the dark grey to less than 40% of the black in the

cutaway coat.

For the overcoats most agreed on the Chesterfield, with

a few favoring the alternative, the skirted overcoat.

Rapid Weakening on the Coat

A point that was at once raised here, was as to whether
the coat should have braid. All agreed that the braid was
good and that probably far more coats were made with this

than without it, but as one expressed it, there was a feel-

ing towards getting away from the braid simply because
there were so many that had used it.

In the case of the vest there was also a difference of

opinion. Score's would match it with the coat, with the

white edging that has been so popular in the last year or

two. Biltons were rather in favor of a fancy vest and
showed a very neat one, a rather exclusive style in a silk

mixture, with small pattern in a sort of a Bakst coloring.

So far as the hat was concerned, the high silk with a

fairly broad band was agreed upon by all.

For the shirt and cuff's—stiff" or pleated—white was in

favor. Biltons fancy the pique or French Madras with

pleats preferable to plain, in various widths. The side

pleats, they held, were better than the box, as the latter

tore too easily in laundering. The single or double French
cuffs, starched, were equally admissible.

It was when we came to the "cravat," commonly called

the "tie," that the difference of opinion was most marked.

Discarding Black Tie With Stripe

Score's were for a corded silk tie with a black ground
lightened by a white pin stripe or a pin spot. Biltons, on
the other hand, held that the stripes were almost dead, and
they showed some very dainty greys with a larger dot than
the polka, about half an inch wide, and about an inch and
a half between them in the pattern. Large allover pat-

terns, both in black and grey and black and white, were
quite common. Another was a satin-finished tie in two
tones of grey in a neat allover leaf pattei-n with the stem
in white.

There was another light plain tie, in a sort of putty
shade, or between a buff and a putty, and Mr. Bilton also

considered a lavender, a very delicate shade, as quite good
style.

At Stollery's they are showing grey ties with an all-over

effect in a black fleur de lis pattern, or a dark grey with an
allover pattern carried out in white. They favored small

figured patterns and declared that stripes were not selling

now. Purple will be introduced with a black and a grey,

the purple being in a small figured pattern.

There you have the tie controversy, with the preponder-
ance of opinion against the continuance in favor of the

plain black ground and the white stripe that has been sell-

ing the past year or so. The allover pattern in flower or

leaf forms on a dark grey ground in black or in purple
seems to be the favorite. According to most of them the

plain lavender will not be popular.

On collars, there was not much difference of opinion,

possibly because there could not be. The small tab wing
or poke has been marked down in the chart, and has held

for a long time. A warning was issued by one store

against dealers selling the double collar with the morning
coat, a careless or ignorant custom that had crept in in

many places, although it was tabooed by fashion. Many
of the men who take up the collections in the churches have
cutaway coats with the double collar.

The wing can be either round or square, and there

seems a fancy of late for the square wing.

Plain Grey Suede Gloves

Coming down to gloves, plain grey holds here where it

has gone out in the tie, and the grey suede leads with hard-
ly any rivals. In addition to the suede, Stollery's are sell-

ing a grey silk with a black stitching. Biltons have also

a light putty shade with a black stitching or a chamois, and
some, they report, are still buying a white doe skin, al-

though very few of these had been sold since the war began

Lace of Button, Kid or Cloth

In boots, undoubtedly, laced are making their way
against the button, and the latter has fewer supporters

than it has had for many years. The cloth top, too, is

going out rapidly, and the most popular shoe is the patent

leather laced with kid top. Cloth tops are also seen, and in

one store MEN'S WEAR REVIEW found a leader in a

patent with buck top and flat horn button?:.

In jewelry, pearl is displaced by gold; several, indeed,

would not allow that pearl was proper at all for Easter

Sunday.

In hosiery, there was not much difference either, all

agreeing on a plain black cashmere or accordeon silk in

black and white.

As for canes, they would discard the light ones and
dress our Easter Sunday man in a dark brown or black

Malacca, with silver mount.

We Had Almost Forgotten

But, considering that our well-dressed man is the

cynosure of thousands of eyes on Sunday, we had almost

forgotten a most necessary part of his costume, the trous-

ers!

Our chart calls for these in "striped worsted of dark

grey, or to match the coat." When questioned on this

point, however, all agreed that the p'ain blacks were not

being sold to any extent and that the main call was for

the stripe.

Having narrowly escaped presenting our Easter Sunday
man in a very embarrassing position, we will leave him
now fully clad, for the inspection of our readers.
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FIXING RESPONSIBILITY FOR EACH DEPARTMENT
J. C. Begg, of Haiiiiltoii, Finds it Pays to Have One Man in Special Charge of Elach De-

partment—Stunts to Draw Business—Inviting Boj's to "]SIoYie"

Show Proved a Winner.

THE City of Hamilton is noted for the number and
quality of its men's wear stores. Not the least not-

able among these is the store of Begg & Company,
James Street. In the last few months this store has been

considerably enlarged and improved, and is now as bright,

roomy and generally attractive as could well be imagined.

On entering the store one is introduced directly to the

full width, for the partitions that separated the original

three stores have been cut away, half way down the store,

and the customer has a full view of all the numerous de-

partments. Thus the difficulty of getting a broad sweep,

while at the same time retaining the privacy that the par-

titions naturally gave, has been overcome.

Mr. Begg has also greatly increased the capacity of his

store by adding at the back a space almost equal to the

original store. This rear portion is lighted by an immense
skylight that gives a daylight brightness.

At the rear, as at the front, the full width of the store

is seen so that a customer standing in almost any part

of the store has the idea of its size drawn to his attention.

Some Novel Show Cases

In trying to make his store attractive Mr. Begg has

attaijied some novel effects in show cases and general fix-

tures. To begin with the office and parcelling room is at

the back of the store, on the mezzanine floor looking down
over the whole store. Two dumb waiters carry the goods

to be wrapped to this parcelling room. In place of the

usual balustrade railing at the front of the office a narrow
show case has been placed, running the whole front of the

office. When this case is lighted at night it forms a very
bright spot, and is an unusually efl"ective method of display.

Then, too, the entrance-way, just inside the door—a space

which is generally considered waste, has been most effec-

tively used. Two cases, each about seven feet square, oc-

cupy the whole space up to the ceiling. They are only

a few inches in depth but they give room for most effective

collar and tie displays. Large mirrors at the ends of the

two centre walls, and numerous glass show cases serve to

make this general assembly entrance a very attractive

spot.

The departments in this re-modelled store are very de-

cidedly marked. On the left is the department of men's
clothing, running the full depth of the store. In the centre,

facing directly on the entrance, is the furnishing depart-

ment; while to the right of this is the boy's department.

At the front of this is the hat department, made unusually

attractive by display cases which keep every hat under

glass. It is intended to move this department across the

store to a similar position in the men's department.

Handling a Boy's Department

Mr. Begg has very decided opinions on how to handle a
boy's department, and the back-bone of these opinions is

that it should be kept a special unit. To associate it in any
way with your men's clothing section is, he believes, to have
a disastrous effect on this trade. It brings the women
and children into the men's clothing department, which is

not to be desired. Then, too, the association, he thinks, has
a bad effect on the sales of boy's suits. "Once let a man
get used to selling men's clothes," said Mr. Begg, "and
you can't drag him away from it with a logging chain.

Therefore, the sale of boy's clothes is going to be neglected

and the cream of the business lost." By keeping the two
departments separate there is one man in charge of each

department whose whole interest is centered on this one

line. His customers get to know him and this in itself is

an immense drawing card.

"Why, we are selling up to size 36 in this department
just because these boys, though grown up, have grown used
to the salesman in charge and like to buy their goods from
him."

"How do you keep after the boy's trade?" Mr. Begg
was asked.

"We have a list of 7,500 boys, which practically includes

every boy in Hamilton. On one occasion we secured a pic-

ture theatre for two mornings and invited all these boys.

We had over two thousand present on each occasion, and
we had an opportunity of talking to them of the store and
of introducing our clerks, and it proved a wonderfully
effective method of advertising."

The store has a large shoe department. It used to oc-

cupy the front of the store at one side. This, it was de-

cided, was not the best place for trying on shoes and the

department was moved to the rear under the office. As this

is right beside the warerooms it is possible to conserve a

great deal of space by keeping the extra stock out of sight.

This change has proved a very good move and has
stimulated trade to a most remarkable degree. A man who
has just bought a suit is brought face to face with the shoe

department and in very many cases the suggestion is suffi-

cient to induce him to buy a pair of boots as well. Also the

retired situation has proved more attractive to customers,

as was expected.

Working men's clothing is given a prominent place in

this store's trade. It is a line that is being featured at the

present, so it is given the place of probably greatest sell-

ing power immediately under the skylight in the rear. The
intention is, in the near future, to run a stairway into the

basement, where a room will be fitted up and devoted en-

tirely to this line.

Keeping All Departments Under Separate Heads

Since the dissolution of his old partnership J. C. Begg
has had associated with him as manager Herbert Carlburg,

who was formerly superintendent of the Right House, and
prior to that was connected with the J. & H. Adams Com-
pany, of Buffalo. Around them they have gathered a staff

of thoroughly experienced salesmen, to each of whom one

particular department is entrusted. Each of these depart-

ments is run as though it was a separate store, bearing the

cost of all the goods bought for it, the salaries of those

connected with the department, and its proper share of the

overhead charges. In this way a very careful check is kept

of every element of the business, and every department

under the charge of one man is developed to its maximum
capacity. This system, in fact, has proved itself to be pro-

ductive of the verv best results.

A MEN'S SIDE-LINE.

(Continued from page 53.)

to customers the fact that the re-sharpening of blades usu-

ally destroys the original angle of the edge, and renders

the razor really less efficient, while a good, new blade may
perform a number of perfect and comfortable shaves

quickly and easily."

"Altogether," added Mr. Livinson, "I am fully in favor

of the stocking of safety razors by Men's Wear Stores, and

believe from my own experience, that to do so is both

profitable to the store, and greatly appreciated as a service

rendered by the store's customers."
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WHAT OF THE TURN-OVER SYSTEM?
E..R. Fisher, of Ottawa, Condemns This Utterly, and (Jives Sound Reasons—His Ideas on

Salesmanship Outlined—Suggests Clerks Themselves Calling Another Sales-
man When Finding Themselves Out of Accord With Customer.

WHAT do you think of the turn-over system ?

Have you ever adopted this, in connection with
your clothing department, and having adopted it,

have you found it good or bad; have you determined that

this is not something which might well be used in your

store ?

We asked these questions of a number of clothing men
as we ask them of you all. Opinions varied a little. But

the weight of opinion seemed, undoubtedly, to be against

the adoption, or continuance, of this so-called turn-over

system—that system whereby some expert salesman in a

store has a roving commission, keeps his eye constantly

on the eiforts of the other salesman, and seemg a case

where the best results are not apparently being secured,

steps in, takes over the sale.

This stepping in, can, of course, be done very quietly,

very diplomatically. The "turn-over" man may stroll up
and say, "Perhaps this gentleman would like to see Number

." Then, when this model is brought, he, the "turn-

over man," points out its good features, and the other sales-

man, the one who first had this customer in charge, quietly

withdraws.

Is Offence Necessarily Given?

But can this turning over of a customer from one clerk

to another be done without causing the customers to think

that he is being coerced ? Can it be done without giving a

blow to the pride, and self-confidence of the original sales-

man, which will weaken his efforts for the entire day ?

Well, it's a question. Opinions may vary, but here we
want to quote the ideas of one man vi^ho has worked under

this turn-over system, and who now, as a merchant doing

a large clothing business, says he would not permit the

practice in his store. There are some splendid ideas ad-

vanced in this opinion of E. R. Fisher, Ottawa. They will

repay consideration.

What Mr. Fisher Says.

"We have your letter in reference to a turn-over system,

as it is called, in the clothing business, and in reply would
say that I, myself, have worked under this system in some
places, but never since starting business for myself would I

tolerate the turn-over system on my floor.

"It may have some advantages, but there are many,
many disadvantages. Of course, it all depends on the kind

of business one is doing, the class of trade one is catering

to, etc. One cannot expect to cater to a high-class trade

and have this system in vogue; it would be absolutely out

of the question. It could be done, but I am afraid the re-

sults would not be very satisfactory. As I see it, the turn-

over system as a general means of making sales, has long

since been scrapped in the better shops.

Salesman Asks to be Relieved.

"There are times when the wrong salesman will get

hold of the wrong customer, and he will go and ask to be
relieved if he is a good salesman and knows his business.

There are many times I, myself, have felt a minute or two
after starting to serve my customer that there was an an-

tagonistic influence abroad; either on my side or on his

and, if I continued to serve him, the cross-currents between
us would shortly lose him to me.

"When I have found conditions of this kind, I have very
often called a junior salesman, who made the sale and
got along perfectly.

"There are certain customers that one may pick up on
the floor and become antagonistic to before half a dozen
words have been spoken; this may be on the salesman's
part or on the customer's, but wherever a salesman finds

this condition, the proper thing for him to do is to get one
of the other men and explain to him thoroughly what
the customer wants, if he has found out, or make some
proper excuse for discontinuing his service and go
away, not stay in the vicinity of where the transaction
has taken place.

"But to have a man on the floor for the sole pur-
pose of taking turn-overs—we would not agree to or

have in our place of business at all.

Different Idea Now.

"I stated before that I have lived under these con-

ditions, but at that time, and under that system, we did

not care whether a customer ever came back or not,

the main thing was to get his money, but now, to build

a big business, the customer must come back, satisfied

with the merchandise he bought, and with the treat-

ment he received.

"We do not believe that any of the better educated
people will tolerate the turn-over system; if they do
tolerate it out of good taste the first time it is practised

we do not think the store would have the opportunity

of practising it again, as it would be resented, and,

while as I say they may tolerate it out of good breeding,

they certainly would not come back again.

"We believe the only time when there is license for a

turn-over is when the salesman feels, as all good salesmen
will, that he has not got the grasp of the situation, or when
antagonistic currents between the customer and himself

are evident; and then we believe you will find that the sales-

man, with the interests of the house for which he works
at heart, will pick out the salesman not engaged, who he

believes will be the best to serve this particular customer

and turn him over to him.

No Admission of Weakness.

"The fact of turning a customer over to someone else is

not an admission that the salesman who takes him is a

better salesman; in many cases he is an inferior salesman,

but just takes another line with the customer.

"As for a salesman to step into the breach, as you say,

unasked, this would be intolerable on any first-class floor

where the better class of customers are waited on, and a

better class of trade is being done, and if one of my sales-

men, without being solicited, who thought that the sale

next to him was not going along as smoothly as it might,

seized the opportunity, as you say, to step into the breach,

there certainly would be a breach in our staff, and a breach

we would try to fill with someone who had a better grasp

of my business than he had.

"I feel sure that the turn-over system as it used to be

practised is antiquated, and only used by the shops who
are out to get a man's dollar, whether he is a satisfied cus-

tomer or not. I think the turn-over system, and the man
at the door hawking people in has long since gone by.

"This is my personal opinion, having worked under

it for a number of years, and after having run my own
business quite successfully for eleven years without a sys-

tem of that kind in vogue.

"The successful shop to-day is the shop where people
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feel they can go in and look at the merchandise, buy if they
like; if they do not feel like buying just then, they have the
privilege of walking out without having been bored to

death, by one, two or three turn-overs.

"There is no doubt that to many things said in this

letter, exception will be taken, but for me, in my house,

so long as I run a clothing business, there will be no turn-

over system as described in your letter, nor any other than

the style mentioned."

A LITTLE PATIENCE TILL STRIKE ENDS
Montreal Men's Wear Manufacturers Facing and Gradually Overcoming- Unreasonable

Demands From Their Workers Who Are Under Evil Foreign Influences,
Ask Just a Little Consideration From the Retailers as

Regards Deliveries.

IN
SPITE of the best efforts of the manufacturers of

men's wear in Montreal the unfortunate dispute pre-

valent now between the employers and the operatives

continues at the time of writing (which is towards the end

of February).

For the re-assurance of retailers dependent on Montreal

for their supplies of men's wearing apparel this season, it

may be stated that indications at the time of writing were
gradually inclining towards some settlement. The strike,

however, has been a particularly difficult one, affording

small basis of settlement, and being aggravated by the

influence of alien machinators amongst the operatives

which has led to some exhibitions of violence, resulting

in police court charges against quite a number of strikers

whose fines were paid by their Union funds.

More on Strike Now.

When MEN'S WEAR REVIEW published the first art-

icle on this dispute affairs had not by any means reached

their climax, and only about two thousand operatives were
involved. At the time of this writing five thousand gar-

ment workers (employees of both the men's wear and the

women's wear factories) are involved in the dispute, and
practically every manufacturer is affected more or less as

regards output. Some firms are quite at a standstill; some
are running only very light as regards staff, but the fac-

tory in which the first "experimental" strike was called by
the workers last December, reports every wheel turning at

full speed and a normal output. The experience of this fac-

tory should furnish the hopeful sign for the retailer, as

what happened in the case of this one firm will probably

happen all through, that is, the workers who want to work
under ordinarily fair conditions will return to work; no
absurd concessions will be made by the employers, and the

disaffected element will gradually disperse out of the ter-

ritory.

The Demands.

The demands of the strikers include the 46 hour week,

and time and a half for overtime wages. They also include

the very exacting demands that the employees shall dic-

tate as regards the efficiency or non-efficiency of all work-

ers employed, and that there shall be no hiring or firing

without the sanction of the employees through their shop-

delegates. It is this last demand that sticks in the throats

of the employers, and there is very little likelihood that

any group of employers will ever swallow such a tyranni-

cal requirement on the part of employees.

A strong appeal to the sympathies of the general pub-

lic, and the business men and officials of the municipality

was being organized by the strikers through their proces-

sions and by other methods. In counter-acting this the

manufacturers together adopted the powerful method of

advertising on a generous scale in the daily press, and their

full page advertisement in bold type, and unmistakable

terms set forth the exact state of affairs very clearly, the

conditions at the time being as recorded in the last number
of MEN'S WEAR REVIEW. Eflforts were made bv the

Mayor of the city and a committee of business men to
bring about settlement by arbitration, but the manufac-
turers are very firm in the decision to grant no absurd
concessions to the employees.

The Employers' Statement.

In the ab.sence from the city of Lyon Cohen, President
of the Manufacturers' Association, B. Gardner, one of the
leading manufacturers whose premises are affected by the
strike, put the situation very clearly for the benefit of
readers of MEN'S WEAR REVIEW. He said:

"The situation is practically as it was when MEN'S
WEAR REVIEW last reported on it, with the excep-
tion that since then other garment workers have
struck in sympathy and for the same objects, and
further that the Mayor of the city and several well-

meaning citizens have tried to get both manufacturers
and strikers together in order to try and bring about
an amicable arrangement.

"They have suggested arbitration, but since the dis-

pute is of such a nature that it does not hinge upon
either wages or hours, or even working conditions, but

principally upon the point considered so tyrannical, the

manufacturers' contention is that there is nothing upon
which to arbitrate.

"The strikers insist upon the recognition of their

Union, and on the turning over of the management of.

and the running of our factories to a delegate appoint-

ed by themselves. Their methods, owing to the machin-
ations and interference of fore'gn labor agitators, who
have neither the interests of the workers or of the

manufacturers at heart, have of late become so intoler-

able to the manufacturers that they have decided, since

both their capital and their business reputation are at

stake, that they must continue to insist upon the open

shop system and the right to manage their own busi-

ness.

"Of late it becomes evident that the workers are

becoming so thoroughly disgusted with the manner in

which their leaders have brought on this strike that a

great proportion of them are ready to return to work
on the old conditions, and quite a number of them are

in fact seeking their old positions again already.

"In regard to the problem of the retailer as to sup-

plies of goods this season, while a majority of the

manufacturers find themselves greatly handicapped by
the withdrawal of their working forces at this particu-

lar time, nevertheless they are doing, and will continue

to do the very best possible for their customers. All

that the manufacturers desire at present from their

customers in the retail trade in men's wear is a little

patience with them in their difficulties which are show-

ing signs of alleviation at an early date. As a matter

of fact it is confidently anticipated that the trouble

will have been brought to a satisfactory settlement

within a very few days now. perhaps before the end

of the month."
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FALL SHIRTINGS TO GO OUT LATE
Practically None Will be Shown Before April, as Manufacturers Have Not the Sample

Cloths Yet—T.oud Colors Will Predominate—Prices, of Course, Still Higher
—-A Word on Buttons, Sunnner Underwear and Soft Collars.

SINCE the war started offerings have steadily been made
later, and later. It now seems certain that men's

wear dealers will not be shown Fall, 1917 shirtings

much before April. Some houses may get their travellers

on the road by the middle of March, but even this is doubt-

ful. Why? The answer may be given very simply. Manu-
facturers have not yet received the sample pieces from
which their swatches, or sample cards are made up, though

these ordinarily are received in January or February.

Still Higher Prices.

However, manufacturers do know what they will have

to offer. They may be—are certain to be in fact—disap-

pointed with regard to certain numbers, but despite this a

wide range will assuredly be presented for the trade's con-

sideration. But all might as well brace themselves for the

inevitable. Prices for Fall will be at a considerably higher

level even than for Spring. Some $10.50 lines will be

shown, but they will be limited in the extreme. The cheap-

est big range seems certain to be at $12. Throughout

prices will be from $1.50 to $3 more higher per dozen than

for Spring.

Loud Patterns Predominate.

As to patterns the whole tendency is toward the loud

and bold—though this statement too must be qualified. It

will be possible to secure hair-line effects, and quiet tones.

But on the whole designs almost startling will prevail.

Perhaps this is due to a desire to give the shirtings a

different appearance so that the advance in price will be

more easily overlooked. It will be hard not to overlook

everything but the shirt in the case of some of the Fall

patterns.

The higher price of the shirts, of course, may be par-

tially attributed to the labor difficulties of Canadian manu-
facturers. Yet this is perhaps the smallest factor. The
larger influence is the scarcity of labor which is troubling

the cloth makers. Dye scarcity, and prices, is one cause of

their increased cost of production. Yet a little dye will

go a long way, and the cloth people's chief difficulty is due

to the higher price they must pay for labor—said price

being established, of course, as a result of the demand for

workers in munition plants.

So we find a 64 square cloth, which used to be procurable

at 10 cents now costing 15 cents. No wonder the old $9

shirt will go at practically $12 this Fall. Why a certain

cloth, much used in shirt making, has gone up 5^/^c. a

yard between delivery for Spi-ing, 1917, shirting, and Fall

—

five and a half cents a yard increase for a difference of four

months delivery.

Some Quality Reductions.

As a means of keeping prices somewhere near the old

mark manufacturers are of necessity reducing some quali-

ties. For instance, where an 80-square cloth was used, a

60-64-square cloth may be substituted. For 84 squares
Percales $15 will almost certainly have to be paid.

With dye difl^culties making some manufactui'ers with-

draw their guarantees it seems somewhat strange that

loud effects should tend to predominate. Probably the only

reason which can be given is that already advanced—that

thus the attention will be drawn to the change in designs,

and the upward movement of prices will be less noticed.

There is this to note in the dye situation, however, that the

concerns on this continent which have gone into the manu-
facture of these, since the German monopoly broke down,

are becoming daily more proficient, and in the past year the

quality of American dies has unquestionably advanced.

By the way, the saying about it being a very ill wind

which blows nobody good is given further demonstration

with regard to shirtings. Manufacturers have had ship-

ment after shipment delayed. But some of these, now
coming to hand m-ny months late, are delighting the shirt

manufacturers. One maker, for instance, has just received

from Manchester a shipment of Zephyrs which he hoped to

have for Spring. They will make his range much stronger,

and will enable the giving of values which could not be

given had they not been ordered those many months ago.

"o Nrio Worldnu Men's Sliirts. Sliown by Tooke Bros.
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MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

An effective shirt trim, in irliich underwear has not been ov erlooked.

and Summer.
The two lives go splendidly together in Spring

Buttons Lower and Better.

One cheering note as to prices may be sounded. Let us,

therefore, sound it that all may hear and rejoice. Buttons

have tended downward. Examine the buttons on your

shirt stocks — yes, and on your underwear stocks, too.

You'll find them of much higher class than in before the

war days. The fresh water pearl button, has, indeed, been

well nigh eliminated, for the very good reason that salt

water pearls, from Japan, can be brought in cheaper than

the fresh water pearl can be made. This is due to the

cutting off of markets to which Japan formerly sold so

largely. The saving on buttons, indeed, is in the neighbor-

hood of lO'/', and there is the addition in quality too, the

ocean pearl being much whiter, and much more enduring.

Unfortunately, however, this saving does not amount to

very much. The price of buttons means something to a

shirt, but not a great deal after all.

Some of the Patterns.

But you'll be interested in hearing a little more as to

patterns. Well, MEN'S WEAR REVIEW has seen some

striking effects in combinations such as these, wide gold,

blue and black stripes, pink, green and black, also blue helio

and black. Then there are to be shown some very effective

two-shade patterns, also in heavy stripes—two shades of

green, two of blue, etc. Variations of this are also to be

seen, a moderately wide strip, perhaps Va inch of green

—

then white shirting for 1-16 of an inch. Then a 1-16 inch

of ligher green, then the heavier stripe of dark greon again.

Between such patterns a goodly width of white shirting is

left before the pattern st?»ts again.

There are some splendid woven effects to be presented,

and other quiet effects from English mills. The English

mill, of course, work more for quality than for display.

Pyjamas Also Up—Good Night I

As to pyjamas the same upward price tendency must
also be reported. Lines that for Spring sold at from $18

to $21 will, it is learned, be around $24.

By the way, summer underwear, like summer shirts, are

being made now in much higher qualities than ever before.

The silk undergarment is more and more finding favor,

and evidently many dealers will this year stock these for

the benefit of their well-to-do customers.

Children's Summer Underwear.

Another change is noted with regard to summer under-

wear. It is now being made in boys' sizes, for lads from

9-14 years; and in children's sizes too for those from 3-9

years. This latter garment, it is learned, will be of

somewhat different model, as regards the seat, from the

suits made for boys and men.

It may seem strange to talk about Spring, 1918, but

this distant season must be mentioned in order to give a

fair outlook. The manufacturer, indeed, now finds him-

self in a very trying position. The retailer, with all hi^

troubles, can fix his price when the goods come in. but the

manufacturer is this year being called upon to buy hi^

Spring, 1918, supply of cloth before he knows how his

Fall, 1917, ranges will go—this to a large extent at least.

It seems indeed that much of the Spring, 1918, shirting will

be bought by manufacturers within the next six weeks

—

that means much earlier than usual.
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M EN'S W E A R R E V I E W
Where Opinions Differ.

And this raises a question as to whether shirtings have

reached—or nearly reached—the top peak of price. Nor is

it possible to find a definite answer. MEN'S WEAR RE-
VIEW has seen, for instance, a letter from one big, and re-

liable United States house, in which immediate buying for

Spring, 1918, was advised. This mill says their cloths will

be printed with pigment colors, though adding that In-

danthrene will later be employed if procurable. The quo-

tations given by this firm are up. Last Spring, for in-

stance, 13% cents was paid in New York for a certain

quality cloth. Now 17% cents is asked-—that means an ad-

vance of 6% cents as laid down in Canada.

Another firm states that immediate buying for Spring,

1918, on the part of manufacturers, is not necessary.

Now the question is, has the first firm, which counsels

immediate buying a large stock which it desires to dispose

of at a good price—thus making sure of the future; or has

the second firm, which suggests delay in buying, a short

stock at present.

It is indeed a question, but it seems doubtful if lower

prices for shirting can be expected for Spring, 1918. Cer-

tainly there is no hope for anything but higher prices for

Fall, 1917.

By the way, one line which will be ofi'ered the trade next

Spring was seen by THE REVIEW. It is a handsome
Japanese effect, rose colored, with blue flowered effect

—

striking, perhaps a little loud, but certainly extremely

rich looking.

As to Soft Collars.

With regard to the soft collar situation we may well

quote the opinion of a large Canadian manufacturer:

"The trade, that is the better class trade, seem to be
getting tired of the old style links, and the popularity of

the new style collars without links or pins is more evident

every day if we can judge by sales to the better shops.

The main thing we have noticed is the usually large sales of

higher priced collars than have been .=old formerly, la)-ge

quantities of collars to sell from 25c to 50c. each, being
sold for next summer's consumption. In fact a large num-
ber of our customers have taken delivery and have repeated

already on their Spring soft collars which shows that this

collar is no longer a summer collar, but an all-year article

of apparel."

Says another maker:

"There is still a semi-close-fitting shape with link fast-

ener that will commend itself to the majority of wearers.

This is the same shape collar that has been on the market
ever since lounge collars have been worn.

Lounge collars heretofore have been designed without

thinking of the man who has a short neck. We have a collar

especially suitable for this type of man, and in addition to

having a heavy interlining, we have added a band facing

of repp with the stripes cut vertical to give added strength

and to prevent crushing down. This is an exceptionally

good summer collar for all types of man, but especially for

the type of man above mentioned. The outside material is

of a French repp, a material that is very scarce at the pre-

sent time. This style is to be worn without a pin.

"We would call your attention to the fact that all our

collars that have the outside made of striped materials are

cut with the stripes running vertical. This is in accord-

ance with the New York idea, and is going to be "the thing."

A WORD ON THE ENGLISH SITUATION
Sbirtins,' j\Iaii, Just Back from the Old Country, Speaks of Mills Turning- to Women's

Lines—Orders Will be Taken, But Early Deliveries Refused.

THE manager of the shirt department of one of the

largest men's wear manufactories in Montreal, just

returned from a visit to Great Britain, and having
missed the opening of the 'sink at sight' submarine menace
by a very brief space of time, voiced some opinions in

regard to the imported shirt material situation for the

benefit of readers of MEN'S WEAR REVIEW.
The situation as regards supplies of material is not so

hopeless as seemed at earlier stages of the war, though it

is not very smooth running yet. Mills in England are

willing to accept orders for material and the looms are

turning out a lot of stuff, but the mills insist on eight or

nine months interval for delivery of the goods ordered.

All the English mills for materials used in the shirt

business have of late developed a growing manufacturing
business in materials more suitable for women's wear than
for male attire. This is said to be due to the fact that so

many men have been withdrawn from the civilian life that

not nearly as much material is needed with the making of

shirts for civilian wear, while so many women have gone
into the fields of masculine employment that more material

is required to replace the wear and tear and supply the

intensified demand of women for raiment fit for their

various lines of business. Women are engaged very much
more than formerly in the actual work of turning out from
the machines the shirting materials for men's wear, and
this maintains the output of the mills fairly well, making
the idea of actual shortage of stuffs less alarming.

As regards prices, however, it seems as if even should

the war cease very soon, prices must continue to be very
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high. There will be a great surging back of the millions

at present in khaki into the garments of civilian life, and

the demand will be so much intensified that the chances are

the mills will be running at even higher pressure to make
materials to meet this new demand, while raw materials

will not be any too abundant. The outlook is therefore for

firm prices ahead for shirts and shirtings.

The color difficulties of the early stages of the war
have been overcome to a great extent, and the resulting

product in the way of colored materials is even better than

anything the Germans used to help turn out, because the

British dyers and chemists are more thorough when once

they turn their minds to the business, and the dyes now
being produced have qualities which the enemy products,

however sufficient in the first case, really lacked. The

whole color production business of Britain will in time reap

advantages from its enforced cultivation through actual

need of the colors.

From indications noted at present this expert in shirts

and shirtings believes that loud patterned materials will

still be fairly popular, though there will be variations on

the Spring styles. Wider designs are likely to be found

for Fall. The silk shirt is sure to maintain its popularity,

and will be found in exceedingly attractive values.

A. J. Koebel. Kitchener, Ont., has sold his men's fur-

nishing store.

Morran Bros., Owen Sound, have sold the stock of their

men's furnishings store.



A STORE WINDOW THAT DOUBLED A BUSINESS
CHaiige ill a Store Front Demonstrates the Wonderful Advertising Power of an Attrac-

tive Window—How the Store Ilokls the Trade of the Working Man

MOST dealers have a general impression that their

window displays are an effective method of adver-

tising. The idea in many instances is more or less

hazy, but it is there. Every now and then, however, an
actual demonstration of the fact is presented to our

attention.

If other conditions remain equal. If the selling force

is the same, the goods stocked are the same, the methods
of sale are the same, then when a change in window is

followed by an increase in sales, it is a reasonable con-

tention that the window was the largest selling element
behind the increase.

About four months ago the store of R. J. Siberry, .'J16

Danforth Ave., Toronto, had a straight front window with

a side entrance. There was nothing wrong with the win-

dow, except that it was comparatively limited in capacity.

It was a good trade bringer and always had been. How-
ever, about that time Mr. Siberry began to think that

there were possibilities in the trade of the section that

might be seized if there were better means of display.

The result was a change in the form of the store front.

Instead of the door at the side the door was placed in the

centre, in an alcove formed by the two side windows. The
new arrangement, without materially cutting down the

space of the store practically doubled the window space,

by giving two windows instead of one, and allowing for

greater diversity in window trimming.

New Window Doubles Business

What was the result of this change ? George Siberry

who manages the store for his brother, answers this ques-

tion by an emphatic statement that the change has in the

short space of a little over there months doubled the busi-

ness of the store. That surely is an argument on the side

of the window. Moreover in this store clothing has always

been a big factor, but owing to lack of window space this

feature of the stock frequently got crowded out of the

display.

With the new store front and the consequent increase

in window space, it has been possible to devote one window
entirely to the display of clothing. The result of this im-

provement in method has been overwhelmingly successful.

The store has always done a clothing business during the

five years in which they have been in business, but it has

been a business that has been conducted under difficulties,

and consequently it had not been considered as a very

great factor in the store's trade. With the increased win-

dow display, however, this line began to forge to the

front with almost unheard of rapidity. From practicall>'

a side line it reached a position where it was a most de-

cided element in the business of the day. It is hard to

realize that a comparatively slight change could have such

an effect, but such was the case. In the few months since

the improved window facilities were introduced, and the op-

portunity was given to really press the sale, the actual

goods disposed of in the clothing department were prac-

tically equal to the total sale of the years prior to the

change. A startling testimony to the effectiveness of

window advertising. Little wonder that Mr. Siberry argues

that windows are the best form of advertising.

It is easy to find tangible proofs of this however. In a

great many instances customers preface their enquiry for

goods by ihc remark that they have seen them in the

window. "It is the goods that they see that they want,"

is the way Mr. Siberry has outlined his experience; and in

the district which he serves, he finds it of advantage to

make general displays rather than specializing on one line

or using a unit display. There are times when a special

display is made, but as the store makes a strong bid for

the trade of the working man this trade is never lost sight

of. The working man likes to see what he is getting, if he

sees the article he wants in the window, he is more than

likely to drop in and buy. If he does not see it, on the

other hand, he may pass by. For that reason the energies

of the store are devoted to the task of making sure that

he does see it.

Thinking of the Working Man's Trade

"The methods of window trimming that we often adopt

would not," Mr. Siberry remarks, "be of use in the down
town sections, but with us, the general display, drawing

attention to a large number of lines without laying any
particular stress on one line, has proved to be of most

advantage. It certainly does catch the working man's

trade, and in these days especially that is a trade that is

marvelously well worth catching."

The store carries a full line of all the working man's

requirements heavy woolen shirts, working shirts, gloves,

etc., and these have proved a bonanza.

The section in which the store is situated is at a fair

distance from the heart of the city and the working man
does not very often actually get down town but depends

on the stores in his vicinity.

Now this matter of supplying the working man with

the clothes he needs for his work is a very considerable

item in itself, but not only is this element to be considered,

but the fact that in serving the worker with the thing he

must have, the store is laying a firm foundation for secur-

ing his trade in the things he may feel inclined to have,

the little extravagances in apparel that few men are proof

against, least of all the mechanic.

Interesting the Working Man's Wife.

Then too there is the working man's family to be con-

sidered and this too is an element of trade well worth

fostering. The working man's wife often comes in to buy.

If no special bid was made for this trade the natural

result would be to drive it into hands of the department

store. In this matter, too, Mr. Siberry finds a decided

justification for his system of window dressing. A window

dressing that would be considered effective in a down town

trade, where only men are catered to, would certainly not

catch her eye. She would not consider the possibility of

getting the goods she wanted in such a store, or if she did

would probably reach Uie conclusion that they would be

more costly than at the departmental store. A general

window, a window to some extent at least devoted to the

everyday requirements of the working class corrects any

such possible impresion. And the woman buyer is one of

the strong elements of the success of this store.

It is not meant to suggest, however, that the store

devotes itself alone to this class of trade. The stock car-

ried is complete in every detail, and the general young
man's trade shai-es with the working man's trade equally

in the matter of producing profit.
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WHAT IS BEING SHOWN IN MONTREAL
)c-ak"rs Delay Si.iiiewliat in An-an^iiig' Spriii- Disi^lays — The Bright Shirts Pivdictcd

for Spi'iii,^- Arc to the Fore, Also the Dashiim- Ties.

FOK SOME reason the fond familiar bargain price ap-

pearance of many of the men's wear store windows
in Montreal has lingered during the past weeks. In-

spiration for the dressy man anxious already about his

Easter raiment, is, so far as the window displays are con-

cerned, at the time of writing, still lacking except in cer-

tain neat and noticeable cases.

The word "cases" came in there of its own accord, and
has nothing to do with the curious coincidence that in Case's

St. Catherine Street windows have appeared in rapid suc-

cession two of the earliest really new Spring displays.

Vv'hi.le many other men's wear windows in the vicinity have
been still steadily devoted to those temptingly cosy-looking

and also low priced attractions in pyjamas, woolen under-

wear, shirts, overcoats, mufflers, socks, etc. Case's windows
sheltered as they are by a heavy permanent awning, have
been the first to bring forth the buds of Spring in men's
wear.

Our Corerspondent Waxes Poetical

Just as the first snowdrops and the earliest, most ven-

turesome violets peep forth from the sheltering shadows
of some heavily overhang'.ng woodland bank of moss and
roots, so those pretty Case windows on St. Catherine

Street have glowed up in the daintiness beneath the shel-

tering shade of the big awning.

The first display noted by MEN'S WEAR REVIEW in

passing was a particularly charming set of fine fabric

shirts in the softest of Springtide shades of green, pink,

buff, and blue. The new note, besides the delicacy of the

colors of these shirts, was the tiny silk embroidered French

flower spots, trefoils, and triple spot effects, done with

very refined touch upon the whole farbic of the garments,

the enrichments being about an inch and a half away
from one another—just enough to be noticeable in little

peeps of pleasant variation of color and fascination of

needle-work at cuff and vest opening when worn. The
cuffs were soft French, fastened with light simple links.

Some unobtrusive ties were shown with these shirts, but

the shirts were the feature of the window. They were

shown without straining after effect, but just with that

touch of artlessness which is the perfection of art, laid

lightly over the fixtures as they came from the boxes, but

very cunningly placed so as to reveal all the points of

perfection for which a shirt-seeking male might be alert

to look.

Two other effects produced by Case are outstanding in

the story of Montreal men's wear windows at this early

Spring stage. Both displays were exhibited simultane-

ously in the left and right hand windows of the store. The
left hand window contained a dainty presentment of ties,

and the coat of a new style suit for Spring, worn with

collar and tie, and set high in the back of the window.

The effect as regards color was all dark blue relieved with

white. The ties shown in profusion were all dark blue silk

with polka dots in white, of various sizes, but each tie

had dots of uniform size. The coat was of dark blue

worsted with a faint white stripe, and embodied the latest

effects of lapel and waist build for Spring. It had the

corners of the skirt in front rounded away, and was built

squarely on the shoulders, a two button coat. The "glove-

touch" to that window was given by a pair of chamois

gloves in putty shade with embroidered backs, shown well

to the front of the window, low down and one of the ties

was dressed on a neat blue striped shirt. A whangee cane

of the kind formerly most popular with college men in the
Old Country, of knuckle-knotted cane, yellow colored, and
very flexible, was shown in this window. These canes arc
particularly "mannish" as compared with the highly
polished silver mounted and fancy handled canes more
frequently shown in Montreal men's wear windows, and go
with the athletic type of young man. As so many of that
type are carrying bayonets instead of canes at present,
the 'whangee' may not go with any great rush this Spring—the bayonets by the way, probably will.

A Black and White Window
To turn, however, to the right hand window of Case's

in this particular season was to realize what wonders can
be done by a window trimmer with nothing but black and
white to work on. The Case window in black and white
was a very striking show. Ties were shown in black glossy
silk, relieved with white stripes, broad, narrow, and
grouped. Daintily embroidered fleurs-de-lys were also
shown on the black silk background of some of the ties, and
one was dressed upon a plain white shirt, the cuff links of
which were black with a white circle. A Spring cut suit in

black worsted with faint white stripes was shown as in

the left hand window, and the 'glove-touch' was given by a
pair of buff chamois gloves with embroidered back, the
warmth of the shade of chamois bringing out the purity of
the white in the window display, and helping its contrasti-

ness with the black. A silver mounted highly polished, very
dark brown cane with a fancy handle (also dark) was in-

cluded in this display.

The Price Card Present

Something new and very striking was also noteworthy
in the window display of Rod Sangster Junior., St. James
Street, Montreal. This was simply a shirt window. The
display comprised most alluring silk shirts, in the richest

quality of material, and with the new broad bold-hued

stripes full of rich colors (as described in MEN'S WEAR
REVIEW '.shirt and collar department' last month). The
richness of the shades of brown, crimson, purple, violet,

mauve, cerise, and other blended hues in these broad and
wide apart stripes on the fine surface of the silk is most
effective. Shirts alone were shown in the dominating part

of the window at 'eye-level.' Behind was placed a boldly

lettered card calling attention to the splendid value offered

in the.se fine shirts at $2.45 each or three shirts for $7.00.

This was a most effective window show.

While the majority of the up and down-town men's

wear stores were still busy with the annual year-opening

reduction sales their windows were attractive to the bar-

gain hunter, and in some instances showed little touches of

especially dainty coloring in ties showing the tendency of

the season towards brighter neckwear for men. Scott

Bros., on St. Catherine Street, had one or two knitted silk

ties in the very rich color effect shown quite prominently

in the foreground of a great wealth of bargain attractions.

These knitted ties were worked in color schemes of brown,

green, and white in one case, and green, maroon, and old

gold in another case, and were dressed with white collar on

plain flannel and cotton shirts in simple striped patterns.

A touch of the window trimmei-'s fancy had doubled a spare

tie into the collar, and in another instance a glove was

doubled, as if carelessly, into a collar making a novel

method of drawing attention to the goods so shown.

(Continued on page 70.)
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WHAT IS BEING SHOWN IN TORONTO
Bat-Wing Tie Expected to be in Strong Favor, Also the Silk Shirt—Something New for

the Officers

THE sale idea is still bulking pretty large with the

Toronto men's wear dealer. He is busily engaged in

unloading the last remnants, odd lines, and stock that

is showing every indication that it will be likely to drop

dead if it does not soon climb down off the shelves. There

is wisdom in this course of getting ahead of the funeral.

But as a result there is as yet no great emphasis being laid

on what is new. Despite that fact, however, there are

some new lines and new indications of the styles that are

likely to prevail for the coming Spring.

Most of the dealers have their new goods on hand,

ca)-efully packed away where the inquisitive eye of the bar-

gain hunting youth will not light upon them to unsettle his

mind from the present purpose of buying a last season's

tie at a two years before last price.

To one who is curious enough to enquire, however, and

who has not the gleam of the bargain hunter in his eye,

the merchant will generally unbend and give some inkling

as to the lines to which he has pinned his faith for the com-

ing season, and this is a pretty good indication of what will

be worn, for what a man has he is going to exert every

energy to dispose of, and when he takes this attitude, there

is likely to be something moving.

The Bow Tie to the Fore

If you have had a preference in the past for the four-in-

hand tie, you may be compelled to reconstruct your ideas

somewhat, if present indications prove correct. Bow ties

have always been a standard article, and respected as such,

but they have never been in the greatest favor. Things

have changed, however, of recent date, and if the merchant

has read the signs of the times aright there is going to be

some jubilee among the bow tie fraternity. "Bow ties

will be strong" is the highly technical way the average mer-

chant outlines this tendency. This faith will unquestion-

ably be backed by works, for there is a marvelous increase

in the number of boxes of bow ties mobilized behind the

sale card signs. If you are buying one of these, you can't

go far wrong in buying a dot. Whether the dot be the

size of a pin head or as large as a coat button makes no

difference. A dot is a dot in the parlance of the neckwear

man, and he feels that the well dressed man may very well

wear a dotted tie. Of course there are other patterns, and

equally, of course, the bow will only have a share of the

business, but it will be a bigger share than for many years.

Attractive Ties at Moderate Price

There has been so much talk of high prices that people

have lost track of the very attractive possibilities in the

moderate priced tie, yet such possibilities there are—really

beautiful patterns, that have a decided effect of style and

yet at a comparatively moderate price. Not as moderate

as before the war perchance, but still moderate. Some
beautiful effects are being shown in Failles and basket

weaves of which no one need be ashamed.

Prepare to Wear the Green.

One must not lose sight of the fact either that this is the

month of Ireland. The 17th will appear as usual, and with

it the shamrock and the shamrock-colored tie. All the

merchants are contemplating turning an honest penny out

of the patriotic followers of St. Patrick. They are not

hanging men and women any more "for the weaiing o' the

green,"

The Silk Shirt and the Bow Tie.

But to barken back again one or two harks, to the bow
tie. There is one reason for it's probable popularity that

we forgot to mention. That has to do with shirts and
only indirectly with ties. Silk shirts are expected to be in

great demand this year. Every haberdasher's pulse is

beating strong to this same tune. The connection is this,

when one has separated oneself from five to seven dollars of

the negotiable coin of the realm and has received in re-

turn one silk shirt, one is inclined to be slightly chesty

over that fact. What profits it to have a silk shirt if its

grandeur is hidden behind even the most attractive tie.

Why, a dickey would do as well. Therefore, kindly note

another reason for the probable vogue, of the bow tie.

Not that these silk shirts are of an unobtrusive char-

acter that needs assistance in bringing them to the public

attention. In reality they might be expected to challenge

the public on their own merits. For the patterns of all

run to the striking. The public taste demands something of

this sort. New taffeta shirts are also much to the fore,

though this material is becoming increasingly hard to ob-

tain, and many merchants have pretty well cleaned out all

their available stocks.

Silk Gloves Grow in Popularity.

There is an interesting tendency in gloves. All the

good makes of kids have reached such figures that a mod-
erate priced glove of any sort of quality is next to an

impossibility. Its place will be taken by a silk glove, the

colors will be mainly chamois, and grey and white. With
their black trimmings these make a very attractive line,

and the pith of the whole thing is, that while they are a

good looking and good quality article they can sell some-

where around the old price of $1.50. In the ordinary glove

lines roughly speaking there has been an advance of 50

cents a pair all round, and consequently a purchaser must
either sacrifice quality or pay a substantial advance, if he

purchases the same line of goods, consequently it is ex-

pected that these silk gloves will be popularly received

and will prove a great selling line.

Kharki year is still much to the fore. An attractive

variation of the officers shirt for Spring year is being shown
in some stores. It is the conventional officer's pattern,

but is made of poplin and has a silk stripe running through

it. These stripes are about half an inch apart, and give a

very attractive effect.

Soft Collars Grow in Favor.

Soft collars are still very much to the fore. It used to

be that they were worn only in the hottest summer months

and were even then looked upon rather askance. They
have come to stay, however, and it is noticeable that they

are almost as popular in winter as summer. With the com-

ing of Spring they will be even more extensively used.

Caps are selling briskly. The general taste seems to

favor the one model in greens, olives and greys. Among
the younger men, however, there is a tendency to favor a

style with a band running entirely round the cap.

(Continued on page 70.)
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GardwritingMade fesy
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Editor's Note.—Before introducing this new series of cardwriting, it is necessary to give a few words of explana-

tion as to the kind of a scries it will be. The "Cardwriting Made Easy" series, which is just completed, was composed

of more or less standard alphabets and showcard methods. They ranged from the simplest beginners' exercises to

fairly complicated work. This course covered the greater part of showcard work and those ivho folloived it have had a

tliorough grounding. This new series, which will be called "Something New for the Cardwriter," will consist of

twelve lessons, and should be of great interest to all who have followed the first series. The beginner, as well as the

more accomplished man, ivill be able to follow this series, as each stroke will be explained in detail.

Lesson I.

ALTHOUGH this month's chart shows a brush stroke

style of alphabet, the double stroke and outline work

will be also gone into, as this work is absolutely

essential in the execution of all kinds of show card work.

In addition to these alphabets, new styles of pen lettering

will be featured.

The formation set forth in the chart is of a free and easy

style and it is not at all necessary to keep to the exact type.

If the chart and card reproduction are compared it will be

seen what is meant. For instance, in the chart the lower

case "g" is of a different formation than the "g" used on

the "Spring Goods" card. This is just one instance of the

many varieties that can be effected without changing the

general effect of the lettering.

It depends a great deal upon the various letters which go

to make up a word, as to the style of letters that can be

used together. Fig. 1 illustrates this. The cross bar of

the "T" in the first instance is straight because no stroke

interferes with it, but in the second case the "H" inter-

feres and the cross stroke is made as shown. This will also

be noticed as the different completed cards are examined.

Thus we are getting away from hard and fast rules, making
formations as the occasion arises and using the chart as a

basis. The main thing to learn is the general effect of this

alphabet, then it will be possible to carry it out success-

fully.

Note the absence of spurs from the letters of this chart.

This feature is different from the Roman lettering and it

requires much more care in finishing and commencing the

strokes.

The Chart

It must be remembered that this is brush stroke work.

Each stroke is made with one sweep of the brush. The

brush used should be a red sable writer that can be drawn

out to a chisel point which insures a thick or thin stroke as

the writer desires.

Lower Case

•'A." The main feature of this letter is stroke 1. This

is made with one sweep of the brush. Note the angle, the

end of this stroke is at. Also how much further stroke 1

projects to the right than does stroke 2. This letter re-

quires much practice.

t
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"B" is a three stroke letter and its feature is where

stroke 1 and 3 meet.

"C"'s feature is stroke 1, note how it projects to right

more than does stroke 2. Practise this letter often.

"D." Note the relation stroke 2 has to stroke 1. They

are all but joined.

"E" has somewhat of the same formation as "C." This

is a typical letter of this alphabet. Stroke 3 must be paral-

lell to the upper and lower guide lines.

The down stroke of "F" finishes below the lower guide

line. Note that stroke 2 is brought down to the upper

guide line. These strokes should be practised many times.

"G" is an all-curved stroke letter and this is only one of

the many formations which can be used in this style of

letter. Note the long sweep of stroke 5.

The feature of "H" is stroke 2. Note the angle it is at

and the angle the end of the stroke is. It will probably be

difficult to get this at first, but practice will rectify this.

The only thing new about the "I" is that the dot is not

round.

"J" has a very graceful base and you will find this

needs much attention. Note how these stroke.^" are brought

under the other letters. This should work in the same
when putting it into actual use.

The combination

stiokes 2 and 3 are

the feature of "K."
Practise these many
times.

"M" and "N" have
the same feature as

has "H." Strokes 3

and 2 respectively

are just at the right

angle to give them
an individual ap-

pearance.

Note that the nar-

row parts of the "0"

are to the right and

left instead of being

in centre as the cor-

rect form of Roman
lettering shows it.

rj I.
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"P" and "Q" are somewhat similar in construction but

reversed. They require much practice.

Stroke 2 of "R" is the feature of this letter, practise

often.

In the usual construction of the Roman "S" the top por-

tion is smaller than the lower. In this case it is the reverse.

This is a good example of the idea of this alphabet.

You will note upon studying the completed cards that

thip letter is used in variety.

Stroke 2 of "T" is also used in as many varieties as the

writer sees fit to make.

Stroke 1 of "U" is just the reverse of stroke 2 of "H."

Note how strokes 1 of "V" and 1 and 2 of "W" are all

at the same angle and the beginning of each stroke is at

right angles with the stroke itself instead, as in Roman let-

tering, of following the guide line.

Both of these letters will require much time spent on

them in order to perfect their formations.

"X" shows the extreme in stroke 2.

"Y" is a letter that will require a lot of practice. Stroke

1 appears in other letters. Strokes 2 and 3 have appeared

before in the letter "J." You will notice this letter made in

different formations on the completed cards.

"Z." This is only one variety of many that can be

formed.

Numerals

The top of the "1" is cut at an angle slanting to the

left.

Now you have a chance to show your skill at long curved

strokes. Stroke one of "2" will require a lot of practice.

This is the feature stroke and should be made the same as

shown.

Stroke one of "3" is the same as that of "2" but not so

long. This numeral requires much practice. Note how
stroke one joins stroke two.

Stroke three gives the variety to the figure "4."

Strokes three and four give the "5" a very graceful

appearance. Note how stroke two projects out to the right

beyond stroke three.

Practise stroke two of "7" often.

The "8" is somewhat similar to the Roman formation.

The "9" is ju.?t the reverse of the "6." Much practice is

r.eeded here.
"0" is of Roman formation.

Upper Case

You will notice the prevalence of curved strokes in the

vipper case alphabet. This means more practice is neces-

sary to order to reproduce them.

The feature of "A" is the curved stroke 1. This is just

one long sweep of the brush from the top of stroke 2 to

beneath the lower guide line.

Strokes 2, 3, 4, and 5, of "B." Practise these often.

Note the graceful appearance of the letter "C."

A new feature in "D" is the relation stroke 4 has to

stroke 1. This i? a somewhat different way of joining up
the bottom.

Note the long top stroke 2 of "E." The many curved

lines of this letter need a lot of practice work in order to

make a graceful letter. "F" shows new style top strokes.

Stroke 4 carries out the same feature as shown in other

letters. Practise often.

"G" also shows the long top right-hand stroke. Note

how it projects beyond stroke 3. Much practice is needed

here.

Strokes 3 and 4 of "H" are the only differences in this

letter. Strokes 1 and 2 should be parallel. The 1 is just a

perpendicular stroke.

"J." The chief feature is shown in strokes 2 and 3.

Note that they are half the height of stroke 1. Practise

often.

In "K" wc have much the same combination of strokes
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as shown in the lower case letter "K." The long curved
stroke 2 needs much practice.

Note the slant at which strokes 2 and 1 of "L" are
jomed. This is a good formation and should be practised
often.

The one feature of the "M" is the long, sweeping
.strokes 4 and 5. This is only one of the many varieties of
letter formations that can be made.

To make stroke 3 of "N" it is advisable to turn the card
more to the left so a good clean stroke can be made.

The centre dot of the "0" is not necessary, but can be
added for variety's sake. Note how strokes 3 and 4 are
brought down lower than usual.

"Q" shows a variety in the strokes 3, 4 and 5. Many
different styles of tails are used on this letter. Practise
the long curved stroke often.

"R" shows a very graceful letter and will need a lot of
work to reproduce its formation. Note the relation of
strokes 3 and 4 to stroke 5.

The "S" is just a larger copy of the lower case letter
with stroke 4 added. Practise stroke 1 often.

"T" is the same as the "F" without stroke 5.

Stroke 2 of "U" is one you should feature in practice
work.

Stroke 2 of "V" is a little different to that of the "U,"
but requires just as much practice.

The long graceful stroke 4 of "W" also needs much
practice. Note that strokes 1 and 3 are parallel.

"X" is just a reproduction of that used in the lower
case.

In the lower part of the letter "Y" is shown a variety.
The combination strokes 2, 3 and 4 require much practice.
Note the strokes 3 and 4 of "Z." These are the strokes in

this letter that need the most practice.

The sign "&" shows the long stroke extended to the
right as featured in many of the letters in the foregoing
alphabets.

We are featuring in this lesson, the use of letter hand-
painted floral designs on show cards for Spring. Note the

collection of four small panel cards. These are good illus-

trations of this work.

The fruit card is on grey mat board and the floral de-

.sign on both sides of the circle at the top of the card is a

combination of green and different shades of violet. To get

the best effect, first put on a shade of mauve mixed from
purple and white; then put the darker color on after the

other is dry, as is shown on the card. The green is put on

last to give a green leaf effect.

The card "New Spring Imports," show a dainty little

floral piece at the bottom.

The green stocks in this case are put on first then the

two shades of mauve. This makes a striking combination

on a black card background.

The white card "New Arrivals," also shows the same
colors used on it as was used on the black card. This makes

a very pretty effect for Spring.

GARMENT FIRMS MOVE.
While the Semi-Ready Co., operating their plant in

Montreal under a small guard of city police, report that

they have now sixty more employees at work than they had

even before the strike was called, other manufacturers are

obviating the difficulties due to the strike by moving their

production activities out of Montreal. J. Elkin & Co., Ltd.,

who had a large factory established at Joliette, Quebec,

have 200 employees there and are working to capacity. The

Wearbest Co. whose employees were called out only a few

days ago have installed machinery at St. John's, Quebec,

and are ready to send men there. Freedman & Co. have a

plant now at Warwick, Quebec, and thus the problem of

supplying the retailer is being solved.



"WITH ANOTHER SCORCHER Like Last SUMMER"
Famine in Sports Shirts, Bathin<; Suits and Ducks Predicted, and Bigger Selling Than

Ever—Present Conditions and Price Ranges in Summer Lines of Balbrig-
gan. Collars, Belts, Suspenders, Etc.

I
F WE have another scorcher like last summer "

There it is, the one condition with its boundless un-

certainty that will determine the public's demand and

the dealer's scarcity in Spring and Summer lines for 1917.

MEN'S WEAR REVIEW made a survey among men's

wear wholesalers to find in what shape they were for Sum-

mer lines, and then checked up their opinions with those of

several retailers whose views we all admit are sound on an

encouraging per cent, of occasions.

Sport coats like this, and, of course, such flannel trousers

are going to have a big sale very shortly.

Big Scarcity in Some Lines

Whether last year's climatic conditions will repeat in

1917 just about settles the whole question. If they do there

will be a serious gap in bathing suits, sports shirts, ducks

and probably Palm Beach suits. If it is cold and rainy, well,

we may struggle through, but we prefer the enforced

scarcity, for then we'll be cleaned out, and far better is it

to be "sold out" than to be "stocked up," at the season's

end. In the former case some few would-be customers are

disappointed, and the majority pleased, besides yourself;

in the latter your bank account will be a little wobbly per-

haps; you will be groaning over the unmoved stock upon
your shelves and nobody will have much inclination to

"Smile Awhile," or to "Smile, Smile, Smile!"

Craze for Sport's Shirt.

The sport's shirt craze of last year was one of the most
interesting sales features, and promises to repeat in this

respect. In 1916 the dealers were a little wary of an un-

tried line, and when July came in hot, the factories could

not supply half the demand. Many are doubling or trebling

last year's orders in the hope that this line will be much
stronger even than last year, and the factories are better

prepared.

One manufacturing and jobbing house reported three

times the sales of 1916 and they are tied up until the first

of July; so much so that the advent of Fall shirts is de-

layed. Their prices range from $9 and $10.50 to $12, the

same as last year, except that the $9 quality is not so good.

Another wholesale house starts at boy's at $6.50 and

men's at $7.50, going up to $9, $10, $12, and $15, but re-

ports the quality this year inferior for the corresponding

prices of last year. Besides the plain white they are selling

a number with collar and cuffs of striped material. If they

have to repeat, prices will advance. They report a "tre-

mendous season certain."

If any retailers have put off ordering it would be well

for them to jump in right now, or they may get caught.

Dyes Cause Bathing Suit Cancellation

In bathing suits—where, too, there was a famine last

year—the Canadian mills are far better prepared for 1917.

and look for better sales. Warm weather will decide this.

Dyes are the most difficult question, as about the only

color that will sell is a navy, solid, or with a trimming of

white, cardinal or maroon. But navy dye is hard to get,

especially a fast color.

English shipments are quite uncertain. One importer is

just getting in a $4 line now that was due last May. Others

are "expecting" them only, to sell at $4, $4.50 and $5.

One jobber has a grey and maroon line, two pieces, in

cotton, for $10.50, but navy is the only sure seller. Two

lines, $6.50 and $9, have just been cancelled. A cashmere

range at $27 and a "near" (or "far" rather) cashmere at

$18 are also in stock. Small boys' and youths' with a skirt

sell at $6.50.

$1 Ducks Up to $1.25: $1.50 to Sl.To.

In ducks, also a brisk seller in 1916, most dealers will be

selling the old $1 line for $1.25 in 1917, and the $1.50 for

$1.75 or even $2. The increase is due to the rise in the

wholesale price in one case from S9 to $10.50; and from

$10.50 to $12, and so on.

One firm of retailers who do a very large business are

holding to a $1 line by reducing the weight of the duck from

7 oz. to 6 oz., while in the case of last year's $1.50 line

they are retaining the weight and increasing the price to

$1.75, feeling that those that want the latter line will be

best satisfied to have the quality preserved rather than

the price.

Sales in ducks have been very heavy and one firm have

cancelled their $12 line (the $10.50 of last year).

(iS
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AS THE SUMMER TIME APPROACHES
SCARCITY—// warm weather sets in for a long
period like last Summer, tliere is a certain scarcity
coming in bathing suits and sports shirts. One firm
in latter sold up to July 1st.

DUCK TROUSERS—Most retailers ivill advance $1
line of last year to $1.25 and $1.50 line to $1.75.
Some are having weight of former reduced to retain
old price.

INVISIBLE SUSPENDERS—Price of 2 and A-point

advanced from $2.25 to $2.40. Some $3.60 liyies up
to $4. Others, $4 lines, remain unchanged.

SILK HOSIERY—Some $4.50 lines still on market;
vjith printed clocks to keep cost down. Advances
from $6.50 to $7.50 to retain quality. Deliveries
very uncertain.

BALBRIGGAN—Still $4 and $4.50 lines on market,
though much depreciated in quality. A well-known
$4.50 range is \ip to $6.25 and $6.50, preserving
quality.

SPORTS SHIRTS—Miich larger demand than last

year expected, if weather is at all favorable. Lines
at $8.50 and $9 still on market.

SOFT COLLARS—Big ranges coining in of neiv
lines. Long points very iveak, '2-inch favorite; $1.20
up to $3.00. Device for holding tabs together ivhere

links are not used.

PALM BEACH SUITS—Good season again ex-
pected. Last Summer's prices pretty well duplicated,
though weight in corresponding cases is lighter.

Palm Beach? Depends on Weather

In Palm Beach suits one retail firm reported that they

could have sold 300 or 400 more suits last year than they

could get delivered, but they are not ordering more heavily

for 1917 on this account.

"It all depends on the weather," they explained. "A
repeat of last Summer and we will be shorter than then,

and will have to depend on repeats—but this is a safer

policy than to assume a long run of hot weather, and be

stuck with dozens of suits on hand. If it is cool, they will

turn to the 2-piece light wool suit instead."

Another firm who sold Palm Beach suits at $8.50, $9,

$12, $15, etc., last Summer will have a similar range of

prices for 1917, but in each case poor quality.

Balbriggan Substitutes for Old Lines

Balbriggan underwear is one of those lines where pro-

phecies as to the disappearance of the cheaper ranges have

turned out to be incorrect. It was said by knit goods mills

that the day of the 50-cent balbriggan was done. Behold!

there soon appeared a $4.50 line as of yore, and even a $4

line was held together by thin, thin strands long enough
to answer the roll call, and the 50-cent balbriggan was
preserved to the Great "Consuming" Public.

A firm that had a $4.50 line jumped it to $6.25 and $6.50,

but turned out a $5 line to take the place of the other. The
result was that far more sold of the $5 than the $6.50 line.

Small Advances in Invisible Suspenders

In the smaller summer accessories such as suspenders,

little advance so far has been seen. A $4.50 suspender went
up to $5 a short time ago as a result of the heavy increase

in the webbing, but in most cases a cutting down in the

quality of webbing or metal parts has kept the brace price

to the old figure.

In the case of the invisible suspenders one firm reported

that the $3.60 line of last year in both 2- and 4-point had
gone up to $4. Another had a line at $4.50, reported "just

the same as in 1916."

In the cheaper line the $2.25 range has gone up to $2.40

in one case for the 4-point, the 2-point remaining at $2.25;

while another jobber has jumped both.

Belts Keep Much the Same

Belts, that theoretically ought to have jumped, for the

most part remain the same, lines starting as before at

$2.25, $3, $3.50, $4 and $6.50. A few numbers in these

cases have gone up 50 cents, but the 25-cent stock is still

in abundant evidence in the market. Black continues the

strongest, with grey next.

Substitutes Keep Hosiery Down Pretty WeZl

In hosiery the "substitute" idea is in abundant evidence.

For instance, a $6.50 line of 1916, with woven clocks, comes
again at $6.50, but the clocks are printed on instead, to

27(6 upper collar is made of basket weave material. The

middle and loiver collars are of English Pique and can be

irorn with or without a pin. Shown by the Williams, Greene

& Rovie Co.

save cost. There is a $7.50 line of plain colors, black, white,

grey and Palm Beach, that have advanced from $6.50 last

year.

A silk and wool sock that formerly was $4.50 is now

$7.50, for the same quality, but there is a silk and wool
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mixture in the market for $4.50—substi-

tution again—to keep down to the old

schedule. The same jobber has a Leicester

black ribbed sock, originally $2.25, and
now up to $5.50, with an imitation in the

market for $4.50.

A cashmere line originally $2.25 is now
$4 for the same sock, but there are others,

"cotton cashmeres" as substitutes.

The silk socks, of course, are scarce,

and will not stand much delay in buying.

In gloves there is not much to report,

save scarcity and much higher prices. A
grey suede that was $12 early last year

and rose to $15, is now $16.50, and a kid

that once was listed at $9 and was $12

last year, is now quoted at $15.

Soft Collars "Better Than Ever."

Let us close with soft collars. A bigger

season than ever is reported as assured,

and the makers are quite prepared. They
are listed as last year, $1.20, $1.50, $2 and
up to $3 a dozen in cotton, mercerized, silk,

etc. The long 3-inch point seems almost
tabooed in favor of the normal 2-inch,

with the tabs either close together, or cut

away. Indeed, the latter is growing in

strength. One firm has just gotten out a

metal device underthetabs for holding

them together.

WHAT IS BEING SHOWN IN
TORONTO

(Continued from page 64.)

Knitted Prices and Fancy Flannels Two
Novelty Lines in Clothing.

There are not many novelties to be
noted in the clothing stores. The style

tendencies that were noted last month
are still in effect.

One novelty line, however, that might
be noted is the knitted fabric that will

be used in some instances for Spring top coats. This

will be used in greys and heather mixtures mostly. This

knitted cloth is a product of American mills and its popu-

larity is yet to be demonstrated in this country. It has

been seen here in the form of golf coats, but for more
formal clothing its introduction is decidedly a novelty.

Fancy flannels will also be a popular cloth for Spring
and Summer wear. The colors most in vogue will be greens

blues and browns, and variations of these colors. It is ex-

pected that these lines will be fairly popular.

Correct Tie for Easter Sunday

WHAT IS BEING SHOWN IN MONTREAL
(Continued from page 63.)

In one of Fit Reform's St. Catherine street stores, half

of the window space was devoted to some neat lines of

Spring suits in shepherd plaids, and light checks, all with

the latest in form-fitting lines and neatest and newest in

lapels, and the cut of the coats. Spring overcoats were
also shown, but it may be said that Montreal is in general

rather slower this year in making displays of the main
items in men's wear for Spring, perhaps on account of

the effects of the garment workers' strike which has ham-
pered the business very considerably even as regards the

finishing up of Spring goods for delivery about now.

Max Beauvais' St. James street windows still offered

This is a (/rouj) of handsome new designs shown by Bilton Bros, for

Easter wear. All have a grey ground, the two left ones with figured

floral or conventional all-over patte)'ns in black with a touch of white

and the third a light grey ground with coin s}X>t. This type of tie is

replacing the old solid grey, the past favorite, and the later leader, the

black ground icith white strip or spot.

the advantages of the odcU and ends and left overs this

firm has been displaying very attractively. Overcoats,

caps, ties, mufflers, pyjamas, shirts and gloves were shown
in the usual tasteful profusion. Another St. Catherine

street window gave glimpses of the bold pattern ties re-

cently described in MEN'S WEAR REVIEW. This store

was Brennan's, a store of small windows, but interesting

displays as a rule. The great department stores gave full

scope within their departments to the displaying of many
bargain and some advance showings of men's wear, and

Goodwin's and Almy's both showed men's wear windows.

Goodwins, being a Spring shirt display comprising simple

pattern goods, not ultra-advanced in style, while Almy's

showed neat dark suits and overcoats for young men.

While the first pages of this were being written, window
dressers were busy with a portion of the window of R. J.

Tooke's premises on St. Catherine Street, at Peel St., a

central portion of the city, and quite close to Case's. The

result of their efforts is a neat display of "Riley Hern's"

handiwork in stylish suits and overcoats for young men, one

$.".0 Spring overcoat in particular, in the new yellowish

shade of a shaggy frieze, being a very attractive garment

indeed. The window trim here is quiet and convincing

with the Riley Hern assurance of attention displayed in a

neat framed card beside suits and coats which certainly

possess distinction.
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KNIT GOODS ORDERS FOR FALL KEEP HEAVY
Not jMaiiy kSIi^hs of Bii; (Contraction in Buyini;- as Kcsult of Heavy Stocks for 191(5^

iSonic Price Comparisons—Very Hi[2,li Where Last Year's Quality is

Eetained—Greys, Oxfords and Browns Favorites in

Men's Sweaters.

As we go to press, rather surprising reports come

from the knit goods manufacturers in regard to

their Fall 1917 lines: that the retail trade are or-

dering more than had been expected.

This was to be looked for from the jobbers, and so

MEN'S WEAR REVIEW reported in last issue, as a result

of the early business done with the wholesalers, for the.\'

knew that there would be a shortage in underwear and

hosiery, and whatever the retail trade were, they them-

selves had been cleaned out of both by the heavy buying,-

for the 1916 season.

It was felt generally that the retailers would hold back,

as it was known many had stocked up one year ago two or

three times their normal orders, and naturally would buy
sparingly for Fall 1917.

One Firm Ordered Five Times Last Year's

What actually has happened in the last couple of

months is that there has been a tremendous demand; so

much so that in one case the manufacturer has called his

Eastern travellers back for a conference and a checking:

up, and has wired his Western men to close up in a few
days.

"We will have to go over the lists already made up and
cut down the allotments, so as to leave some for our other

regular customers.

"Mind you, I do not say all will order in this way; but
the earliest ones simply came down on us with a swoop.
One firm, one of the biggest in Canada, put their names
down for just five times the quantity of underwear they
bought off us for the past Fall; and the next two, who last

year bought more heavily off us than the first, doubled
their orders. In fact, one buyer offered to take from me
nearly the full amount of my output of last year."

This experience has not been duplicated everywhere,
but all the mills visited by MEN'S WEAR REVIEW were
surprised—and not all agreeably under present condi-

tions—by the extent of the orders rece-'.ved. Not only

stocks on hand, but the very high prices, it was felt, would
cut in half heavy buying of last year, but later reports,

from the smaller buyers, will bear this out.

Buy for Season's Needs Only

However, just as one year ago, MEN'S WEAR RE-
VIEW feels it is quite safe in urging buyers to arrange
for their normal requirements for the season, and not to

hold back on the chance of a decline in prices. But do not
stock up beyond your requirements. Prices have now
reached a level where speculation beyond the one season
is unjustifiable.

The price situation was covered fairly fully in last

issue, cottons showing the heaviest relative advances, go-
ing up as high as 50 per cent., and all wools and percent-
ages running between 20, 25 and 40.

Here are a few price comparisons:

Fall 1916 Spr. 1917 Fall 1917
Nat. wool underwear $9.50 $10.50 $13.50
Hv'y. wool mixture und'r . . 13.50 19.00
Hosiery—Black cashmere. 2.50 3.25

Hosiery—Higher grade. . . 3.25 4.50
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Another mill quoted the following advances in a man's

pure wool garment:

1915 1916 1917

Size 38 in $16.25 $20.25 $24.50

A third firm show this comparison in sweater coats:

1915 1916 1917

All-wool $39 $54 $78

Some mills have kept to last year's quality throughout,

and in these cases the prices have shown heavier ad-

vances; others have again reduced weights and decreased

wool percentages.

More Fancy Lines in Ladies' Sweaters

The indications are that the sweater coat trade will

stand up well. While some very interesting changes are

observed in some ladies' models—bringing them in line

with the more dressy effects in the silk coats, and showing-

a tendency to be longer and to a decided flare, men's have
remained practically the same.

One mill reported that its leaders in colors in men's so

far were greys, Oxfords and browns.

"In ladies we haven't sold two dozen greys; the colors

in these run to -white, Saxe, Copen., rose, paddy, purple
and canary"—a very giddy selection.

BOB LONG WEEK—APRIL 2nd TO 7th.

Bob Long Week will be celebrated from East to West
throughout the Dominion, the week of April 2nd to 7th, is

the culmination of a remarkable success.

It is only three years since Bob Long Gloves were in-

troduced to the trade. So great has been the appeal made
by these gloves that it has opened a market for the Bob
Long Overalls which were quickly followed by the Bob
Long shirt, then by the Bob Long Knitted Goods—making
a line that has proven most acceptable to dealers through-

out the country, netting them good profits and assuring

them of ready sale and quick turnover.

Dealers have shown themselves eager to fall in line with

Bob Long suggestions for the big Special Spring Opening,

and are ready to co-operate with the big national advertis-

ing campaign by dressing their windows with Bob Long
goods, and taking up the line with every possible customer.

To stimulate enthusiasm among the dealers, R. G. Long-

& Company, Limited, are offering substantial prizes to the

dealers who send in photographs of their window displays.

The judging will be done by unprejudiced authorities and

the winning dealers will not only be awarded substantial

prizes besides publicity, but an enormous increase in busi-

ness in these lines. The idea of the Bob Long Week is to

bring before the working man the goods he needs and

wears—in an attractive manner, as is done by the millinery

trade in their Spring openings of new styles.

The week of April 2nd will be the workingman's week

for new gloves, overalls, shirts, etc., and after all is said

and done—who is more entitled to a display of this kind

than the working man. We all ought to cater more to him

as he is the best buyer.

It is interesting to note that the largely augmented out-

put of the new Bob Long factory is being taxed to the

utmost, with the indications that further output will have

to be arranged for shortly.
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HIGH WAISTED EFFECTS, AND BRIGHT LININGS
These the Outstanding Features as Regards Men's Suits — Trousers to Continue on

English Lines- -A New Stvle of Pocket.

IN
MEN'S suits for the Fall of 1917, as apparent from

the new style models now being exhibited by the manu-
facturers, there is going to be abundant variety in de-

sign. The general tendency, however, appears to be to-

wards the high waist effect in coats, the pinchback being

now on the wane but vanishing from fashion's horizon in

a wealth of fanciful and very attractive variations in pleat

and belted effect. In vests the tendencies are apparently

towards plain effects, with the vest cut rather higher at

the collar, just a shade higher in most cases, not a very

pronounced effect. In trousers the inclinations of fashion

are towards the English style still, with or without cuffs

as the customer's fancy may dictate. The season will be

one of professional delight for the designer, who has more
scope for his originality and ingenuity than ever before,

and contains in the department of linings some exhilarating

departures in the realm of color effect in men's wear.

Like those wonderful butterflies, which present a quiet

though exquisitely shaded appearance with their wings
closed, but which become brilliant as the lights of Broad-

way, whenever they unfold those wings disclosing their

inner surfaces; so will it be with the young men of fashion

this Fall. Color schemes for the silk linings of coats are

certainly brilliant and enlivening. They are going to

l)rove sales getters too, in the opinion of the experts con-

cerned, for the effect of color upon prospective customers

is frequently purse-persuasive in very subtle manner. Just

as children long with a great passion for rainbow hued
balloons, so do youths and men, the children of a larger

growth, respond with a great longing to possess clothes

the colored linings of which have fascinated their eyes.

They may not realize it, but color effects count in all kinds

of goods, and these gay hued linings for the Fall suits of

1917 are likely to enhance sales.

One Fine Model

In the build of the garments coats are coming towards
more and more delicacy of taste in form and line. In one
leading style creating men's wear manufacturing house,

amidst an array of new Fall suits, there was displayed a

coat of wonderful daintiness of design. Built in a dark
green worsted which wonderfully enriched the whole
appearance of the garment, this coat filled the eye of the

beholder with the satisfying sense of finely modelled form,
No one feature of the garment outbalanced another. There
was emphasis perhaps in the pleated back, which showed
straight rather severe lines in each pleat—perfect per-

pendicularity in fact—but which nevertheless presented a

richness and freedom, of feeling certain to satisfy taste in

raiment. The pleats were four in number on the back, and

in front two on each side just emerging from the shelter

of the arm. The coat was a double breasted one with two
button effect, and welt pocke's. Very perfect indeed was

A Smart Sprinc/ Model, illustratinp the soft front effect

which will be popular. Shown bi/ Wm. H. Leishman & Co.

the cut of collar and lapel, not pronouncedly towards the

high peaked style, but conveying all the well-groomed
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effect of the brisker cut of lapel now insisted on, and the

curve of collar over shoulder towards the lapel was a line

of beauty. It is noteworthy that the high peaked lapel,

the two button effect, and the straight fronted coat style

are all favored for the Fall, though with any amount of

room for variations. As a matter of fact there is even a

four-button coat going on the market this Fall for young

men's wear, and there will be any amount of three button

styles—the top button of course an idle button.

A Disappearing Belt

Another very clever new style in coats is a belted coat

in dark navy blue or other quiet color, the feature of this

dainty garment being that the belt while designed to go

completely around the waist and button m front after the

manner of the long-forgotten Norfolk, is still capable of

being worn as a half-belt, or rather a three-quarter belt

reaching around the waist to just in front of the arms. A
clever device gives a slit in the seam at this point where

the belt can be inserted and thus worn concealed by the

coat.

In the realm of fancy departures in coat styles this

Fall pockets take rather a prominent place. Patch pockets,

though some say they are vanishing as a regular feature

still linger in fancy styles, and the bellows pocket will be

seen in several designs giving scope for variation where
other portions of the coat remain on similar lines to those

of the next coat. Flaps for the pockets will be observed

also this Fall, and there will be fanciful ideas in shape

and angle of these.

New Trouser Pocket

The trouser styles promise to be along English lines

.with or without cuffs, but a new style trouser pocket comes
to the front this Fall, a pocket not opening straight down
the side seam, nor yet opening squarely accross the front

after the ancient and honorable manner of the farm-

laborer's pants pouches, but with the opening inclined at

an angle just sufficiently off the line of the side seam to

bring the pocket more conveniently under the natural

movement of the hand to enter it. This little difference in

trouser styles may prove popular this Fall when it will

be introduced.

No Collars on Vests

Vest styles, as previously noted, are not going to be

elaborate. Vests will not carry collars, as had been half

expected by some designers. They will have rather sharp

pointed effects below the waist line which will be in keep-

ing with the waistline effects of coats, and therefore

higher, and more 'waisty' than in previous ideas. Vest
pockets with flaps will be seen, and while over-elaboration

is not expected in vests this Fall, there will be certain

fancy touches in the way of pleats above and below
pockets.

Conservative style coats will be shown with three but-

ton effects, some semi-peak lapels, and some square lapels,

the pinch-back idea inconspicuous or altogether absent.

In one four button style for young men's wear this Fall

the designer has built the coat with a plain yoke back, and
four pleats where the yoke joins the body of the garment.
It is not probable that this style will dominate the market,
but it will undoubtedly be popular with certain particular

customers.

Double Breasted Coats Gain

Double breasted coats are coming in for Fall wear,
these in one button, and two button styles. Lapel roll is

mostly short, but may be varied a good deal within the

limits of the high button effect that is predominant. Drop
lapels with very small notches, only about a bare inch of

notch, are being shown, and the high peaked lapel is to

have an opening of about three-eighths of an inch notched

just above the main mass of the peak. Formerly, as will

be recalled in connection with the peaked lapel, there was
no notch allowed.

Linings have been mentioned. The tendency towards

the quarter lined coat is marked, also the silk lined. It is

therefore possible for the designer to use more brilliant

color schemes in linings without startling the trade out of

all equanimity.

In lining materials there will be seen this Fall wonder-
ful line and mass effects varying from buff, green, purple,

and red line schemes to canary, mauve, putty, violet, and
black striped patterns. The quarterlined effect shows

A Summer Suit of the Palm Beach variety.

Miller Mffj. Company.
Shown bii the

alluring peeps of these gay hues, just sufficient to attract

without dazzling the eye. All silk-lined garments are

priced about .$3..50 per garment above the cost of ordinary

linings. With all materials going to so much higher prices

the trade is more and more coming to realize that the

lines of men's wear selling to the retailer at $20 or so,

and retailing at $30 a suit are perhaps the most satis-

factory to handle, though certainly a goodly amount of

the cheaper priced goods must be manufactured to meet

needs.

A Word on Overcoats

Fall overcoats are strongly influenced as regards styles

by the trench coat idea. This is, of course, an ulster style,

but Canada is largely an Ulster wearing country, this form

of garment being well adapted to climatic conditions. The

loose box coat or slip on is also to be shown considerably

this Fall and is likely to be popular as ever. But this

overcoat tendency was pretty thoroughly discussed last

month, and there is at the moment little new to report.

W. Sutcliffe, Courtney, B.C., men's furnishings, is

commencing business.

J. G. Robertson, Foremost, Alta., men's furnishings,

have recommenced business.
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CHANGING STYLES IN BOY'S SUITS — TOMMY
TUCKER MODELS FOR LITTLE FELLOWS

ca

^4 neat little htddicfi suit.

IN
the matter of boys' clothing for the coming seasons

of 1917, the same conditions as affect the grown-ups'

wearing apparel prevail also, and anything woolbn

will be higher priced. For very small boys between two

years old and six, the Buster Brown suit has become a

thing of the past, and in its place is being brought out the

Tommy Tucker, a new idea, very neat and pretty, compris-

ing a suit of jacket and knee pants with white pique col-

lar and cuffs, the material of the suit being blue serge.

For boys rather older, the double-breasted suit ha.s

gone out of style now, and this is being replaced by a Nor-

folk style of suit with tendencies towards the pinchback.

For the higher class taste in boys' wearing apparel

some very quiet and conservative suits are being kept to

the fore, the demand apparently being unvarying in this

respect. Tweeds and serges are the prevailing materials,

usually in reserved colors. Boys are wearing Norfolk suits

up to fifteen years of age now, replacing the double-

breasted bloomer suit of last seasons, and in the East at

all events, youths from fifteen upwards, and even in some
cases from as young as fourteen, are likely to be found

wearing rather mannish styles of suits, and paying parti-

cular attention to cut and detail. For these young men in

the bud, the pinchback tendency will be found most marked
early in 1917, and may endure throughout the Summer and
into early Fall.

A new older boy's model

PRICES ADVANCE ALL ALONG THE LINE
Ever-Increasing Prices and Actnal Scarcity of Supply the Feature of the Hat and Cap

Market—Good Quality Soft Hats Will Have to Sell at $3 or :\Iore—English

Derbies in Cheap Grades Unobtainable — The Difficult Straw Hat
Situation—Scarcity in all Varieties—Caps Increase in Price.

WITH every passing month the hat situation takes

on a more complicated appearance, due largely to

the changing commercial situation in the countries

diiectly affected by the war. Difficulties of delivery, actual

shortage of supply, and the consequent ever-increasing

prices, are among the conditions that face the harassed

hat manufacturer, and generally speaking, his position is

anything but a bed of roses. The single bright spot is

that with the constantly growing scarcity buyers are in-

clined to be somewhat more chary of criticism. In fact

in these days, anything that looks like a hat can be sold

if it is priced at a popular figure.

The Favored Models

Regarding styles of soft hats the popular models will

be those with wide brims and bound edges with a medium

crown that varies little from the style of the past year.

The size of brims run from 2I2 to 2%i with some few

makes running as wide as 3 inches. The most popular sell-

ing width, however, is the medium 2%. The braids are

mainly in the same colors as the hats, though there are

some instances of contrast bindings. Greens and greys

continue to be the favorite hat colors, while some dealer^

notice a quite pronounced turn in favor of the pearl grey

shade.

The Three Dollar Hat Arrives

In all hat lines the prices have advanced sharply, so

much so indeed that even the $2.00 and $2.50 hat are

doomed. Of course there are some hats available to sell

at the old $2.50 price, but the fur felt hat with a genuine

leather sweat band and bound edge, will have to sell at
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$3.00 at least. Moreover this is a condition that is apt

to get worse before it is better. The reason for this is the

actual difficulty of getting the stock.

It is a rather striking fact that the English hat factories

are not the ones which are most accountable for the late

delivery of goods. Already there have been heavy de-

liveries from that source, and the Missinuabi, which docked

on February ]5, carried further heavy shipments. There
are some heavy shipments yet due, however, and there is

n strong probability that some of these will not come. On
the other hand, Canadian hat makers have been so badly

hampered by scarcity of material and labor, as well as

many other incidental difficulties, that many of them are

far behind in their deliveries.

Buy Your Fall Stock Early

This situation has its lesson for the trade, and that

cannot be too strongly urged. Order your Fall stock early,

or the chances are strongly in favor of your having no
Fall stock to offer.

The greatly increased price, and the vastly decrea.sed

output presents a situation that is difficult to gauge. That
there will be a decided scarcity, however, goes without
saying. Canada has been depending to a very considerable

extent in the past upon hats of English make. Now this

source is being materially decreased. The reasons given

are scarcity of material, which is becoming a most alarm-
ing item in the hat trade, and the scarcity of expert labor.

Cheaper Derby Hats Not to be Had
In the United States, there is reported a growing feel-

ing in favor of the stiff hat. The hat dealers are not en-

Two nctv Panama styles—the Puggaree band will be used,

but perhaps not as largely as the plain black.

couraging any such tendency in this country. Derby hats

are practically all imported from England, and though it

it possible still to get the high priced hats from that

source, hats at about $33.00 a dozen, the cheaper grades
are entirely withdrawn from export trade.

As the situation appears at present, there seems to be

no reasonable doubt that the already high prices are going
to be most materially increased, certainly this is true of

English importations, because all the cheap and medium
priced lines will be required to meet the home market.

As to color and quality, they are as good as may be,

but no manufacturer is showing any tendency to guarantee
these goods. This is for no fault on the part of the manu-

facturer, but is merely the result of the unpre<"edented

conditions of the raw material market. Moreover dealers

cannot afford to be too carping in their criticisms. For
instance one retailer returned a shipment of hats that had

been sold to him at $18.00 because they did not quite

meet his expectations. In the meanwhile the price had
rifen and these same goods were resold by the wholesaler

for $24.00 and the retailer found it impossible to replace,

even the same quality goods, save at the greatly increased

price. It looks like a case where the I'etailer will do well

to make the best of a not too cheery situation.

English Caps Show Marked Advance

In caps there is a very decided advance also. The
increase amounts to between $1.50 and $2.00 for the past

month. There is also an increasing difficulty in getting

raw material. Fortunately the situation, as far as actu-

ally getting the goods, is not quite as serious as it is

with the soft and stiff hats. It is merely a matter of

paying the price. The tweed cap with the large crown

seems to be holding the centre of the stage for the present.

In the straw hat lines there are also difficult situations

to be noted and in many cases material advances. Of
course many dealers had their supply prior to the advance,

but those who were not wise enough to thus look ahead

have been left to the uncertain price conditions of the

American market. The high prices of the straw hats has

had a tendency to favor the sale of Panamas, and these

seem to be likely to have quite a vogue, sales of these

goods have already been fairly heavy.

Straw hats, beside being higher in price, are going to

be scarce in the extreme. A number of circumstances have

arisen to foster this condition. One of these was the de-

struction of the Crown Hat Plant at Gait, Ont.

It has been decided by the management of this plant

not to rebuild, and consequently all of the orders taken by

this firm, mounting into the tens of thousands of dollars,

will have to be cancelled. This concern was among the

largest manufacturing plant for split straws in Canada,

and this withdrawal, coming on a market already in diffi-

culties owing to shortage of material and expert labor,

vastly increases the scarcity. Were it not that England is

suffering from similar difficulties, the shortage might have

been partially met by importation of the English Sennit

grade, but the difficulties of transportation, added to those

already noted, makes it increasingly difficult to get suffici-

ent of these hats to meet the very decided demand for this

variety, let alone any chance of using this variety as a

stop gap. As the English exportation to the States has

also been considerably curtailed there is very little help to

be expected from that source. The shortage in split straws,

and there seems no doubt that there will be a shortage,

with one concern out of business and the other booked up

to capacity, will come in the $12.00 to $24.00, and more

especially in the better quality goods.

The popular style of hat will have a brim about 2^,^

inches with a 3^2 inch crown.

Canadian Market Booked to the Limit

As for the matter of price, it is evident that the Cana-

dian market is about booked up to the limit, probably a

little over the limit, so those unwise ones who have not

laid in their Summer supply, or at least provided for it,

will be faced with the necessity of paying very high prices.

Some indication of these probabilities may be gleaned by

the prices paid for Salvage stock at a recent sale. Straw

hats made to sell at $9.00 sold for $11.00. These, of

course, were in perfect condition, but it is to be remem-
bered that these goods were bought at a sale, where the

idea is usually to buy goods at a discount, whereas they

sold for a premium of upwards of 20 per cent.
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CRWEAR

THE LATEST TIES ARE IN BRIGHT COLORS
Nothing S()iiil)r(' About Easter Offerings

— 'Tendency to Build Tie for Longer Life is

Noted—Some Models Described.

NATURE turns to the vivid in Spring. The grass is

very green. The trees are bright indeed. It is

little wonder, therefore, that neckwear manufac-
turers should also turn from the quiet, almost sombre ties

of Winter, to the bright patterns—some will unquestionably

call them loud.

And indeed many of the ties being shown at present are

loud. There are some Japanese printed novelties, for

instance, which rival Joseph's coat of old, for their many
colors. But Joseph's coat, it must be remembered, was con-

sidered a mighty handsome garment in those days—and

have we not got something like it to-day in our Mackinaws.

It is therefore not strange that neckwear manufacturers

should expect the bright, the startling almost, to find great

favor this Spring.

Some of the Leaders

Speaking generally, the popularity of printed Failles,

seem more and more assured as Spring approaches. Mer
chants have by now tested out their trade pretty thor-

oughly, and it is evidently their opinion that this class of

tie will be very strong. The orders being received on all

hands make this very clear.

Then the old time Mogodor, of which mention was made
in THE REVIEW some months ago, continues to find favor

—not only in the fancy stripes, but in the quiter colors, for

of course it must not be thought that we intend to convey

the impression that there will be no quiet ties.

Also well intrenched to gain the popular favor are the

hair-line stripe and bird's eye Jasper.s—also the fine Jasper

stripes. But the large patterns are proving the bes'.

sellers, and there seems every reason to think that they

will be the leaders for the Spring and summer, also, in all

probability, for the coming Fall.

A month ago something was said of bat wings, the

prediction then being made that these would be in greater

favor than for some time. Bat's will, of course, be only

a moderately small percentage of the Spring and Summer
neckwear, but unquestionably they will be a larger factor

than for 1916, or for 1914 even.

One of the new Bat Wings being shoivn hi/ Tooke Bros.

A Japanese printed norelfi/. Shown by Slerlijig

Neckwear Company.

Something New in Bats.

There are some new ideas in bat wings worth describ-

ing—for instance, one model, illustrated in connection with

this article, having the piping on the cross piece only. Bias

cut bats seem sure to find favor, some having been con-

structed in a combination, reversable effect, with the oppo-

site color being taken over at the edges to give a border.

In the quiet colors in which they are shown these look ex-

ceedingly smart.

7(5
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K^M K^M M-R P^nM-K K--M M-K

5kntI/rac
Trade Mark

FORREST
Front 2 in., sizes 13 to 1

7

GRANT
Front 1 U in., sizes 12 to 18'

Registered

—not a name only
l)iit a trade-mark which is descriptive of the

(|iiality of The Parsons & Parsons Composi-
tion Collars.

And what Liives it this name is the fact tlipt

the superior (inalitv of material used is

strengthened with attached Flexible tabs,

which are patented, and reinforced button

hole, and the patented slit in the back which
insui'es easy fastenin;^- and adjusting the tie.

Made in all the leading styles but in "One
Grade Only, and That the Best." :\lade to

give you the biggest collai' profits with the

least i)ossible stock investment.

The K*ntKracK Trade-mark is your surest

guarantee of ])erfect customer satisfaction.

Think of the K.K.K. when ordering oliars.

LAMON
Front 1 in., sizes 14 to 19

The Parsons and Parsons
Canadian Co.

Makers of the /^////(^//j- KAntKRACK composition collars

HAMILTON, CANADA

// (Ml'] nrlrertliicment intercuts ynii, tear '.i out now and place with letters to be answered.
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As a result of the tendency toward higher prices sor^e

tendencies in manufacture begin to show up strongly—

a

tendency, for instance, to so construct the tie that it will

have a longer life, thus giving the wearer the greater satis-

faction which will cause him to look with favor upon high-

priced neckwear.

There is being shown, for instance, a close end Faille

tie, which is lined deep in the bias end, and each end of

which is tacked to prevent creeping up of the lining.

Then there is a reversible tie—in fact, many varieties

of this—which is receiving a great deal of attention. It

is about as nearly indestructable as a tie can be.

What of Prices.

Now as to prices.

Well, we hesitate to predict as to prices, for there are

many factors which enter into this question.

This much may safely be said, however, that all the

makers are favoring the more expensive ranges, because
they know it is in these, and in these only, that they can
give the merchants the quality of neckwear which they

On the left a reversible four-in-hand, of the style which is

proving very popular; on the right a large closed end faille,

also popular despite its cost. Shown by Tooke Bros.

have come to expect, and which their customers expect to

receive from them. This is stated in a broad way, and not

forgetting for a minute that there will be $4.25 neckwear

on the markc*- t :s Fall, as well as this Spring—yes, and

$2.25 neckwear, too. But these ranges will not be very

complete ranges. Far from it. It will be practically im-

possible for the dealer to select from these ranges a variety

wide enough to enable his meeting the needs of his trade.

He will have to move up to the higher-priced goods to get

the assortment of patterns required.

As time goes on, however, this necessity is worrying

the trade less and less. It has, indeed, been thoroughly

demonstrated by now that men are willing to spend 75c.

and $1 for neckwear. It seems sure, indeed, that in the

actual number of ties sold, those at these higher prices will

lead during the coming season.

Fewer Subterfuges Now.

Subterfuges, to the end of keeping down tie prices, are

being given over aUogether now—or nearly so. The manu-
facturers are taking the better course of advising the trade

as to the exact situation; as to their inability to get silK

at a price which will enable the showing of any thing like

as wide a range, or as good a range, as formerly in the 50-

.4 popular reversible Bat Wing. Shown by Wm. Milne.

cent neckwear. They are finding the trade ready to accept

the situation, and to buy more and more largely of the

higher priced goods.

Another noteworthy change is the turning toward buy-

ing ties unboxed. The high prices of boxes has probably

brought this about. If so it has done good, for on the

whole ties coming unboxed are more likely to be well dis-

played in the store.

SOxMETHING NEW IN AUTOMOBILE WRAPS
(Continued from page 47.)

A little wider brims than those of former years, with a

medium crown with a slightly curled edge you must have,

as to whether it shall have a crease or not is left to your

own decision. This indeed is liberty.

My friend, it may be that you will never get any nearer

to Palm Beach than Jersey City, but whether or no you can

still ponder this vagrant babbling of mine, for as sure as

the sun shines, what is worn at Palm Beach to-day will be

worn on Broadway some days after to-morrow.

FIRE DOES DAMAGE
Fire on Feb. 13 did approximately $125,000 damage to

the Grafton Clothing Company and to the T. H. Pratt

Company, Hamilton. The Grafton building, which is situ-

ated in the heart of the shopping district, was entirely

gutted, while the Pratt store had the rear completely de-

stroyed by fire and water. The origin of the fire is un-

known.

PERSONAL

Leslie Pascoe, who has for many years been employed

at McDonald's clothing store, Brandon, went to Winnipeg
recently, where he went to offer his services to his country.

Unfortunately for Mr. Pascoe, he was unable to pass either

of the two medical examinations and is in consequence

sorely disappointed in being deprived of the opportunity

of doing "his bit."

Merchant tailors of Winnipeg, believe that regulations

similar to those enforced in Ontario should be made to

apply to the Manitoba Workmen's Compensation Act. A
traders section of the Retail Merchants Association was
formed by the tailors. The following officers were elected:

Pi'esident, S. K. Hunter; first vice-president, L. C. Inglis;

second vice-president, C. S. McFarlane. treasurer. R. J.

Durant; secretary, J. S. Stephenson.

rs
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-the tie that stood up !

Sterlin<i; '"Stay-iu-shape" cravats were introdufed as a novelty—they are now
a permanent necessity!

The live-wires tried them out: now every repeat order says "stay-in-shape."

They've stood the test.

Those patented stitches clinch the lining to the back of tie

(as photo), preventing ripping, curling or twisting—that

means satisfied customers.

p "p ir^TT r^ —i"'^t the same as other makes, and your choice of

all that's newest in printed or woven i)atierns.

.*4.2r). $.5.50. $7.50 and $12.00 the dozen.

Your competitor may be getting this come-back "Stay-in-shape" cravat

business. Why not ])rove it yourself with a sample order—just one dozen

if you say so!

STERLING NECKWEAR CO., LTD.
'THE HOUSE OF NOVEL-TIES"

TORONTO

// ani/ advertisement interests you, tear if out now and place with letters to be answered.
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MARKET REPORTS
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THE MARKETS AT A GLANCE
From present indicationi< clothing for the Fall

trade will be in the neighborhood of 10 per cent,

higher than it was for the Spring and, Summer lines.

Neckwear silks have increased in price during the

month approximately 5 per cent. There is an easier

tone in the raw silk market, but this null scarcely

make itself manifest in neckwear silk for some
months in the future. Shoes held steady in price, but

manufacturers anticipate tJiut it will be necessary to

advance their Fall lines. Travelers will start on the

road with the Fall lines about the middle of Mafch.'
It is expected prices will be considerably higher for

.^hoes to be delivered in the Fall. Canadian makes of
Iiats have advanced in the neighborhood of 1.0 per

cent, during the month. One maniifacfirrer of straw

Jiats has withdrawn quotations, which to wholesalers

presages an announcement of higher prices in the

near future. Gloves have held steady in price during
the month at the advances recorded last month. De-
m.and for leatJier goods for soldiers' use has fallen

Homewhat, which is accounted for by the fact that

enlistments are not as heavy now as at this time a

year ago.

GREAT BRITAIN'S CLOTH
EXPORTS LARGER IN 1916

Reports Confirmed That Fall Lines of Clothing Will be 10

Per Cent. Higher Than for Spring and Snmmer

—

Fall Goods Will be Shown in March.

CLOTHING.—Statistics compiled of the export trade

of Great Britain in cloth show that the amount has been
greater during the year 1916 than in the year 1915. During
the first eleven months of 1916 the number of yards of

woolen cloths expoi-ted was 123,340,700 as compared with

83,894,400 yards in the corresponding period of 1915. In

other words the export, even under war conditions, with all

the extra demands on the British mills for the clothing of

the Allied armies, was 39,446,300 yards greater than in the

previous year, which was the second year of the war. Or
as compared with the year 1914 the exports of cloth were
greater in 1916 by 46,417,700 yards. This is no mean
figure. The excess of exports in the year 1916 over 191.5

would be sufficient to clothe an army of 13,000,000 men
with one suit of clothes for each man. The business has

been greater with the Dominions within the Empire—South
Africa, Australia, New Zealand and Canada. Exports to

Norway and Denmark have increased greatly from the

British Isles during the past year. Goods have been go:ng
forward to the overseas Dominions of the Empire, but, of

course, at considerable advances in price. The main point,

however, lies in the fact that the war years have seen a

great increase in the export trade of Great Britain. It

should be stated, however, that the exports in 1916 com-
pr-'scd some 40,000,000 yards of cloth for military purposes
that went to France.

Higher Prices for Fall.

Manufacturers quite generally will advance their cloth-

ing in the neighborhood of 10 per cent, on Fall lines over

the Spring and Summer goods. Suits that were sold to the

retail trade for $18 will in all probability be advanced to

$20. Manufacturers state this higher cost is represented

in the increased labor cost and in the cost of trimmings.

They have been carrying fairly heavy stocks of cloth and

in this way the increased cost of the cloth has not entered

as a material factor in the higher price for clothing. Manu-
facturers are now preparing their models for the Fall trade

and travelers will start on the road about the middle of

March. While there have been fairly heavy cancellations

of orders in some quarters manufacturers quite generally

state the Spring and summer trade has been quite satis-

factory from this standpoint and that cancellations were

not heavier than in normal seasons. Where cancellations

are reported heavier than normal they are accounted for

by the fact that merchants in some instances find that it

takes more money to carry a normal stock. Their orders

accordingly are pared down to come somewhere near their

normal investment in clothing stocks. Business for the

Spring and Summer trade is reported equal to the same
period last year.

Now Reclaiming Soldiers' Clothes

During the first part of the war the cast-off soldiers'

outfits were destroyed entirely either by burning them or

burying them. The British Government has now completed

facilities for reclaiming this cast-off clothing. The saving

that has been effected is thereby enormous and will help

conserve in a large measure the wool supplies. The extent

of the business may be seen when it is realized that be-

tween May and December of last year there were handled

at Dew.sbury 700,000 pairs of trousers, 600,000 tunics,

550,000 pairs of socks, 320,000 caps, 320,000 pairs of put-

tees, 220,000 pairs of drawers, 200,000 shirts, 120,000 pairs

of pantaloons, 75,000 towels, 70,000 great coats and .50,000

Cardigan waistcoats. This reclaiming would be a factor

in helping to keep prices of cloth down, as the supplies

of wool thus secured are turned again into shoddy cloth.

GLOJES HELD STEADY
IN PRICE DURING MONTH

Volume of Business as Large in Dollars and Cents but

Orders Numbered in Dozens Have Not Been

Up to Last Year.

GLOVES.—Prices for the Fall lines of gloves held

steady during the time intervening since last report, when
an announcement of a 20 per cent, increase was made on

the Fall lines. The volume of orders is reported not as

heavy this year as it was at the same time last year. In

actual amount in dollars and cents it is up to last season,

but the increased prices account for the swelling of the

volume of business. In other words retailers are not book-

ing as heavy in the number of dozens they are ordering.

They are spending about the same amount of money in the

SO
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Avenue Brand Clothes for Boys

Smart Models

Perfect Fitting

Ready Sellers

Your clothing' stock is not coni]ilete witirout

"Avenue Brand."

# * *

See the best line of Boys' ('lot!iinu-.))efore

placing' your order for Fall and Winter.

* * *

Our representative will call on you shortly

with it, and surprise you with its complete-

ness- in models and cloths, and remarkably

low prices.
* * 4<-

Clever designing' originated in New York

along' with splendid qualities of tweeds,

worsteds and serges, make this New Line

one of the strongest we have ever shown, in

spite of the tremendously increased cost

of fabrics and lal)or.

* # *

We have specialized in Boys' Clothing for

years, and are noted from coast to coast in

Canada as the Makers of Boys' Clothes

that "Sell" at a big profit for the retailer

and every satisfaction to the wearer and

the mother of the wearer, who "foots the

bill."
* * *

Increase your sales and profits in your Boys'

Department by stocking "Avenue Brand"
clothes. None better. None quite as good.

Dro)) us a line and we will send you fur-

ther information when onr rejiresentative

will reach your town. We also make Men's,

Youths' and Young Men's "Avenue Brand"

Clothing. Every garment guaranteed.

Wait and see.

CM. Gilchrist & Co.
107 Front Street East

TORONTO

// ani/ advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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orders placed, but they are not getting as much goods as

formerly. From the trend of the conditions it would seem
the dealers intend to do more of a hand-to-mouth business

while prices are at high levels. Leather supplies have been
still in a difficult position with no larger quantities being
offered. Following are quotations on some of the glove

lines.

Split cowhide working gloves, dozen $13.50
Buckskin gauntlets, doz 27.00

Buckskin moccasins, doz 22 . 50

Buckskin moccasins, doz 36.00
Horsehide teamsters' mitts, doz. pairs 27.00

Grey suede gloves, doz 21 . 00

Grey suedes, doz 24.00

Ivory capes, doz. pairs 27 . 00

Tan capes, doz. pairs 27 . 00

Automobile gauntlets, doz. pairs 44.00

NECKJFEAR SILKSMAKE
ANOTHER ADVANCE OF 5%

Good Demand Reported for Neckwear for Spring and
Easter Trade—Some Materials Being Shown

are Thinner Than Usual.

NECKWEAR.—Manufacturers' agents state they are

showing thinner tie materials than ever before in the

history of the trade. This is to meet the demand for the

low-priced article. They anticipate there will not be a

heavy sale of these, but they find it necessary to carry the

lines in order to cover inquiry for these goods. Consider-

able cotton is being put into these lower-priced lines with a

percentage of silk. In the better grades of silk cloth for

neckwear there have been announced by the manufacturers

in Switzerland an advance of approximately 5 per cent, dur-

ing the month. Representatives of Swiss manufacturers

do not anticipate quite as heavy a year during 1917 as

they had in 1916, when the trade was exceptionally good.

However, they have hopes that they may be disappointed

in their expectations. The year 1916 was the big year for

silks and there would be no serious objection by the dealers

to a repetition of the same state of trade. It is anticipated

that the purchases will largely be for actual needs so far

as can be anticipated. High prices for silks make dealers

chary of carrying heavy stocks. There was an easier feel-

ing in the raw silk market during the month. Exchanges

were closed for a time owing to the break in the market.

But this easier tone in the raw silk market will not affect

the price of the finished product for probably a year hence.

There is considerable raw silk from Japan and China used

in the manufacture of the neckwear silk, but the raw silk

that is used in the warp is secured largely from Italy.

There is a continued tightness in getting this material

from Italy owing to the permit system adopted by the Ital-

ian Government to control the outlet of raw silk. Much
of the raw silk now goes into the manufacture of munitions

and supplies for war purposes and stocks are conserved by

the Allied countries for this purpose.

OVERALLS AGAIN MOVED
TO STILL HIGHER LEVELS

One Manufacturer Advanced Line to $19, Which Represents

Increase of 50c. Per Dozen—Other Manufacturers

Hold at $18 for Fall Delivery.

OVERALLS.—It was intimated in these columns in

last issue that there was strong probability of an advance

of 50c. per dozen on the line of one overall manufacturer,

such an advance has now been made effective. This concern

is now ([uoting their overalls at $19 per dozen for the black,

blue and blue striped goods. There has been a big demand
foi' the one-piece overalls. These prices are only named
for March and April delivery. Another concern is taking

orders for delivery up to the end of September. With this

concern the price of $18 per dozen still holds. One manu-
facturer pointed out that the enforcement of the regula-
tion for the collection of duty based on the value of the

goods at the time of .shipment has meant at least an in-

crease of 42c. per dozen on the price of overalls. Labor
operations have increased considerably the cost of manu-
facture. One manufacturer stated that the cost of one

operation on a dozen had increased from 72c. to 90c., and
that this was a fairly representative instance of the way
the labor cost has mounted in nearly all the operations.

Forward placing orders are good at the present time, but
sorting orders are stated by some manufacturers to be

lighter than usual. In some quarters higher prices in

overalls are looked for, the intimation being made in one
quarter that overalls at $24 per dozen would not be out

of the range of possibility. Another manufacturer, how-
ever gives it as his opinion that the market has reached

pretty near high point.

CANADIAN FELTS HIGHER:
QUOTATIONS ON STRAWS OFF

Ten Per Cent. Increase Made Effective by Canadian Manu-
facturers of Felt Hats—Anticipated Advance

in English Felts.

HATS AND CAPS.—An advance during the first part

of February in Canadian felt hats by the manufacturers
increased the price 10 per cent. Some jobbers assert that

this new price will necessitate that the $2.50 hat be ad-

vanced to $.'') for the Fall trade in the retail stores. This is,

of course, for a hat with a genuine leather sweat band and
bound edge. There will be lower-priced hats for the imita-

tion leather sweats and the unbound edge. One of the

Canadian makes of hats which last September sold for

$14.50 are now quoted at $20 per dozen to the retail trade.

Travelers for the wholesale houses will start on their

rounds about the middle of March with their Fall samples.

There will be a shortage of straw hats this coming sea-

son according to dealers closely in touch with the situation.

This is caused through the shortage of the braid which

usually comes from China. As an indication of the trend

in the straw hat market one manufacturer at the time of

writing had withdrawn prices altogether. This was taken

by the wholesale trade as a very good indication that higher

prices can be looked for in the near future.

The market for caps held steady during the month.
Manufacturers report the trade is equally heavy for the

corresponding period of last year. Travelers have now
been on the road for some six weeks with the Fall samples

and a fair indication of the trend of trade is now obtain-

able. There is a shortage of tweeds for the manufacture

of many line.9. Manufacturer? ?tate that the mills

in the old country have very little to offer in these

lines and that the Canadian mills are not looking for

business. In normal times representatives of the

Canadian tweed manufacturers made frequent calls in the

interest of their principals, but this year they are rarely

seen among the manufacturers. There is considerable

trouble being experienced by the manufacturers in getting

shipments of goods to their customers through the embar-

goes that are now in effect on Canadian railways. The

output of some of the manufacturers is now sold up to

April 1.

DEMAND FOR SOLDIERS'
LEATHER GOODS DROPS

stocks Were Well Cleaned Out of Retail Stores at Christ-

mas—Big Demand for Ladies* Handbags—Sheepskin

Double in Price at Present Over Year Ago.

LEATHER GOODS.—There has been a heavy demand
for leather goods of particular kinds during the past month.

Business is better than at this time last year, and last year

S2
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SELL HIM

"T/ie Line of Unusual Values''

Show that particular fustoincr uf yours the

splendid values in our 1917 Spring' and

Summer range of Lang Sliirts. The reli-

able fabrics, the fit and tlie fair prices

wliich characterize this new showing offer

you an unusual selling combination to

attract the best trade of your town and to

build up a really profitable and )iernianent

shirt department.

All the Staiulard lines as well as tiie latest

and most sensible novelty features are

included in our 1917 range. We specialize

in fine quality shirts made up for retailers

under their own name.

This service, linked u|) witli your ])resent

connection, will show you real jirofit in your

shirt department.

Let ..,^^^^^ sami)les convince you. Send for

them 1 0-day. Fall samples ready in March.

The Lang Shirt Co., Limited
Kitchener, Ontario
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was also a good business year. Demand, however, at the

present time runs principally to leather goods for women's
use. Handbags in particular are going well. Manufac-
turers are at a loss to explain the good demand at this

season of the year except from the fact that there

was an extra good trade during the past Christ-

mas season and stocks were pretty well cleaned out,

with the result that repeat orders are now coming in.

Wholesalers are not importing goods from the Old Land
this year and this has sent a bigger demand to the Canadian

manufacturers. Canadian manufacturers in consequence

are showing a bigger range than they have ever done. At
the present time there is a light demand for collar bags.

The demand for leather goods for soldiers is reported to be

decreasing for some reason. Money belts, metal mirrors

and hussifs no longer seem to be in such demand as they

were at this time last year. It will be recalled that en-

listments were the heaviest with the Canadian forces dur-

ing the first part of 1916 of any time since the war. At pre-

sent enlistments are not proceeding at the same rate.

Morocco, seal and sheepskin leathers are in good demand

for leather goods of this kind. Supplies of morocco and

seal can be obtained as long as the prices are paid. Sheep-

skin is comparatively scarce and the price of this material

is double at the present time over what it was a year ago.

Dyes for leather goods do not give the uniform good satis-

faction that they formerly did and colors are consequently

not as dependable.

MILITARY AUTHORITIES IN
MARKET FOR SOLE LEATHER

Tenders Called for 35,000 Pairs Tap Soles and 2.5,000

Pairs Top Lifts—Leather Prices Held Steady

During the Month.

SHOES.—Canadian tanners have been asked to make a

tender on .^5,000 pairs of tap soles and 25,000 pairs of top

lifts by the military authorities. It is presumed these

soles and lifts will be used for the repair of shoes of Cana-

dian soldiers. This order in itself is not unusually large,

still the amount of leather consumed therein would not

be inconsiderable. Demand for leather of all kinds has

been good, but tanners are not seeking orders for forward

booking. They are able to dispose of all they can manu-

facture without any difficulty and by doing business on a

hand to mouth basis for actual immediate requirements

they are catching up with orders that have accumulated.

There is no indication that the leather market is weakening.

In the New York hide and leather market there has been

little change during the month. One dealer in that city

has expressed the opinion that there is bound to be a con-

tinuance of the extremely high prices at present ruling.

It was pointed out that while there had been an easier tone

to the market since the first of the year prices are no lower.

Large contracts in that centre are not being placed. Manu-

facturers of leather in the United States are all oversold

and are shipping out goods against old contracts. This is

practically the situation among Canadian tanners at the

present time.

As to what effect the end of hostilities would have on

the leather market it is pointed out by one New York

dealer that Germany and Austria would be practically bare

of raw skins and would need to buy large quantities and

that in consequence there was small chance of prices drop-

ping after the war. In the United States it is between sea-

sons with the shoe manufacturers, and prices there held

steady during the month. With the Canadian manufac-

turers of shoes there has been a steady market during the

month. Demand for Spring and Summer lines has been

exceptionally good. Manufacturers for the most part ex-

press considerable satisfaction at the way business has
developed. Shoe manufacturers are unable to secure leather

for their Fall lines on contracts as they have in the past

and this will make the market uncertain. Labor cost ha.s

also -increased considerably and it is expected that the Fall

lines of shoes will be higher than the Spring and Summer
lines by at least ten to fifteen per cent. Samples are now
being arranged by the manufacturers and they will start

their travelers on the road between the middle of March and
the first of April. Rubbers and overshoes are expected

by some dealers to be higher for the Fall line. There is no
relief in sight yet so far as lower prices for shoes go.

LEATHER SUBSTITUTE

Proud Discoverer States This Will Make $.3.00 Shoes
Possible Once More.

W. L. Douglas, of Brockton, Mass., former governor

of Massachusetts, spending the Winter at Miami, Fla.,

says he has discovered a satisfactory substitute for

leather, which can be manufactured much cheaper than

leather. He refused to divulge the nature of his discovery,

but declared that experiments show conclusively it can be

made into serviceable shoes to retail at not more than S3

a pair.

Mr. Douglas predicted still higher prices for leather,

and declared thi.s would cause much suffering among the

poor. He said there is as much leather produced as form-

erly, but the consumption has been greatly increased by
automobile upholstery and as shoes for the great European
armies. This and disorganized transportation will cause

higher prices.

ELECTRIC-LIGHTED GLOVE

A NOVELTY—and a mighty useful novelty—is an
automobile glove with a small electric bulb on the

back. This is being manufactured by the Hamilton
Carhartt Cotton Mills, Limited, of Toronto. The bulb can

be removed in the day time, and screwed in at night, when
it becomes useful for signaling stops. The necessary

electricity is stored in a small battery for which a pocket

at the back of the cuff has been made.

NEW DESIGNER SECURED

CHESTER H. MACK, lately assistant designer of

Skolney & Co., Ltd., New York, manufacturers of

children's clothing, and head designer of M. S. Kon-
dazain of Boston, has recently accepted the position

of head designer for Walter Blue & Co., Ltd., taking

charge of the complete designing of the well-known brands

of ART KRAFT clothes for men and WEARBETTER suits

for boys, that this firm manufacturers."

PERSONALS
M. You, tailor, is commencing business in Medicine

Hat.

Cheapside Co., Regina, Saskatchewan, are discontinu-

ing their men's furnishings business.

Many in the trade will learn with regret of the death of

F. C. Smith, secretary of Scovil Bros., St. John. N.B.

C. B. Kdgeon, St. John, New Brunswick, is advertising

the stock of his men's furnishing store for sale, to close

out business.

C. K. Kindlestin, formerly with the National Garment
Co., of Montreal, has joined John Elkin & Co., covering his

own old ground in the Maritime Provinces for that firm.

84
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J ^^SsSsvht^

Tne Ne^^^ vvaiy System

Tke New Way Revolving Wardrote

Y ou Are Losing Money

if you do not u.-e every avnilable iiicli of space in your store.

The New Way System takes care of every department with Revolving Ward-
robes for Clothing. ITat< and Furs and T'nit Fixtures for all lines of Furnishings.

Such concerns as Scovill Bro-.. St. .lohu. N.H. ; (ioodwin's Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.

;

E. R. Fisher, Ottawa, Out.: T. Eaton Co.. Dunfield & Co., and Robt. Simpson
Co., Toronto. Out.; R. TT. et .1. Dowler & Co.. St. Tlionias. Out., have adopted it.

You cannot aH'ord to be without it.

Let us send our representative to Hgure out with you how efficiency can be

increased and overhead reduced.

IT 11

II

Jones Bros, fe? Co., Limited

Store Fitters

Eastern Brancli

:

71 Bleury Street

Montreal. P.Q.

Head Office

:

29-31 Adelaide St. West
Toronto, Ont.

>A' estern Brancn

:

437 Main Street

A^'^innipeg, Man.

In affiliation with and manufacturing in Canada under the patents of

The Grand Rapids Show Case Co.

nM^rS^^ ''°0°y(0)3P°0*° '"^^^^"^K-jjn

// ani/ advertisement interests yon,, tear it out now and place with letters to be answered.
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t$l

A Winning Hand

—

These New Wolthausen Styles Put a Royal
Flush into the hands of Progressive Mer-
chants that will secure them the Trade of

the Goodfellows in their Communities.

i

^

As^ for

our

Traveller

to call

Modish Styles

in

Pearls

Greens
Belgian Greys

Soft Browns
and other fast

SelHng Shades.

The Wolthausen Hat Corporation, Ltd.
BROCKVILLE. ONTARIO

MONTREAL OFFICE :

Mappin and Webb Buildirg-

TORONTO OFFICE;

2S \\'ellinst(>n Mreet ^^'est

// ami advertisement interestx i/oii. tear it out noiv and place with letters to he onstrered.
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Our Overcoat Styles

and Values are going
to be the pace-setters

next season.

This is just one of the many Inji; hits in

our new season's showing'. There is

nothino' douhtful about these ('oat<;

tasteful designinti;—skilful tailoring

honest fabrics, are all here—every com-

ponent necessary to make u]) a smash-

ing selling combination.

Every one is a wiinier. Ulsters, ITlster-

ettes, Trench Coats, Slip-ons—smart,

styli.^h, serviceable. Make certain of

.seeing these before you plan next sea-

son's buying.

Our values in suits are equally good.

Splendid conservative models that will

grace your displays and attract more

trade your way.

Our Travellers are now on the road. See

them, or write us f(ir Sample.-i.

IMPERIAL CLOTHING MFG. CO.
217 Richmond Street West, Toronto

If any advertisement interests you, tear if out now and place with letters to he answered.
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Sell More Shirts
The
will

tlie t

Dale
help
hill"'

IIalf-Bu.<t Form Shirt Displayer
you. It takes up little space—just

to make that i)are corner attractive.

The model here
illustr a ted is

mounted on a

h a n d s o m e

square hase with
adjustahle tui)e

standard allow-

inj>; many differ-

ent heiji'hts and
angle;!.

T h e n a m e

DALE i^ a guar-

antee of superi-

ority in display

fixtures. Let us

give you full

|)aa'ticulairs of

these money-
makers.

3usl Form Shirt Displayer
Stiff Bosom and Ratine

DaleWax Figure Co., Limited
1C6 Front St. East, Toronto, Ontario

Ample Sizes

You want those big,

roomy shirts which
will not bind the wear-

er as he stoops and
twists at his work.

We make a specialty of turn-

ing out just such shirts

—

have a good stock now for

immediate shipment. Just

the thing for your trade with

the munition worker and

others engaged in rougher

activities.

These shirts have the Dea-

con quality of workman-

ship and material. See our

complete range.

The

Deacon Shirt Co.
Belleville, Canada

// (nil/ aflvcrthement interests you, tear it o'lf nmi' and place icith letters to be answered.
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Build a bigger^

business in

Boys'Suits
See that every suit you order is equipped witli

"Governor"
Fasteners

The ouuinion-sense idea embodied in this up-

to-date knicker fastener wins the ap[)roval of

the Youngsters and their Parents.

Specify "(Tovernoi'" Fasteners when ordering!;

your stock.

^i)t (Sobernor JfasJtener €o.
of Canaba, iLimiteb

46 ST. ALEXANDER STREET, MONTREAL

New Forms to Stimulate

Your

Clothing

Business

.Men's Coat Form at Left.

Sateen Covereil. as cut $S.(H)

Black .lersey (i.OI)

Add for Arms 1.50

in. Base, Maliogany Finisli.

Vest Form at Right.

.Sateen Covered, as cut .f.'i.."()

Blade .lerse.v Covering -t.Od

7 in. Base. Uon.

H e r c w i t li w e

sliow two recent

additions to our

stoclv. The shap-

ino' is such as

tjives the ri.s;ht

hang- to the New
Clothing' Models.

These forms, and

our others, will

enable you get-

ting the eff^ects

vou want.

Quick action ivill get individuality
and quality into your display

A. S. Richardson & Co.
99 ONTARIO STREET - TORONTO

Write for Samples of

LONCO
CAPS

Clever production, elegant styles, smart in

every detail, and real value—those are the

terms that best describe the "Loneo"
range of caps.

Our caps are making friends wherever
shown. They are holding old customers
and making new ones.

WRITE FOR S.\MPLP: DOZENS.

London Hat & Cap Mfg. Co.
324 Notre Dame Street \V'est, CJlenora Bklg.

MONTREAL

.V new and bet-

ter way to pre.-s

(iarnients u.-^^ed

hy Gent.s' Furn-

ishers, ^I e n ' s

('h)thing Mf^s.,

I" n d e r w e a r

:\If,^s.. Cleaners

and Dyers, Skirt

and nOth ^rfo-s.

The Hoffman
Garment Press

Add a Pressing and Cleaning Dept. to your

Clients' Furnishing business and see your

business grow. It keeps the young men
calling at your store. Pay.'^ big profits on

small investments. The Hoffman Sanitary

Press enables you to turn out a high-class job

in quick time, at low cost. This Dept. will

pay its own way and help swell your profits.

WRITE TO

Palmer & Co.,
12 CLINTON PLACE
TORONTO, ONT.

// any advertisement interests yon, tea r d out now and place with letters to he nnsivered.
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There are big

profits in the

selling of

Lion

Brand

Bloomers
Yoii can't beat

Lion Brand for

quality, tit ami

diirahilitv.

Don't place your order until y()u'\e seen

the values we are showinji in this line.

A postcard w.ll connect you.

The Jackson Mfg. Co., Limited

CLINTON, ONTARIO
Factories : C joderich E.xeter Seaforth

Men's Outfitters

cor. Bank & Queen St.

Has Your Own Name
on Each

Mr. Merchant: You can bring that customer back
again; give him a Hat Cleaner with his new hat.

This will be a constant reminder to him of your
stoie. The Hat Cleaner will have your own name
anil adilress on it. Customers ai»[)reciate this extra

consiileration.

These Hat Cleaners are made in a variety of felt

shapes. Order a quantity with your own name
printed on—and bring that customer back again.

Samples on Request

Complimentary Advertising Articles Go.
P.O. Box 456 - Montreal, P.Q

Just what you need to

sell more caps

The handsome cap stand
here shown is an ideal de-

vice for effectively display-

ing a stock of caps. It dis-

I)lays them in a way that

facilitates inspection on the

part of the customer, en-

abling him to see at a

glance all the j)atterns car-

ried.

It saves space, too, and
will prove quite a hand-

some adclition to your pres-

ent store equipment. It is

5' 8" high, 27" wide, and
contains 18 spaces to dis-

plav 1.) to IS dozen caps.

Sells at .1=2.5.00.

The cost of installing will

lie more than covered in a

short time by increased cap

sales, and more satisfie<l

customers.

Send a card to-day for full

particulars.

Patented Nov. 20, 1916

Miller and Company]^
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

THE WINNERS

s' pO
POPULAR

NECKWEAR
(TUBULAR)

BAT-WINGS AND FOUR-IN-HANDS
.^t $4.25 and $6.00 per doz. .K Iriil 6-doz. order will eive you
a eood variety. Goods shipped same day order is receiyed.

J. & J. CASH, LIMITED
301 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL

If an;/ nilvcrliscment iiitrrrxts i/ou, tear it out n<nr and place with Utters to be anmrcred.
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Fall Line Now Ready
Our Salesmen will shortly wait on you with a roniplrtc J!<iii</c

for Fall. 11)17. includino; many new and atlraetive models in

Suits, Fall Overcoats, etc.
A comparison of our values will show you where WKAIillEST
leads the fwhl.

ATTKACTIVE STYLES
NEW MATERIALS

MODERATE PROFITS

Are the sales creating features of oiu' line. See it and he

convinced.

Ill spite of strike eoaditioiis, we are in a ])ositiou to snpphj all

orders for immediate delivery with vip-to-date goods for Siiring.

Let us know your requirements.

THE WEARBEST CLOTHING MFG. CO.
Manufacturers of Stylish Clothes for Men and Boys

149 NOTRE DAVIE ST. W. MON FREAL

Resistered

iiThe Best Known and the Known Best''
THAT'S Till'] STORY which t,liou.<ands of merchants have proved hy results during the \n\i^{ 200
ijears, and after all it is only results that convince.

ARE YOU getting your share of the patronage oi that great puhlic who for their own satisfaction

INSIST ON DENT'S
OUR Travellers are on tlie road with our full line of gloves for inunediate and Fall Delivery.

PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS.

NOTE NEW ADDRESS

DENT, ALLCROFT & CO.
128 Bleury St., Montreal

// any advertisement interests you, tear if oaf aoir (rnd plan- iritli Ifftcrs to he an.sivcred.
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"Where to Buy" Directory
This is a classified directory of lines handled by the advertisers
in this issue. We cannot accept responsibility for correct listing

where information was not supplied by the advertiser. Put this

number aside for further reference. It will be found useful indeed
to the buyers and department heads of the store. For further in-

formation look u]) advertisements in this issue.

AHM BANDS
Tlie Arriiw Gaitpr ('(Hiipaiiy, MoiitiOMl.
The Hessio Mfg-. Co.. WcUiiigton St.. W..
Torontd.

The 'Moiianh ..Siis|iciMlcr t.'o.. Spailiiia
Ave.. Toronto.

.VI TO.MOBILE GAl XT1>KT.S
Dent. Allcroft A: Co.. Montreal.
Hamilton Carhartt Cotton Mills. Toronto.
K. G. liong & Co., Toronto.

BATHIX(i sriTS. Men's and Women's
The Monarch Knitting Co.. Dunnville.

BATH KOBES
Dufferin Shirt Co., Toronto.
Alphouse Eu-ine. Montreal.

BOVfS' BLOUSES
The .lackson .Mfg. Co., Clinton, Unt.
The Williams, Greene & Home Co., Kiteli-

euer, Canada.

BOYS' BLOOMERS
Walter Rlne & Co., SherbrooUe, P.Q.
Copple.v. Xo.ves iSt liantlall, Hamilton.
Davis r.ro.s., Hamilton.
J. Elkin \- Co.. Montreal.
I!, (iardner tV- Co., Montreal.
C. .M. (iilchri.st & Co.. Toronto.
.T. A. Hangh, Toronto.
Hellenr, Gariepy & Brorlerick, Montreal.
Dni)erial Clothing Co., Toronto.
The Jackson Mannt'actnring Co., Limiteii,

Clinton. Ont.
John W. Peck & Co., Montreal.
Alphonse Racine, Limited, Montreal.

Bl TTOXS
The Dominion lintton Co., Kitc-hener,

Ont.

CANES
R. J. Inglis & Co.. .Montreal and Win-

nip<'g.

CAPS, Men's, Boys' and Children's

Anderson -cMacBeth, Toronto.
The Boston Cap Co., Montreal.
The Cooper Cap Co., Toronto.
The London Hat iV: Cap Co.. Montreal.
.1. W. Peck iV; Co., .Montreal.

COLL.VRS AND (Ills. Linen
Alphonse Uaciiic. Montreal.
( Inett. Pcaliody ^ Co.. Inc.. Troy. .\.V.
Tooke r.ros.. Montreal.
The Williams, Greene & Rome Co., Kitch-

ener, Ont.

CO.MPOSITION COLLARS
Arlington Co.. Toronto.
The Canadi.m I'arsuns \- Parsons Co.,
Hamilton.

CLOTHING, Boys,
Walter Bine \- Co.. Sherlirooke. P.Q.
Coppley. Xoyos & R.-indall, Hamilton.
J. Elkin & Co., Montre.il.
B. (Jardiier & Co., .Montreal.
C. M. Gilchrist & Co., Toronto.
Hellenr, Gariepy & Broderiek, Montreal.
Imperial Clothing Co., Toronto.
Tho .Tackson Manufacturing Co., Ltd..

Clinton. Ont.
.Tohn W. Peck & Co.. Montreal.
Wearliest Clothing Mfg. Co., Montreal.

CLOTHINC;, .Hen's
The l'..iclielor Clothing <'o.. Sherbriioke

P.Q.
Walter Blue & Co., Sherhrooke, P.Q.
Coppley, Xoyes A; Randall, Hamilton.

The Crown Tailoring Co., Toronto.
J. Elkin & Co., Montreal.
Fashion Craft, Ltd., Montreal.
P.. (jJardner & Co., Montreal.
C. M. (Jilchrist <fc Co., Toronto.
E. G. ilachliorn & Co., Toronto.
Hellenr. (Jariejiy & Broderiek, Montreal.
Imperial Clothing Co.. Toronto.
It. .1. Inglis & Co., Montreal.
Wni. II. Leishman & Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Miller Mfg. Co., Ltd., Toronto.
John W. Peck .fc Co., Montreal.
E. A. Small, Fit Reform Co., Montreal.
Randall & .Johnston, Toronto.
Wearliest Clothing Mfg. Co.. Montreal.

CLOTHING, SDecial Measure
Walter Bine .V: Co., Slierliri:oke, P.Q.
Coppley, Noyes & Randall, Hamilton.
Crown Tailoring Co.. Toronto.
.T. Elkins A: Co., Montreal.
Fashion Craft, Ltd.. Montreal.
R. Gardner & Co.. Montreal.
E. G. Hachborn, Toronto.
R. J. Inglis, Montreal.
Wra. H. Leishman iV: Co., Ltd.. Toronto.
.Tohn W. I'eck, Montreal.
Randall it Johnston, Toronto.
E. A. Small. Fit Reform, Montre.il.
Weari)i\st Clothing Mfg. Co., Montreal.

CLOTHINCi, Summer and Speeialty
.T. A. Hangh. Toronto.
Hellenr. (Gariepy & Broderiek, Montreal.
The Miller Mfg.' Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Wreyford i^c Co., Toronto.

FABRICS for Overalls and .lumpers

J. L. Stifel i^i Sons., Wheeling, W. Va.

FABRICS for Fniforms and Workshirfs
Franklin Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

FABRICS for Summer Clothing
The Palm Beach Mills, New York.

FASTENERS for Boys' Kniekers
The Governor Fastener Company.

GARTERS
Arrow Garter Co.
The Hessco Mfg. Co.
The Monarch Suspender Co.. Toronto.

GLOVES AN!) MITTS, Fine Leather
Dent, Allcroft *.- Co., Montreal.
R. G. Long iV: Co., Toronto.

GLOVES AND MITTS,
Heav.v, Workingnien's

Hamilton. Carhartt Cotton Mills, Toronto.
R. G. Long iV: Co., Toronto.

GLOVES, Kid
Dent, Allcroft & Co.

GLOVES AND MITTS, Woollen
Avon Knitting Co.. Stratford.
Dent. Allcroft & Co., Montreal.
R. G. Long \- Co., Toronto.
.Monarch Knitting Co., Ltd., Dunnville.
Alphons-e Racine, Limited, Montreal.
Wreyford iV- Co., Toronto.

H.VNDKERCHIEFS
Clnett, Peabody A: Co.. Inc., Troy, X.Y.
Tooke Bros., Montreal.
Alphons,' Racine, Montreal.
Williams, Greene it Rome Co., Kitchener.

HATS, Felt
Anderson. .MacBeth, Toronto.
Wolthansen Hat Corpn., Brockville.

HOSIERY, .Mens.
.\voii Hosiery Co.. Stratford.
Craftana, London. Eng.
.Monarch Knitting Co.. Ltd.. Dunnville.
Kingston Hosier;. Co., Ltd.. Kingston.
-Mphonse Kaclne, Limited
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

IIOISE COATS
Dnflerh; Shirt i.' Toronto.

-MACKINAW OR SPORT CO.\TS
Coppley, Noyes iV Randall. Hamilton,
l:. G. Long it Co., Toronto.

.MILIT.\RY TAILORS
E. G. Hachborn & Co., Toronto.
R. J. Inglis it Co., Montreal and W^in-
nipeg.

.Miller .Mfg. Co., Ltd., 'Toronto.

.Ml XITION, or Shop Workers' (oats
Fast .Mail Overall Co.. Windsor.
H.imilton. Carhartt Cotton .Mills. Ltd.,
Toronto.

J. A. Hangh & Co., Toronto.
KitclK-n Overall & Shirt Co.. Ltd., To-

ronto.
Larned, Carter & Co.. Sarnia.
R. (J. Long it Co., Toronto.
H. S. Peters & Co., WelLind.

MEN'S TlJOl.SERS
Walter Blue & Co.. Sherl>rooke, P.Q.
Coppley. Noyes & Randall. Hamilton.
J. Elkin it Co., .Montreal.
B. Gardner it Co., ilontreal.
C. N. Gilchrist it Co.. Toronto.
Hamilton Carhartt Cotton Mills, Ltd..

Toronto.
E. G. Hachborn & Co., Toronto.
Hellenr. Gariepv & r>roderick, Montreal.
J. A. Hangh it Co.. Toronto.
Imjierial Clothing Co., Toronto.
Lamed, tarter, Sd^'nin.

R. (}. Long it Co.. Toronto.
Miller Mfg. Co.. Ltil., Toronto.
John W. Peck & Co.. ilontroal.
H. S. I'eters it Co.. Wellapd.
.\lplinnse Ruine. Ltd.. Montreal.
Randall it .Tohnst-n. Toronto.
Wearbest Clothing ilfg. Co.. Montreal.

MOCC.YSINS
R. G. Long X- Co.. Toronto.

MOCC.\SIX SLIPPERS
R. G. L-ne it Co.. Toronto.

MILIT.YRY SI PPLIES
J. R. (Jaunt it Co.. Montreal.
R. J. Inglis it Co.. Montreal and Win-
nipeg.

.Miller Mf-. Co., Ltd.. Toronto.
T. W. Tiptaft it S"us. London. Eng.
Wreyford it Co., Toronto.

MONO(iRAMS
J. \- J. Cash Co.. South Norwalk. Conn..

r.s..\.

.MIFFLERS
.\von Hesier.v Co.. Strafford.
\\"m. Milne. Toronto.
Monarch Knitting Co.. Dunnville.
.\Iphanse Racine, Ltd.. Montreal.
Sterling Neckwear. Toronto.
\\ reyford & Co.. Toronto.

NECKWEAR
J. it J. Cash Co.. South Norwalk, Conn..
John Forsyth it Co., Kitchener.
Wm. .Milne. Toronto.
.\lphonse Racine, Ltd.. Montreal.
Th.e .Sterling Neckwear Co.. Toronto.
Tooke Bros., Montreal.
Wreyfrd & Co.. Toronto.
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A BIG WEDGE to help

you "drive home" the

Youn^ Men's Fall Business
Attractive patterns, high-grade material

and a tailoring representing the highest pin-

nacle of correct clothes-making combine to

make the Fall showing of

Gardner's
"Good Clothes"

the most attractive selling proposition with-

in your reach. Style is the predominating
feature of every model sufficiently graded
to satisfy the requirements of the extreme,

as well as the most conservative dresser.

We are particularly fortunate in having a

large stock of raw materials on hand and
we are fully equipped to meet your needs in

suits and overcoats.

Our salesmen will be on their respective ter-

ritories about March 15th, with a complete

range of samples. You will be well advised

to arrange an early call.

Write us now while you think of it.

In Larger Premises
Owing to the steady growth of our business,

it has been necessary to extend our plant,

and we have taken possession of new and
larger premises on St. Catherine Street

West, just around the corner from our old

address.

B. Gardner & Co.
Makers of "Good Clothes

' '

85 St. Catherine Street West

Montreal

// anij advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letters to he answered.
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C'liiett. Pi'itbod.v iVc Co.. Inc., Tro.v. N.Y.
Uoaiou Slilrt Cn.. Holleville.

Dufferin Slili-t Co., Tcronto.
.Toiiii I'cU's.vtli vV- Co.. Kitilu'iicr. Out.
TooUf I'.riis.. Mniitieal.
Tlie Williams. iJrt'ciu' iV Kdinc Co.. I.til..

Kitrlu-iu'r.

OVKK.^LLS AND SMOCKS
Fast .Mail (»vciull Co.. Walkerville.
llauiiltdii. Caiiiartt Cotton Mills. Toronto
.). A. Ilangh \- I'o.. 'I'oiunto.

Larneil. Cartor. Sainia.
K. G. Lou? & Co., Toronto.
H. S. IVter.s & Co.. Wcllanil.
Alplionsc Rai-ino, Ltd.. Montreal.
The Kitclipn Overall A: .><hiit Co.. Ltd..

I'.i'antford.

OVEK.AI>LS .\M) KOMI'KK SlITS
Boys'

Till,' .Tai kson Mannt.-oi nrini; Co.. Clinton.

P.\N.\M.\ H.VTS
Tlio C.madian raiiania Hat ("o.. Toronto.

rOLICE EQllPMEXT
IJ. J. Inglis .V Co.. .Montreal and Win-
nipeg.

PYJ.\M.\S.
Clnett Pealiod.v .V Co.. Inc. Tri
Ileacon Shirt Co., Belleville.

l»nft'erin Shirt Co.. Toronto.
.Iiihn Fors.vth Co., Kitiliener.
Tooke Bros.. .Montreal.
Williams, Greene iV- Konio Co..

PRESSING M.Vt'HINEKV
rainier \- Co.. 2 Clinton I'l.,

PI LLOVEKS. :Mcirs and Bo.vs'
.Monari-h Knitting Co., Dnnnville.

RAZORS
(Jillette Safot.v It.izor Co. of Canada,

.Montreal.

SILK KMTTEO (OATS
Monarch Knitting I'o.. Iit<l.. Dnnnville.

SHIRTS, Fine
I'c.icoii Shirt Co., Toronto.
Dnfferin Shirt Co.. Toronto.
.Tohn Fors.vth & Co.. Kitchener.
Lang Shirt Co.. Kitchener,
.1, AV. Peck & Co., Montreal,
.\lphonse Racine, Ltci.. Montreal.
Tonke Bros.. Montreal.

).V. X.Y.

Kitchener.

Toronto.

Williams, (irceiie »V Uiime Co.. Kitchener.
Wre.vfcird A; Co.. 'J'on n.o.

SHIRTS (.Made to Measure)
Clnett. Peabolid.v .\: Co.. Inc., Tro.v, X.Y.
ImtTerin ,Shirt Co.. Toronto.
.loim I'ors.vthe A: Co., Kitchener.
K. .1. Inglis. Winnipeg.
L.ing Shirt Co.. Toronto.
Tooke Bros., Montreal.
Willi.anis, (ireene \: Itoine. Kitchener.

SHIRTS, WorkhiK
DeacMii Shii't Co.. B.'llevillc.

DnITelin Shirt Co.. Toronto.
Fast .Mail llverall Co.. Walkerville.
.1. A. Ilangh \- Co.. Toronto.
Kitchen Dveral! \- Shirt Co.. Ltd.. Braiit-

foril.

Lang Shirt Co.. Kitchener.
I-arncd. Carter, Sarnia,
i!. G. L;:ng iV- Co.. Toronto.
.Miller .Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Toronto.
II. S. Peters. Ltd., Welland.
.1. W. P<(k i*.- Co., Montreal.
.\lpl}onse Racltic, Ltd., Montreal.
Tonke Bi'cs.. Montreal.
Williams, (iret'iie .V Rome Co.. Kitchener.
Wreyf.ird \- Co.. Toronto.

SHOE POLISH
Nngg<'l P(dish Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.

SOI T (OEL.ARS
Clnett. I'eabod.v, Tro.v. N.Y.
.Tohn Forsyth & Co., Kitchener.
Tooke Bros.. Montreal.
Williams. (Jrinne iV itoiiie Co., Kit( lienor.

SWE.VTEKS .VXD SWE.VTER CO.\TS
.Men's and Bo.vs'

Av(n Hosiery Co., Ltd., Stratford.
.Monarch Knitting Co., Dnnnville.
R. (i. Leiig A: Co., Toronto.
Alphonse R.iclne. Montreal.
Wreyfoid >V: Co.. Toronto.

Sl'SI'ENDERS .\XI) BELTS
.\rro\v (iarter Co.. Montreal.
Ncssco Mfg. Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Monarch Suspender Co., Toronto.
Alphoese Racine, Ltd,, Montreal.

SIMMER INUERWEAR
Clnett. Peahody \- Co.. Inc., Troy, .\.Y.

.Tohn Forsyth Co.. Kitchener.
liingslon Hosiery Co., Ltd., Kingston.
Alphonse R.icine. Ltd.. Montreal.
Tonke r.rns.. Montreal.

Thomas Waterhonst & Co.. Ingersoll.
Willialiis, Greene iV: Rome Co.. Kitcin in r.

Wreyford & Co.. Toronto.

TOULES
Avon Hosiery Co., I^tiL, Stratford.
Monarch Knitting Co.. Dnnnville.

rXDERWEAR. Winter
Atlantic T'nderwear Co., Moncton, N.I!.

Kingston Hosier.v Co., Ltd., Kingston.
Alphonse R.icine. Ltd., Montreal,
Thomas Waterhonse & Co.. Inger.soll.

Wreyfoid tV- Co.. Toronto.

W,*TERPROOFS
Canadian Consolidated Itnliher.

Alphonse Itacine. Ltd.. .Montreal.

WATERPROOFING OF TEXTILES
Tate Electrolvtie Proiesses. Ltd.

EQUIPMENT
CASH REGISTERS
National Cash Registio- Co.. Toronto.

CREDIT FILES
.\.iti<>i:al Cisii Re;'.i:ler Co.. Toronto.

DISPLAY' FIXTl RES
Dale Wax Figure Co.. Toronto.
.Tones Bros.. Toronto.
.Miller A: Co.. Sanlt Ste. Marie.
(»nll-Wa-Tle H(dder Co., Daytou. Ohio.
A. \- S. Richardson, Toronto.
Taylor Mfg. Co., Hamilton.

H.AT BRl SHES
Conii)llnientary Advertising Co., Montreal

R.VCKS .\ND HANGERS
Taylor Mfg. Co.. Hamilton.
Dale Wax Figure Co., Toronto.
A. & S. Richardson, Toronto.

REVERSIBLE W.\RDROBES
.Tones Bri s.. Toront".

SHOW CASES
.Tones Bri.s.. Toronto.

STORE FRONTS
T.iylor -Mfg. Co.. Hamiltcn.

W.\X FIGl RES
Dah' W.ix Figure Co.. Toronto.
A. \- .s. Riehariison. Toronto.

W.VSTE P.AI'ER Bl VERS
F. Pnllan A: Co.. Toronto.

W.\STE P.\PER B.\LERS
Tile General S.-ili-s C,... Tor' ntn.

PUT THIS SIGN
IN YOUR WINDOW

Send u.-^ the order, tuid wilhin lliree days of receij)!. the uood.- will he

shipped from our W[NNrPE(i factory.

Ask for .samples and nieasiii'eiiietit forms. >o (hat when lhi> lni>iiie--

offers, you won't have to turn it down.

We use exehisive Entilish and Scoich cottdu fa.hric>. and I'^.nLilisli and

Ja])anese silks.

Wrife before

SPRING opens up

R. J. INGLIS, LIMITED
Shirtmakers, Civil and Military Tailors

291 GARRY STREET : WINNIPEG, MAN,

7/ any advertiseTnent interestf< non. tear it out now and place with letters to be anstcered.
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MILLER 1917 VALUES
are the one outstanding exception to the present prohibitive
prices of cotton and wollen merchandise.

While we have of course had to make some advances over our
former prices to cover the increased cost of doing business, our
prices to-day are from 15 to 35 per cent, under present market
vahies.

Our foresight in heavily buying our supplies before the sharp ailvaiu-es in the textile markets
enables us to offer our eustomers surprising values in

—

TORONTO

Duck Coats and Aprons
Khaki and White Duck Pants

Luster Coats

Munition Coats

Official Boy Scout Uniforms
and Supplies

and last but not least the newest member of the Miller family:

P4LM BEACH AND SUMMERWEIGHT CLOTHING
Canadian custom made by men tailors especially for Canadian trade.

The merchant who anticipates his requiremen ts is the man making money to-day. Cover all

your season requirements in the above and any other SPECIALTY, as present prices are too low
to allow our stocks to last much longer.

The Miller label shown here protects both nierchayit and
customer. See that it is on your SPECIALTY CLOTHING.

MILLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY.Limited
Makers of the Famous Miller Breeches

44 York Street, Toronto

The sales clinchers of

the trousers' world
The surest way to cominre yourself of the sterling \alues

in the

HAUGH TROUSERS Line

is to compare them with competing lines. We have no

doubt whatever, that such a comparison will result favor-

ably for us, hence we cordially invite you to have our

traveller call with samples of our new values, the com-

pletest lines we have yet turned out

Here are a few of our customer satisfying features—

Ample size, full seat allowing for stooping,

double seaming, well cut belt straps, five

pockets, hip adjuster strap, plain or unfin-

ished bottom, etc.

Haugh trousers retail at prices ranging from $1.50 to

$4.50. Order now for quick delivery.

The J. A. Haugh Manufacturing Co.
i^imrted

Toronto, Canada

£

1 y

f
I
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If any 'If] rrfiftement ivfrrrsf.'i yn\i, tear it out now and place with letter.^ to he an.twered.
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No pad to absorb perspirat on

Trimmines of Ivorv aivc lightness,
and real comfort. Absolutely san-
itary. Will not tear the sock.
Garters made in best quality elastic-
lisle to retail at 25c.. silk, 5()c.

There is a reason why the sales are increasing!

a jJESSCQ''
Registered

IVORY TRIMMED

GARTERS and ARMBANDS
RUSTLESS NO BINDING GUARANTEED

Also Manufacturers and Importers of
full tine Men 's Jewelry and Leather Belts

THE HESSCO MFG. COMPANY
145 Wellington Street West :-: TORONTO

Sole Manufacturers and Patent Holders

Won't maik finest fjbncs

retail, lisle 15c..Arm bands
silk 25c.

Jf your jobber can't supply.
direct for samples.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS

pOR SALK— 1.\ PRO.SPEROUS WKSTKKX 0XT.\R10 CITY OF
10,000, iiicirs fiiiiiisliiii.s g-.u)ils, spefial unler cIotliiiijiT ;iiiii

liat hiisiiuss; sir.jiH dpsirable .stock: inodeni fittings; ttiniuvcr

.fl.l.ODO. .Vpiil.v V.:x -JOO. :\[eirs \Ve;u- Review.

Your Waste Paper Is

Worth Dollars to You^nw s;n^:;,^^;;is;'i,/'s?

IHU 1
J^^^^ PAPER BALER

H^^I^!Ljij..l?.A r> lo 1 i^ _ II

Stair Building, Toronto

"MAPLE LEAF'^
UNDERWEAR

A Splendid Live Seller

"Maple Leaf" High Grade Men'.^

Underwear lia.s the qualitie.* that make
a splendid selling line. Dealers looking

for a brand that will bring

them steady underwear sales

and permanent customers

will find this Brand a good

one to specialize on.

GiVEIT ATRIAL.

Order Maple Leaf Brand through Messrs
Woods it Howard, Coristine Bldg. , Mon
trea'- or R.W. Waterhouse, Ingersoll.

Thos. Waterhouse & Co., Limited, Ingersoll, Ont.
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13 UY only those raincoats that carry
^^ the name or label of a reliable

manufacturer.

The largest rubber manufacturing

company in Canada stands behind

"Dominion'' Raincoats.

These garments are guaranteed

against defects in quality and work-

manship.

DOMINION RAINCOATS
^^Made in Canada''

Write our nearest branch for price

lists and further information.

Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.
LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE - MONTREAL

Branches at Halifax, St. John, Moncton, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, HamUton, Brantford,

London, Kitchener, North Bay, Fort William, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon,

Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver, Victoria.
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Hankraft

"

A slightly lower height in our surcessUil

model Roykraft. Ready Noic.

TOOKE BROS., LIMITED
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG


